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SECTIOO 1

INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS BOOK CONTAINS

The Prime User's Guide is an introduction and overview to programming
in a high-level language on a Prime computer. It contains all the
information new users need to get started on a Prime system, and
provides a road map for new and experienced users alike that tells
what's available for Prime computers and where to locate information
about it.

This guide is divided into four parts,

Part I contains an introduction (Section 1), which tells how to use
this book and provides an annotated guide to Prime's features and
docunentation.

"'\

Part II introduces users to PRIMOS (Prime's Operating System) and
carries them step by step through the acts of creating am running a
progrcm, as follows:

• Section 2 introduces Prime's operating system, PRIMOS, and its
file management system (FMS).

• Section 3 tells how to access the system: how to log in; how
to create, manipulate, list and delete files and directories;
am how to log out when you're done.

• Section 4 explains how to enter files (programs, text files, and
data files), using Prime's editor; and how to get files printed
on the line printer.

• Section 5 provides an introduction to cornpiLi.nq programs under
PRIMOS. Simple programs can be compiled from the information
given in this guide. For more complex programs, or programs for
which the programmer wishes to use the advanced features of
Prime's compilers, the programmer should consult the specific
language reference guide.

• Section 6 provides an introduction to linking and Loedi.nq
programs with Prime's two loaders, SEG and LOAD. The
infonnation in this section enables users to load simple
programs. The language guides provide information on
language-specific features; the LOAD and SEG Reference Guide
provides full information on advanced techniques.

• section 7 provides an introduction to executing programs
interactively. (Language-specific details on execution am
debugging are provided by your language guide.)

1 1 January 1980
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• Section 8 tells how to create command files for the
non-interactive running of proqr ans , how to execute comnand
files from the terminal, and row to execute command files as
phantoms (i .e., as independent processes not connected with your
terminal) •

• Section 9 provides full information on howto execute pr oqrams
using Prime's batch processing environment.

Part III, Systan Facilities, provides an introduction to the resources
available on your Prime systan.

• Section 10 tells how to use four ff Le-bandl i.rq utilities:

- SORT,which sorts and merges files

- CMPF,which compares files and notes disparities

- MRGF,which creates one updated file out of several disparate
files

- FUTIL, which moves, copies, lists, and deletes both files and
complete directories

• Section 11 explains how to handle magnetic tapes, punched cards,
and punched paper tapes on Prime.

• Section 12 explains PRIMENET,Prime's networking facility, and
tells howusers can take advantage of it.

• Section 13 provides a selected list of Important subroutines and
libraries available for use by high-level language programs.

Part IV provides a more advanced look at PRIMOS. In particular, it
duscusses several ways in which JOu can alter the commandenvirorment;
on a terminal-by-terminal or program-by-program basis.

• Section 14 sbows row jOu can define your own abbreviations for
PRIMCEcommands (via the ABBREVcommand)and howyou can modify
the systan prompts with the ROYcomnard,

• Section 15 explains PRIMOS'scondition mechanism and shows how
users can write their own on-units (error-handling subroutines) •

In addition to the body of the text, this guide provides the following
appemices:

• Aglossary of terms used in Prime docunentation

• A list of systan defaults and constants

REV." 1 2
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• The ASCII character set

• A list of systen error messages

HClVTO USE THIS BOOK

We suggest that you:

• Read Sections 1-4 before beg Inni rq to VJQrkon the system.

• Reed Sections 6-9 before you try to canpile, load or run
pr oq rems ,

• Use Sections 113 through 13 as reference sections:

Section 113 if you need to sort, canpare, or merge files, or
move whole directories from place to place

Section 11 if you need to use mag tapes, cards, or paper tape

Section 12 if the computer you work on is part of a ne two rk

Section 13 to find out whether PRIMOS has a subroutine or
utility that does some task you need to do, or whether you'll
have to wr i te your own

• Read Section 14 when you've becane someYklat famil iar with the
system, to discover some more sophisticated conveniences PRIMOS
can offer you.

• Refer to the glossary in Apperrlix A if you encounter any terms
you don't recognize.

HClVTO USE 'rHE REST OF PRIME'S OOCUMENTATIOO

If this User's Guide provided all the information you'd ever need to do
anytrii nq , it would be about afoot thick. 'Iherefore, Sections 2
through 14 contain enough information to get you started on just about
everythi~. And the rest of this section supplies a road map to all
our other documentation: the books that do tell you IIall you need to
know.II (Ti tIes fo l l.owed by asterisks docimerrt separately priced
products.)

1 3 January 19813
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The Central Guides

The relationship between these books is illustrated in Figure 1-1.
This user's guide is the center: the starting place. Backing it up
are the high-level language guides, Yklich:

• Provide full language reference materials

• Explain the canpilers in detail, showing the use of all options

• Explain any language-specific techniques of proqr an developnent

• Discuss advanced techniques for
debugging proqr ans

1000 ing , optimi zil'lJ , and

Language guides currently available are:

• The FORTRAN77 Reference Guide*

• The FORT~NReference Guide

• The COBOLReference Guide*

• The PL/I Subset G Reference Guide*

• The RPGII Reference Guide (am the RPGII Debugging Template)

MoreDetailed References

The canmands and util ities explained in this guide am the Larquaqe
guides will carry most appl ications progranmers throujh most of their
'AQrk. For those '..mo need more detailed references, each topic
discussed in this book is treated more fully in our reference guides.
The reference guides that appl ications programmers are most I ikely to
use are:

• The PRIMOOCommandsReference Guide, ~ich discusses all PRIMOS
level canmands available to the user.

• The Subroutines Reference Guide, which tells how to
into your own prograns the various subroutines
Prime.

incorporate
supplied by

• The LOADand SEG Reference Guide,
discussion of prime's Loeder s for
advantage of their advanced features.

~ich provides a full
users interested in taking

• The Source-Level DebLgger Reference Guide,* which provides both
introductory and full discussions on the use of Prime's
interactive debugger for FORTRAN,FORTRAN77, and PL/I programs.

REV. 0 1 4
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Figure 1-1. Organization of Prime Documentation
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A reference guide for operators and system administrators is:

• The System Administrator's Guide, which tells how to configure,
bring up, and maintain a Prime system.

BASIC

B~IC is Impl enentied on Prime canputers as a fully interactive,
self-contained environment. W:>rkingin BASIC,a programner can write,
canpile, execute, and debug a proqrzm \'bile remaining inside the BASIC
environment. prime's guides to working with BASIC, therefore, are
similarly sel f-conta ined , providing both full explanations of all B~IC
features and all introdu::::tory material needed to get the new user onto
the system. The guides are:

• Interpretive BASIC

• The BASIC/VMprogrammer's Guide*

AssembIy Lan;Juage

For assembly Larquaqe progranmers, and for anyone Interest.ed in
learning about Prime's computer architecture, there are:

• The PMA.Progranmer's Guide

• The System Architecture Reference Guide

Prime also supplies a nunber of guides that deal with more specific
applications.

'!'ext EditiIB

For users concernro with text roiting or fonnatted printouts, there is:

• The NewUser's Guide to Editor am Runoff

This guide explains in full detail prime's edi tor (ED) and its text
fo rmatt irq util ity (RUNOFF). (Aimed at users v.ho may not be
programmers, this guide also provides a less technical introduction to
Prime software for secretaries, typists am data entry personnel.)

Data Subsystems

POWERis an easy-to-use data maneqenerrt system with Ehgl ish-like
commandsthat allow the user to create, access, updat.e , and repor t on
MIDAS,ASCII, or binary files.

REV. 0 1 6
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POWER files are compatible with (and can be accessed from) BASIC/VM,
COOOL, and FORTRAN prograns. '!heguide to usirg Pa-IER is:

• The PRIME/POWER Guide

MIDAS - the Multiple Index Data Access System - creates and maintains
keyed-index data files to hold large amounts of information in a
quickly accessible format. MIDAS files are handled through a variety
of high-level Larquaqe interfaces. Appl ications programmers v.orkirg
with MIDAS files can consult the:

• Reference Guide, Multiple Index Data Access System (MIDAS)

FORMS allows applications programmers to design screen formats (such as
representations of business forms', to store the formats in a directory
and to write appl ications proqrems that use these screen fonnats to
facilitate data entry. The guide that explains how to do it is:

• The FORMS Guide*

SPSS - a statistical package for the social sciences - is useful to
applications progr~~ers who need statistical tools for data handling.
The use of SPSS on Prime computers is explained in:

• '!heSPSS Guide*

Data Base Management

Four guides docunen t Prime's data base management system. Programmers
writing data base applications programs in FORTRAN or COOOL should
consult:

• The DBMS FORTRAN Reference Guide*

• The DBMS COBOL Reference Guide*

Data base administrators concerned with settin:Jup and maintaining a
data base, use:

• The DBMS Administrator's Guide*

• The DBMS Schema Reference Guide*

Communications

If you are installing a network (or if your installation is on a
network and you're curious about the details); or if you are writing
progrens concerned with network functions, the guide you want is:

• The PRIMENET Guide*

1 7 January 1980
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If your installation has (or is getting) DPTX, (Distributed Processing
Tenninal Executive) and you're involved with it, you'll want:

• The Distributed Processing Terminal Executive Guide*

If your 'WOrkinvolves any of the main frame emulators - HASP, RJE2780,
RJE3780, 200UT, 1004, GRT8, or ICL 7020 - you can find out how to
handle them in:

• The Remote Job Entry Guide*

PR08RAMMER '8 CQ\1PANI008

Prime also provides a series of handy pocket-sized reference sunmaries
on many of its products. The following titles are currently available:

• FORTRAN: The programmer's Companion

• BASIC/VM: The Prograrruner's Companion*

• Assembly Language: The Prograrruner'sCompanion

• PRIMOS Commands: The programmer's Companion

• System Administrator: The programmer's Companion

REV. 0 I 8
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SECTIOO 2

BEFORE YOU GET STARTED

INTRODUCTION

Before you begin using your PRIME computer, you'll need to know:

• A few facts about PRIME's operating system, PRIMOS

• How to define and organize your files and directories using
PRIMOS's file management system

• W:lat the system prompts are

• W:lat conventions Pr ime guides use when docunenting commands

• What meaning the special terminal keys have for the PRIMOS
operating system or for some of its subsystems

• What meaning same special characters have for PRIMOS or some of
its subsystems

• How to define your own special characters or change. the
characteristics of your terminal

This section explains all of them, in the above order.

INTRODUCING PRIMOS

All Prime computers, from the 350 up, use a common operating system
known as PRIMOS. Under PRIMOS, a Prime computer can support up to 63
simultaneous users. Each user is totally independent. Each one may
use any utility (such as an editor or compiler), and may write,
compile, load, and execute any program, in any language, without regard
to what other users are doing on the system.

Program Environments

Under PRIMOS, programs may execute in three environments:

• Interactive

• Phantom

• Batch

Interactive: This is the environment most often used. In it, program
execution is initiated directly by the user. The terminal is dedicated

2 1 January 1980
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to the program during execution. 'Ibe program will accept input from
the tenninal and will print at the tenninal any output specified by the
program as well as user- or systan-generated error messages. 'Ibis
environment is explained in Section 7. Major uses are:

• Program developnent and debugging

• Programs requiring short execution time

• Data entry programs such as order entry, payroll, etc.

• Interactive programs such as the Editor, etc.

Phantom User: The phantom environment (explained in Section 8) allows
programs to be executed while "disconnected" from a tenninal. Phantom
users accept input from a command file instead of a tenninal; output
directed to a tenninal is either ignored or directed to a file.

Major uses of phantoms are:

• Programs requir ing long execution time (such as sorts)

• Certain system utilities (such as line printer spooler)

• Freeing tenninals for interactive uses

Batch Jobs: Since the number of phantom users on a system is limited,
phantoms are not always available. '!he Batch environment (explained in
Section 9) allows users to submit non-interactive command files as
Batch jobs at any time. The Batch monitor (itself a phantom) queues
these jobs and runs than, up to six at a time, as phantoms become free.

Compatibil ity

Because a cammon operating system is used throughout the Prime
processor line, programs created on one Prime computer can be used on
most other Prime computers, without modification. '!hereis complete
upward compatibility among all models, and complete downward
canpatibility among the 750, 650, 550, and 450. Considerable downward
compatibility exists among other models as well, as long as systan
constraints on program size and mode of code generated are observed.

Same Hardware Features

Prime's hardware supports this multi-user, interactive environment with

• Virtual memory, which allowS users to run programs larger than
the physical memory of the machine. A program may be as large
as 32 megabytes on the Prime 450 and up (768 kilobytes on the
Prime 350) •

REV. 0 2 2



r0041313 BEFCRE YOU GET STARTED

• Segmentation of programs, allowing the separation of code and
data. This facilitates the creation of pure code for shared or
recursive procedures.

• A ring protection system which provides hardware protection for
the operating s:ystemam user subsystems.

Except for segmentation of large programs, users have little immediate
concern with these features. They are largely invisible, designed to
let users concentrate on their own goals without worrying about the
hardware.

USING THE FILE SYSTEM

File and Directory Structures

A PRIMOS file is an organized collection of information identified by a
filename. The file contents may represent a source program, an object
program, a run-time memory image, a set of data, a program listing,
text of an on-line docunent, or anything the user can define and
express in the available symbols.

Files are normally stored on the disks attached to the computer system.
No detailed knowledge of the physical location of a file is required
because the user, through PRIMm commands, refers to files by name. en
some s:ystems, files may also be stored on magnetic tape for backup or
for archiving.

PRIMOS maintains a separate User File Directory (UFD) for each user to
avoid conflicts that might arise in assignment of filenames. A Master
File Directory (MFD) is maintained by PRIMOS for each logical disk
connected to the system. (A logical disk, sometimes called a volume,
may occupy either a complete disk pack or a partition of a multi-head
disk pack. In either case, it serves as PRIMOS's basic unit of
storage.) The MFD contains information about the location of each UFD
on the disk. In turn, each UFD contains information about the location
and content of each file or sub-UFO in that directory.

The types of files most often encountered
a description of the PRIMa; file system
ordering of information within files,
Reference Guide.

are shown in Table 2-1. For
and a description of the
refer to the Subroutines

Pathnames

The PRIMa; file directory system is arranged as a tree. At the root
are the disk volumes (also called partitions, or logical disks). Each
disk volume has an MFD containing the names of several UFI::s.Each UFD
may contain not only files, but subdirectories (sub-UFDs), and they may
contain subdirectories as well. Directories may have subdirectories to
any reasonable level.

2 3 January 1980
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Table 2-l. Types 0f Files in PRIMOS

File Ebw Ebw fbw Use
'lYPe Created Jlccessed Deleted

ASCII, Programs Programs DELETE Source files,
uncompress- SORT ED (examine only) Ft1l'IL DELETE text, data
ed CCMXJTPUF SLIST, SFO)L records for

PL/I STREAMI/O sequential
FI'N READ/WRITE access

ASCII, ED, SORT, ED, PL/I STREAM DELETE Same as un-
Canpressed Sane COBOL I/O FUFIL DELETE compressed

programs, ASCII

variable- FORTRANWRBIN FORl'RANRDBIN DELETE Data records
leD;Jth subroutines, subroutines, Ft1l'IL DELETE
binary PL/I record PL/I record

I/O, SORT I/O

Object Translators:RPG, IDAD or SEG DELETE Input to
(Binary) FI'N, PMA, CCBOL, Binary Editor FlJrIL DELETE SEG or Ullill,

PL/I, Binary (EDB) Binary Editor Libraries
Editor (EDB)

Saved UlN) TAP, PSD DELETE Runfiles
Mem>ry Applications Control panel FlJrIL DELETE
Image programs

Segmented SEG SEG, VPSD, DBG SEG DELETE Runfiles
runfile Control panel FlJrIL TREDEL

Segmented SGDR$$ SGDR$$ subroutine FUTIL TREDEL Data records
data file subroutine MIIll\S MIDASKIDDEL for direct

MIDAS, DBMS DBMS access

UFO CREATE Contents: LISTF DELETE UsErl by
Sub-UFD Ft1l'IL '!'REDEL PRIMOS

MFD Contents: LISTF 00 UsErl by
PRIMOS

Disk record MAKE 00 UsErl by
availabil- PRIMOS
ity table
IEKRAT file

BCXJI' MAKE NO 00 USed by
PRIltDS

CMDOC~ Contents: LISTF NO Used by
PRIMOS

REV. e 2 4
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A pathname (also called a treename) is a name used to specify uniquely
any part Icular file or directory wi thin ffiL"'1OS.It consists of the
names of the disk volume, the UFD, a chain of subdirectories, and the
target file or directory. For example,

<FOREST>BEECH>BRANCHS>SQUIRREL

specifies a file on the disk volune FOREST, under the UFD BEECH and the
sub-UFD BRANCHS. The file's name is SQUIRREL. Figure 2-1 illustrates
how pathnames show paths through a tree of directories and files.

Disk volume names, am the associated logical disk rumbers , may be
found with the STATUS DISKS command, described later. A pathname can
be made with the logical disk number, instead of the disk volume name.
For exanple, if FmEST is mounted as logical disk 3,

<3>BEECH>BRANCHS>SQUIRREL

specifies the same file as the previous example.

Usually each UFD name is unique throughout all the logical disks. In
our example that would mean that there would be only one UFD named
BEECH in all the logical disks, 0 through 62. When that is the case,
the volume or logical disk name may be omitted, and PRIMOS will search
all the logical disks, starting from 0, until the UFD is found. For
example, if there is no UFD named BEECH on disks 0, 1, or 2, then

BEECH>BRANCH5>SQUIRREL

will specify the same file as the previous two examples. This last
form of pathname, in which the disk specifier is omitted, is called an
ordinary pathname because it is very frequently used.

Pathnames vs Filenames

M:>stcommands accept a pathname to specify a file or a directory. So
the terms" filename" and "pathname" may be used almost interchangeably.
A few commands, however, require a filename, not a pathname. It is
easy to tell a filename from a pathname. A pathname always contains a
">", while a filename or directory name never does.

Home vs Current Directories

PRIMOS has the ability to remember two working directories for each
user: the "home" directory, am the "current" directory. With few
exceptions, the home and current directories are the same. All work
can be accomplished while treating them both under the single concept
of "working directory."

2 5 January 1980
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PINE1

PINE2

BEECH
PINE3

ELM

This directory is the MFO of
the disk volume <FOREST>.

This directory is the
UFO ELM.

This is the
file ORIOLE.

,
This directory is I

______ ~UFD~E~.__.)

(Not all subdirectories
and files are shown.)

This is the
subdirectory BRANCH 5.

This is the
subdirectory
TWIG37.

This is the
file LEAFS.

This is the
file souiRREL.

(Not all the UFOs
are shown.)----,

I
I
I
I
I

This is the
file TREE HOUSE.

This is the
subdirectory
TWIG14

This is the
file LEAF4.

Figure 2-1. Examples of Files and Directories
in PRIMOS Tree-structured File System.
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When the user logs in to a UFO, that UFO becanes the working directory.
The ATTACH command changes the working directory to any other directory
to \\hichthe user has access rights. A working directory may be an
MFD, UFO, or sub-UFO.

The ATTACH command has a home-key option \'thichallows the current
directory to change while the home directory remains the same. See
Reference Guide, PRIMOS Commands, for details of this operation.

Relative Pathnames

It is often more convenient to specify a file or directory pathname
relative to the home directory, rather than via a UFO. For example,
when the home directory is:

BEECH>B~H5

the commands

OK, SLIST BEECH>BRANCH5>TWIG9>LEAF3

and

OK, SLIST *>TWIG9>LEAF3

have the same meaning. '!he symbol "*" as the first directory in a
pathname means "home directory."

Current Oisk

Occasionally it will be necessary to specify a UFO on the disk volume
you are currently using; that is, where your home directory is. For
exanple, when developing a new disk volume with UFO names identical to
those on another disk, it is necessary to specify which disk is to be
used, each time a pathname is given. The current disk is specified by:

<*>BEECH>BRA~H5

for example. Do not confuse "<*>", meaning current disk, with the u*u
alone, \'thichmeans home directory.

Passwords

If any directory has a password, the
directory name or pathname. Apost.rophes
pathname.

password becomes part of the
are used to enclose the
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For example, if the directory BEECHhad a password , SECRET,a pathname
using it might be

'BEECHSECRET)BRAN:H5'

SYSTEMPRQI1PI'S

The OKPrompt

The OKprompt indicates that the most recent commandto PRIMa; has been
successfully executed, am. that ffiIMOS is ready to accept another
commandfrom the user. '!he p.mctuation mark following the "OK"
indicates to the user whether he is interfacing with a single-user
level of PRIMCE. '!he prompt "OK:" indicates single-user PRIMa; (a
version of PRIMCGII) i the prompt "OK," irxiicates multi-user PRIMOS.

PRIMCGsuppor t.s type-ahead. '!he user need not wait for the "OK," after
one command before beginning to type the next command. However, since
each character echoes as the user types it, output from the previous
commandmay appear on the terminal jumbled with the commandbeing typed
ahead. Type-ahead is limited to the size of the terminal input buffer.
Default is 192 characters.

PRli\1a; II does not suppor t type-ahead. '!he user must wait for "OK:"
before entering the next command.

'!he ER! Prompt

The ER! prompt indicates that PRIMOSwas unable to execute the most
recent conmard, for one reason or another, am that FRIMOSis ready to
accept another commandfrom the user. '!he ER! prompt usually is
preceded by one or more error messages Ind Icat Irq what PRIMOSthoLght
the trouble was.

Commonerrors include:

• Typographical errors

• omitting a password

• Being in the wrong directory

• Forgetting a parameter or argunent
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CCNVENI'IONS

All of Prime's user guides and reference guides use a single set of
conventions for documenting commands. In all of these guides, the
format of a canmand will be displayed in the following manner:

argument {
-opt~on }
-optIon [-option]

The symbols and conventions have the following meanings:

• WORDS-IN-UPPER-CASE

capital letters identify command y,ordsor keywords. They are to be
entered literally. If a portIon of an uppercase word is underlined,
the underlined letters indicate the minlinum legal abbreviation.

• Wbrds-in-Iower-case

Lowercase letters identify parameters.
appropriate numerical or text value.

The user sLDstitutes an

• Braces { }

Braces indicate a choice of paraneters and/or keywords. At least one
croice must be selected.

• Brackets [ ]

Brackets indicate that the y,ordor parameter enclosed is optional.

• Hyphen-

A hyphen identifies a command line option, as in:
Hyphens must be entered literally.

SPOOL -LIST.

• Parentheses (

~en parentheses appear in a canmand format, they must be inclLrled
literally.

• Ellipsis

The preceding parameter may be repeated.
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• Angle brackets < >
Used literally to separate the elements of a pathname. For exzmpl.e e
<FOREST>BEECH>BRANCH537>TWIG43>LEAF4.

• option

The w:>rdoption Ird icates that one or more keywords or paraneters can
be given, and that a list of options for the commandfollows.

• Spaces

Commandw:>rds, argunents am paraneters are separated in commandlines
by one or more spaces. In order to contain a literal space, a
parameter must be enclosed in sirq Ie qootes. For exanpl e , a pathncne
may contain a directory hav irg a password r

'<FOREST>BEECHSECREI'>BRA~H6'•

The qootes ensure that the pathname is not interpreted as two items
separated by a space.

User input usually may be either in lowercase or in uppercase. The
rare exceptions will be specified in the commandswhere they occur.

SPECIALTERMINALKEYS

• CON'rROL

The key labeled COOTROL(or CI'RL) charq es the meani rq of alphabetic
keys. Holding down CONTROLwhile press Irq an alphabetic key (or some
special keys) generates a control character. Control characters do not
print. Some of them have special meanings to the computer. (See
CCNTROL-P,C()I1TROL-Qand CCNTROL-S,below.)

• RUBour
'!he key 1abel ed
utility, RUNOFF.
Prime software.

RUBOUThas a special use in Prime's text processing
It is not generally meanirgful to other standard

en some tenninals it is labeled DELETEor DEL.

• REI'URN

The RETURNkey ends a line. PRIMOSmodifies the line according to any
erase (") or kill (?) characters, and either processes the 1ine as a
PRIMOOcommand, or passes it to a util ity such as the EDITffi. RETURN
is also called CR, CARRIAGE-RETURN,or NEW-LINE.
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• BREAK}A'ITN
INTRPI'

See CONTROL-P

SPECIALCHARACTERS

• caret (....)

Used in EDITOR to
special characters.
(t) •

enter octal numbers and for literal insertion of
On some terminals am printers, prints as up-arrow

• Backslash (\)

. Default EDITORtab character.

• Double-quote (")

Default erase character for PRIMCE and all subsystems. Each
double-quote erases a character from the current line. Erasure is from
right (the most recent character) to left. '!Wodouble-quotes erase tlltU
characters, three erase three, and so forth. You cannot erase beyond
the beq inni rq of a line. The PRIMOScommandTERM(described later in
this section) allows the user to choose a different erase character.

• Question mark (?)

Default kill character for PRIMOSand all subsystems. Each question
mark deletes all previous characters on the line. The PRIMOScommand
TERMallows the user to choose a different kill character.

• CONTROL-P

QUIT immediately (interrupt/terminate) from execution of current
corrmandand return to PRIMOSlevel. Echoes as QUIT. Used to escape
from undesired processes. Will leave used files open in certain
circumstances. Equivalent to hitting BREAKkey.

• CONTROL-S

Halt output to terminal, for inspection. Program will run until output
buffer is full; then it will be suspended. Any commands other than
COOTROL-8or CONTROL-Qwill be placed in the input buffer (unt il that
buffer is full). They will not execute until the suspended program has
tenninated. Input will not be echoed at the terminal until either
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CCNI'ROL-P(QUIT) or COOTROL-Q(Continue) is given.
funct.Ion is activated by the conmand TERo1-XOFF.

'!his special

• CONTROL-Q

Resume output to terminal following a CONTROL-S(if TERM -XOFF is in
effect) •

• UNDERSCCRE(_)

On some devices, prints as a backarrow (-).

• RESERVEDCHARACTERS

'!he following characters are reserved by PRIMOSfor special uses. '!hey
may not be used in file names:

(){}[]<>! %'=+'@- ; ? "\ '" rubout

SETI'INGTER-tINALCHARACTERIS'rICS

Terminal character istics may be set with the TERMcommand. These
characteristics remain in effect until ~u reset them or trrt i.I ~u log
out. '!he commonly used TERMoptions are listed below. Typing TERM
with no options returns the full list of TERMoptions available. The
format is:

TERMoptions

'!he canmon options are:

Option Function

-ERASEcharacter Sets user's choice of erase character in
place of the II default.

-KILL character Sets user's choice of kill character in
place of? default.

-XOFF Enables X-OFF/X-ONfeature, vthich allows
users to suspend terminal output
t.enpor ar il y am to resume it at the poirrt
of suspension. Output is halted by typing
CONTROL-S and is resimed by typing
CONTROL-Q.Also sets terminal to full
duplex (default value) •
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Option Function

-NOXOFF Disables X-OFF/X-ON feature (default).

-DISPLAY Returns list of currently set TERM
characters. Also displays current Duplex,
Break and X-GN/X-GFF status.
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SECTIrn 3

ACCESSINGPRIMOS

INTRODUCTICN

In this section we introduce the essential mIMOS commands so that you
can begin wurkin:J on the system. We recorrrnerrl that you keep a
programmer's Companion handy as a sunmary of the commands explained in
this section plus other PRIMOScommands. In this user's guide we have
selected only those PRIMa:; commands we know will be of use to most
prograrrmers. Depend inq upon jOur appl ication, there are many other
PRIMOScommands that may simplify your task or increase efficiency.

usin:J PRIMOS

PRIMOSrecognizes more than Hm commands, some of which invoke
subs ys tens which themselves respond to subcorrmands or extensive
dialogs. However, most users can do 99 percent of their program
developnent us irq about a dozen coomands. This section Int.roduces the
essential commandsneeded by all users. '!hese commands allow you to:

• Gain acinittance to the canputer system (LmIN)

• Chanqe the ';I\,~:>rkin:Jdirectory (ATTACH)

• Create new directories for work organization (CREATE)

• Secure directories against intrusion (PASSWD)

• Remove empty directories or enwant.ed files (DELETE)

• Examine the location of the workin:J directory and its contents
(LISTF)

• Look at the availability and current usage of system resources -
space, users, etc. (AVAIL,STATUS,USERS)

• Rename fil es or directories (CNAME)

• Determine file size (SIZE)

• Examine files (SLIST)

• Remove unneeded files (DELETE)

• Allow controlled access to files (PROTEC)

• Canplete a work session (LCX;Our)
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ACCESSINGTHESYSTEM

In order to access or ~rk in the system, the user must first follow a
procedure known as 'login'. 'Logging in' identifies the user to the
system and establishes the initial contact between system and user (via
a terminal). once logged in, the user has access to a working
directory (~rk area), to files and to other system resources. '!be
fo rmat 0f the LCXHNcomnand is:

LOGINufd-name [passw::>rd] [-ON nodename]

ufd-name '!be name of your login directory.

password Must be included if the directory has
a password.

-ON nodename Used for remote login across PRIMENETnetwork.

For excmple:

L0'3INOOUROSNIX
DOUROS(21) LOOGEDIN AT 113'33 112878

The number in parentheses is the PRIMOS-assigned
called 'job' number). '!be time is expressed in
date is expressed as rrunddyy(Month Day Year). The
example, is the password on the login directory.

user nunber (also
24-hour format. '!be
word NIX, in this

During login, a misspelled UFD will cause the message "Not found.
(L0'3IN)" to be displayed. A misspelled or incorrect password will
return the message "Insufficient access rights. (LOGIN)." If you get
either of these messages, check to be sure you're logging into the
right directory with the right password; then try logging in again.
If you still have trouble, ask your supervisor for help. If the system
itself is overloaded, a message such as "maximim number of users
exceeded" may be displayed. In this case, log in again later, when
some other user may have logged out.

DIRECTORYOPERATIONS

Changing the Wbrking Directory

After logging in, the user's working directory is set to the login UFD
by PRIMOS. The user can move (i.e., attach) to another directory in
the PRIMOStree structure with the ATTl\CHcommand. '!he format is:

~TTACHnew-directory

new-directory is the pathname of the new workinq directory.
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Note

If any directory in the pathname has a password, the pathname
must be enclosed in single quotes, as in:

A 'BEOCHSECRET>BRMCH5'

To set the MFDof a disk as the working directory, the format is
slightly different:

~TTACH<volume>MFDmfd-password

volume is either the literal volume name or the logical disk number,
and mfd-password is the password of the MFD. A password is always
requi red for an MFD.

Recovering from Errors While Attaching: If an error message is
returned following an ATTACHcommand (for example, if a UFD is not
found), the user remains attached to the previous working directory.

However, if an incorrect password is given, then the user is not
attached to any UFO (has no working directory). If a command, such as
LISTF, is entered while in this state, the message:

NOUFDATTACHED

is returned.
as in:

To remedy this condition, the user must ATTACHto a UFD

A BEECH

or to a subdirectory, using a complete or ordinary pathname (but not a
relative pathname) , as in:

A BEECH>BRAOCH2

Creating NewDirectories

To organize tasks and work efficiently, it is often advantageous to
create new sub-UFOs. These sub-UFDs can be created within UFDs or
other sub-UFOs with the CREATEcommand. They can contain files and/or
other sul::xHrectories. The format is:

CREATEpathname

The pathname specifies the directory in which the
created, as well as the name of the new directory.

sub-UFD is being
For exanpl e:

CREATE<l>TOPS>MIDDLE>BOTT(]'oi

The sub-UFD BOTTOMis created in the sub-UFDMIDDLE,which in turn is
found in the UFDTOPS, which is in the MFDof disk volume 1.
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Subdirectories may be created within the current directory simply by
specttytrq the new directory name. For example:

CREATE SUBDIR

'lWofiles or sub-UFOS of the same name are not permitted in a
directory. If this is inadvertently attempted, PRIMOS will return the
message:

Already exists. DIRECTORY-NAME
ER!

Assigning Directory Passwords

Directories may be secured against unauthorized users by assiqni.nq
passwords with the PASS<IDconmand. There are two levels of passwords e
owner and non-owner. If you give the owner password in an ATrACH
conmand, you have owner status; if you give the non-owner password in
an ATrACH command, you have non-owner status. Files can be given
different access rights for owners and non-owners with the PROTEC
command (see Controlling File Access) •

The PASStID conmand replaces any existing password (s) on the working
directory with one or two new passwords, or assigns passwords to this
directory if there are none. The format is:

PASSWD owner-password (non-owner-password]

The owner-password is specified first; the non-owner-password, if
given, follows. If a non-owner password is not specified, the default
is null; then, any p:issword (except the owner password) or none allows
access to this directory as a non-owner. For example:

OK, A DOUROS NIX
OK, PASSIIDUS THEM

The old password, NIX, is replaced by the owner password US, and the
non-owner password THEM. Passwords may contain almost any characters;
but they may not begin with a digit (0-9).

Examining Contents of a Directory

After logging in or attaching to a directory, the user can examine the
contents of this directory with the LISTF command which generates a
list of the files and subdirectories in the current directory. The
format is:

LISTF
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For example, the working directory is called [AURA. '!hefollowirg list
will be generated when LISTF is entered at the tenninal:

OK, LISTF

UF~<MISCEL>TEKMAN>LAURA 6 OWNER

$QUERY BOILER EX LETTER QUERY OLISTF BASICPROGS
OUTLINE $OUTLINE MQL $MQL $LETTER MQL.LETTER
EXAMPLES FUTIL.10 $FUTIL.10

F'lN10

OK,

The mmber following the UFD-name is the logical device number, in this
case, 6. The words OWNER or NONOWN follow this number, indicating the
user status in this directory. (See Assigning Directory Passwords) •

If no files are contained in a directory, .NULL. is printed instead of
a 1ist of files.

Deleting Directories

When directories or subdirectories are no longer needed, they may be
removed fran the system to provide more roan for current work. If the
directories are empty, they may be removed by the DELETE command. The
format is:

DELETE pathncme

If an attempt is made to delete directories containing files or
subdirectories, PRIMOS prints the message:

The directory is not empty. (DIRECTORY-NAME)

In this case, the user must do one of two things:

• Use the LISTF command to find what files (or subdirectories) are
in the directory. Delete each entry with the cornnand "IELETE
filename." Then delete the empty directory.

• Use FUTIL's TREDEL command (explained in Section 10) to delete
files and directory simultaneously.

SYSTEM INFORMATION

Table 3-1 summarizes useful infonnation you may need about the system
and how to obtain it.
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Table 3-1. Useful System Information

Itan Use

NlIllber of users Ind icates system
resource usage and
expected perfonnance.

User log in UFD Identifies user who
spooled text file
(printed on banner) •

User nimber

User line nunber

User physical
device

Open file units Avoids conflict when
usIrq files.

Magnetic tape units Lists assigned units,
with their logical
aliases and users

Disks in operation

Assigned peripheral Tells what devices
devices are available.

User priorities

Other user numbers

Your phantom
user nunber

Fbr logging out your
phantans.

Net~rk information Tells if network is
available.

Current nodename

Records available

PRIMOScomnaros

STATUSUSERS(user list)
USERS (rumber of users)

STATUS,STATUS(.NITS,
STATUSME

STATUSME, STATlE USERS

STATUSME, STATUSUSERS

STATlEME

STATUS,STATUSUNITS

STATUSDEVICE

STATUS,STATlE DISKS

STATUSUSERS

STATUSUSERS

STATUSUSERS

STA'IUSUSERS, STATUSME

STATUS,STATUSNET

STATUSNET, STATUSUNITS

Tells bow much roan AVAIL
is available for file
building, sorting, etc.

System time
and date

Performs time logging DATE
in audit files.
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Computer time used
since Loq in

spool qLeue
contents

1:00.41313

Table 3-1. (Cont'd)

Use

Measures program
execution time.

Tells if job has been
pr Int.ed ,

ACCESSINGPRIMOS

PRIMOScommands

TIME

SroOL -LIST

Names am status of Tells if local pr inters PROP-STATl13
printers are functioning.

Ehvironnent for a
printer

Batch users

Your active Batch
jobs

Batch queue status

Batch queue
configurations

Gives parameters for
printer's operations

Identifies executing
jobs, number of jobs
per queue

Gives job id, status;
gives job pa rzmet.er s

Shows envirorment
of Batch system

Note

PROPprinter-name
-DISPLAY

BATCH-DISPLAY

J(]3 -STATUS
JOB -DISPLAY

BATGEN-STATUS

SA'l\3EN-DISPLAY

Information given by any STATUScommand is also given by the
STATUSil\LLcomnand,
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FILE OPERATIONS

Creating and Modifying Files

Text files are created and modified using the text editor (ED). They
are printed on the line printer using the SPOOLcommand. Both these
processes are discussed in Section 4. Files may be transferred from
other systems not connected via PRIMENETusing magnetic tape (MAGNET
command), paper tape (EDcommand), or punched cards (CRSER command).
These comnarrls are descr ibed in Section 11.

Changing File Names

It is often convenient or necessary to change the name of a file or a
directory. This is done with the CNAMEcoomand. The format is:

CNAMEold-name new-name

old-name is the pathname of the file to be renamed, and new-name is the
new filename. For example:

cn tools>more test oldtest

'!he file named MORE TESTin the UFD TOOLSis changed to OLDTEST. Since
no disk was specified, all MFDs(starting with logical disk 1'3) are
searched for the UFD TOOLS.

If ne~name already exists, PRIMOSwill display the message:

Already exists. OLDTEST
ER!

An incorrect old-name prompts the message:

Not found. MORETEST
ER!

Determining File Size

The size (in decimal records) of a file is obtained with the SIZE
conmarrl. This coomand returns the mnnber of records in the file
specified by the given pathname. '!he number of records in a file is
defined as the total number of data words divided by 441'3. However, a
zero-word length file always contains one record. '!he format is:

SIZE pathname
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For example:

OK, SIZE GLOSSARY
14 RECOOOO IN FILE

Examining File Contents

Contents of a program or any text file can be examined at the terminal
with the SLIST command. The format is:

SLIST pathname

'!hefile specified by the given pathname is displayed at the terminal.
It is possible to suspend the terminal display as it is printing. See
the discussion on TERM, in Section 2.

~leting Files

~en files or programs are no longer needed they may be removed from
the system to provide IOOre roan for other uses. The IELETE comnand
deletes files from the working directory. The format is:

DELETE pathname

SEG runfiles cannot be deleted by this command, They must be deleted
by sm's own delete comnand (explained in Section 5) or by FlJI'IL's
'IREDELcorrunand(explained in Section 10).

Controlling File Access

Assigning passwords to directories allows users working in a directory
to be classified as owners or non-owners, depending upon which password
they use with the ATTACH corrnnand.Controlled access can be established
for any file using the PROTEC corrmand, This corrmarrlsets the
protection keys for users with owner and non-owner status in the
directory. (See Assigning Directory Passwords above.) The format is:

PROTEC pathname [owner-rights] [non-owner-rights]

pathname The name of the file to be protected.

owner-rights A key specifying owner's access rights to
file (original value = 7) •

non-owner-r ights A key specifying the non-owner's access
rights (original value = 0) •
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'!he values am meandrqs of the access keys are:

Key Rights

QJ No access of any kind allowed
1 Read only
2 write only
3 Read and Write
4 Delete am truncate
5 Delete, truncate and read
6 Delete, truncate and write
7 All access

For example:

PROTEC<OLD)MYUFD)SECRET7 1

In this example, protection rights are set on the file SECRETin the
UFDMYUFDso that all rights are given to the owner and only read
rights are given to the non-owner.

lIbte

The default protection keys associated with any newly created
file or UFDare: 7 QJ. The owner is given ALL rights and the
non-owner is given none. Default values for the PROTEC
corrmand, oowever, are: '" 0. Thus, the ccemard PROTECMYFILE
denies all rights to owner and non-owner al ike.

COMPLETINGAWORKSESSION

When finished with a session at the terminal, give the LOGOUTcommand.
The format is:

LOGOUT

PRIMOSacknowledges the commandwith the following message:

UFD-name (user-nunber) LOGGEDOUTAT (time) (date)
T]MEUSED= terminal-time CPU-time I/o-time

user-mmber The nunber ass igned at LOGIN.

terminal-time '!he amount of elapsed clock time between LOGIN
and LOGOlJrin hours and minutes.
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CPU-tirne Central Processing Unit tbne consumed in minutes
and seconds.

I/O-time '!heCInountof input/output time used in minutes
and seconds.

It is a good practice to log out after every session. This closes all
files and releases the PRIMOS process to another user. However, if you
forget to log out, there is no serious ham done. The system will
automatically log out an unused terminal after a time delay. '!his
delay is set by the System Administrator (the default is 1000 minutes
but most System Administrators will lower this value) •
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SECTIOO4

CREATINGSOURCEFILES

ENTERINGANDMODIFYINGPROGRAMS- THEEDITOR

Programs are normally entered into the computer usirq Prime's Text
Editor (ED). This Editor is a line-oriented text processor. That is,
it enters and modifies text on a line-by-line basis, keeping track of
its current location by a line pointer which is always located at the
last line processed (Whether the processing action is printing,
locating, mov irq pointer, etc). The Editor operates in two modes,
INPtJr and EDIT.

Using the Editor

Whencreating a new file, the Editor is invoked by

ED

Which places the Editor in the INPl1l'mode. Wlen modifying an existing
file, the Edi tor is invoked by

ED f il enane

which places the Editor in the EDITmode.

A RETURNwith no preceding characters on that line switches the Editor
from one mode to another.

Input r-tJde

The INPl1l'mode is used when ent.er Irq text information into a file
(e.g., creating a program). The ~rd INPUTis displayed at the user's
terminal to irdicate that the Editor has entered that mode. '!he RETURN
key tenninates the current line arrl prepares the Editor to receive a
new line. Tabulation is done with the backslash (\) character. Each
backslash represents the first, secorrl, etc., tab setting; the default
tabs are at colunns 6, 15, and 3". '!hese set.t irq s may be overridden
ard up to 8 tab set.t Irq s may be specified by the user with the TABSET
canmand (described later). A RETURNwith no text preceding it puts the
Editor into EDITmode.

Edit tvt>de

The EDITmode is used when the contents of the file are to be modified.
M::>rethan 50 comnarrls are available, al tbotqh users will firrl that a
small subset of these will suffice for most purposes. '!he commandsare
listed and described later in this section.
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In EDIT mode, the Editor maintains an internal line pointer at the
current line (the last line processed). Coomandssuch as rop, BOTTCJ.1,
FIND, and LOCATE,move this pointer. WHEREprints out the current line
number; POINT moves the pointer to a specified line number. The MODE
NUMBERcommandcauses the line nunber to be pr inted out whenever aline
of text is printed. All conmands for location and modification begin
processing with the current line.

A RETURNwithout any preceding characters puts the Editor into the
INPUTmode.

Special Characters

In either mode, a single character can be erased with the erase
character (default is "). For each II typed, a character is erased
(from right to left). '!he entire current 1ine may be deleted by typing
tre kill character (default is ?). A line followed by a? is null,
am a RETURNat that point will switch the alitor into the other mode.

In input mode, the semicolon (;) is equivalent to a CR (ends a line of
input). In edit mode, semicolons in a character string are treated as
a printing character; semicolons within commandsseparate multiple
canmands entered on the same line. A special character may be entered
literally in either modeby preceding it with an escape character (A).
Special characters may be charqed using the TERMcommand(explained in
Section 1) •

saving Files

Orderly tennination of an Editor session is done from EDITmode. '!he
comnand:

FILE filename

writes the current version of the edited file to the disk under the
nane filencme. The specified file will be created if it did not
previously exist or overwritten if it does exist. If an ex Lst irq file
is being modified, the command

FILE

writes the edited version to the disk with the old filename. After
execution of the fil ing conmand, control is returned to PRIMOS.
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Useful Techniques

The followirg will aid the user in edapt Irq to Pr'ime's Etiitor:

Tab Settin;Js: Whenenter irg source code, much time can be saved using
the TABSETcommand. In INPUfmode, each \ character is interpretoo as
one tab setting; the default values are columns 6, 15, and 30. Tabs
may be set to Wlatever values each programmer finds useful. Settirg a
tab near column 45 makes entry of in-line conments simple; the use of
stch comments in programs is strorgly advised.

Movirg Lines of Code: My nunber of lines can be movErlfran one
location to another us irq the DUNLO\Dcomnand. DUNL(ll\Ddeletes these
lines as it writes than into an auxiliary file. A ~D commandloads
the new file at the desired point., My nunber of lines can be copied
fran one location in a program to another us irq the UNL(ll\Dcomnand,
UNL(N)does not delete the lines as it writes them into an auxiliary
file. A Lo\D comnand loads the copy fram the new file at the desired
point.,

OVer1ayin:JCommentsAfter Code is Written:
added to an ex l.st.irq source progran with
conjunction with the TABSETcommand.

Comments may be easily
the OVERL~Yc~~and in

Findin:J a Line by Label or Statenent Number: 'l1le FINDcommand may be
used to locate a statenent number in a FOOTRANprogran or a label in a
COOOLor PL/I program.

M::ldifyirg a Line Without Chargin:J Character Positions: '!he MODIFY
commandis used \'A1en aline must be modif ied but the absolute column
alignment must remain the same.

Other hints: Whenent.er irq FORTRANproqrems , it is often helpful to use
the TABSETcommandto reset tabs to columns 7 and 45.

Whenenterirg PL/I programs, use the SYM30Lconmard to change the
SEMICOcharacter (\'klich nonnally tells the editor of the end of a line
or comnandl fram a semicolon to somethirg else. For example:

SYMBOLS EMIC0 {

In this example, the brace becanes the Etiitor's line-ending symbol, and
the semicolon is freed for its FL/r functions.

To enter a s irq l.e semicolon (or other special character), precede it
with an up-arrow.

To enter up-arrows literally, type tlf.Qup-arrows. '!he result displays
as tw::>up-arrows on the terminal, but prints as one up-arrow on the
printer and is interpreted as a single up-arrow by compilers.
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SAMPLE EDITING SESSIONS

ICR4130

Here are three exanples sbowirq the writirY;J and edit irq of source
files. See the list following these examples for an explanation of the
commands.

A pL/I EKcmple

OK, ED
INPur

EDIT
TABSET 3 6 9 12 18 21
SYMBOLSEMICO

INPlJI'
\Do 1=1 TO 10
\ \Do J=l TO 10;
\\\X(I,J=A(I)+B(I)i
\\\Y(I,J)=SQRT(X(I,J»;
\ \END; /*J-LOOP* /
\END; I*I-LOOP*I

EDIT
TOP
NEXT
-00 1=1 TO 10
APPEND;

DO 1=1 TO 10;
NEXT 2

X(I ,J=A(I )+8 (I);
CHAJI,K;EIJ IJ )

X(I,J)=A(I)+B(I);
TOP
PRIT ?PRINT 99
•NULL.

DO 1=1 TO 10;
IX) J=l TO10;

X(I,J)=A(I)+B(I);
Y(I,J)=SQRT(X(I,J»;

END; I*J -LOOP* I
END; I*I-LOOP*I

8CJI'TO'v1
FILE ED.EX

OK,

REV. 0

M empty line puts us in edit mode

Set tabs for pL/I code
Cl1angeeditor's delimiter synbol
Empty line puts us in input mode

'IYpe in source code usirq tabs
to show levels of Indent.at ion

Go to top of file
First non-null line

Add a forgotten semicolon

Downtwo lines

Balance parentheses

Check code before fil irJ3

Namea new file v.ben you file it
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A FORTRAN Example

OK, ED
INPur

EDIT
TABSET 7 45 Useful se t.t.Irq s for FORTRAN

INPl1I'
\A-"=3eJV* CO'vtMENT Quote mark erases one character
\8=413
C-A?\C=A+B Question mark erases entire line.
\PRINT leJ,C
CALL E}ITI"" IT
\END

EDI'f
FILE F'IN.TEST

OK, ED Fm. TEST
EDIT
PRINT 20
.NULL.

A=3eJ
B=40
C=A+B
RUNT l0,C
CALL EXIT
END

BOTTCM
NE}IT-3

PRINT 10,C
TABSET7 45
INSERT leJ\FORMAT('rHE ANSWERIS' ,14)
TOP, PRINT 213
.NULL.

A=3eJ
B=4eJ
C=A+B
PRINT ia,c

10 FORMAT('THEANSWER15',14)
CALLEXIT
END

/* CCMMENT

Move up three lines

Set FORTRANtabs again
Insert forgotten line
Check file once more

/* CO'<1MENT

BO'l'TO"-1
FILE No need to use a filename this time

OK,
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A crnOL Example

OK, ED
INPUT

EDIT
MOOECOLUMN

INPUT
1 2 3 4 567

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
ID DIVISION.
ffiOGRAM-ID. TEST.
INSTAUATION. ffiIME.

Source coding is keyed in,
aligned by coIimn,

\ *
The first tab default is position
6. A space after the backs1ash
character positions the asterisk
in the continuation column 7.

OK,

EDITORCQ'v1MANDSlMMARY

The following is an alpiabet ic list of each Etlitor command and its
function. Acceptable command abbreviations are underlined. Especially
useful commands are indicated with a bullet (.). Fbr a detailed
descr ipt Ion of all comnands , see the Fiii tor Ieference Section of The
t-Ew lSer IS QJide 'Ib EDITORand RlNOFF.

N::>te

'!he str il'l3 par anece r in a ccnmand is any series of ASCII
characters including leading, trailing, or embedded blanks. A
semicolon tenninates the conmard unless it appear s within
delimiters (as in the CHANGE, MODIFY,or GMODIFYcommands) or
is preceded by the escape character (A).

Conunand Function

• APPEND str ing Appends str ing to the end of the
current line.

• BO'ITCM Moves the pointer beyo00 the last
line of the file.

REV. 0 4 6
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• £HANGE/string-l/string-2/[G] [n]

• IELETE[n]

DELETETOstrirg

• DLNL~Dfilenane [n]

DUNLCY>..Dfilename TO string

ERASEcharacter

• FILE [filename]

!_INDstring

GMODIFY

{

{ASR)}
INPlJI' (PTR)

(,ITY)

• _!.tSERTstrirg

KILLcharacter

4

I1R413" CREATINGANDLISTINGFILES

S:peeds editing by suppressirg the
(defaul t) ver ification responses to
certain Frlitor commarrls.

Replaces string-l with string-2 for
n lines. If G is omitted, only the
rirst occurrence of string-Ion each
line is charqedj if G is present,
all occurrences on n lines are
charged.

Deletes n lines, including
current line (default n=l) •

the

Deletes all lines up to but not
including line containing string.

Deletes n lines from current file
and writes them into filename.
(Defaul.t; n=l.)

Sameas DELETE••• TO; but writes
deleted lines into filename.

Sets erase character to character.

writes the contents of the current
file into filename and QUITs to
!RIMOS.

f'.t:>vesthe point.er down to the first
line beginning with string.

Moves the poirrte r down to first line
with string beginning in column £.

Allows the user to enter a string of
subcommandswhich modify characters
within a line.

Reads text from the specified
input dev ice: ASR (Telet ype
pa:per-tape reader), PI'R (high-speed
paper tape reader) or TTY
(terminal). ~fault is TTY.

Inserts strirg after current line.

Sets kill character to character.

7 January 198"
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LINESZ [n]

• L(ll':>.Dfilencme

• £..OCATEstring

LOCATEstr ing, ~

MODECKPAR

MODE COLLMN

MODECOLNTstart increment width

MCDEt-CKPAR

MODEN:OLlMN

MODEt-COUNT

MODENlJw1BER

MODENNlMBER

MODEPRALL

REV. 10

IIR4l 3e1

O1anges maximun line length.
(M[nimum linesz is lei). Linesz
changes the maximumlength of both
command lines and input 1ines.

Loads filename into text following
the current line.

Moves pointer forward to the first
line containing string, which may
contain leading and trailing blanks.

Moves pointer forward
occurrence of str ing
poInte r" s current post tion
of file.

to each
bet\\een

and end

Prints characters as real characters
if ~rity's on, as octal numbers
(Annn) if parity's off.

Displays column numbers whenever
INPl1f mode is entered.

f PRINT 1
l::ESS
Turns on the automatic incremented
counter.

Prints all characters as if they had
parity on (default).

Turns off the column display
(defaul t) •

SUspands co urter
(defaul t) •

incrementing

Displays line numbers in front of
printed line.

Turns off the line nLlTlber display
(defaul t) •

Prints lower case characters
device has that capability.

if

4 8
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MODE FRUPPER Prints all characters as upper case.
Precedes lower case characters with
an ....L and precedes upper case
characters with an ....U if the device
is upper case only.

MODE PRC1>1PI' Prints prompt characters for INPlJr
and EDIT modes.

MOrE NPRCMPf Stops pri.ntinq of INPlJr and EDIT
prompt characters (default).

MODIFY/string-2/string-l/[G][n] superimposes string-l onto string-2
for n lines. If G is omitted, only
the rirst occurrence of string-Ion
each line is modified; otherwise
all occurrences of string-l are
modified.

MOVE bUffer-l{buffer-2}
/string/

Move string or contents
of buffer-2 into buffer-I.

• NEXT [n] Moves the point.er n lines forward or
backward (default n=l) .;

NFIND string M::>vespointer down to first 1 ine NOT
beginning with string.

NFIND (_!!) string Moves pointer down to first line in
Which string does not start in
colunn n.

• _QVERIAYs trirq superimposes stri03 on current line.
Use tabs to start in middle of line.
use to delete existing
characters. (A blank in the string
leaves the old character in place.)

PAlEE Returns to operating system without
changing the Editor state.

POINT line-nunber Relocates the
line-nrnlber.

pointer to

• FRINT [n] Prints the current line or n lines
beginning with the current line.
Moves pointer to last line printed.

PS'rlVIBOL Prints a 1ist of current symbol
characters and their function.
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PTABSETtab-l ••• tab-8

PUOCH{(ASR)} [n]
(PTP)

QUIT

RETYPEst.r.lrq

SYMBOLname character

TABSETtab-l ••• tab-8

• TOP

• LNLCY>.Dfilename [n]

LNL~D filenane TO at.r irq

• VERIFY

WHERE

XEQbuffer

REV. 0

IJ:R4130

Provides for a setup of tabs on
dev ices that have physical tab
stops.

Punches n lines on high- or
low-speed paper-tape pench ,

Returns control to PRIMCEwithout
fil ing text.

'!he current line is replaced by
string •

Changes a symbol name to character.
Current defaul t values are:

Ncme ~fau1t Characters

KILL
ERASE
WILD
BLANK
TAB
ESCAPE
SEMICO
CPRCMPI'
DPRCJt1PT

?
"
=It
\
A

$
&

Sets up to eight logical tab stops
to be invoked by the tab synbol ( ).

Moves the pointer one line before
the first line of text.

Copies n lines into filename.

Unloads lines from current file into
filename until string is found.

Displays each line after completion
of certain commands. (Default).

Prints the current line nunber.

Executes the contents of buffer.

4 10
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~[n] causes preced irg corrmarrl
repeated n times as in:

to be

F /;D;*10

which deletes the next ten lines
that begin with / If n is
omitted, the camnand repeats until
the l:X>ttanof file is reached.

LIsrING PROGRAMS

Terminal Listirg

Source prograns may be 1isted at the tenninal by us irq the SLIST
conmand, descr ibed in Section 3.

Line Printer Listing

Use the SroOL command (explained below) to obtain a copy of a source
file on the system line printer.

Renaming

Programs may be renaned with the PRIMa; commandCNA."1E(Section 3). You
must have owner status in the UFDin order to use this command.

I:)eletiT9

prograns may be deleted with the PRIMOScommand DELETE (Section 3).
You must have delete access in order to use this command.

CBThININGCOPIESCF FILES (SroOL)

Printed copies of files from a line printer are obtained with the SPOOL
command. It has several options, some of which will not apply to all
systans, as systems may be configured differently. '!he format is:

SPOOLpathnane [options]
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PRIMa:; makes a copy of pathncme in the Spool ()Jeue List for the line
printer, and displays the message:

Your spoo 1 fil e, ffiTnnn, is x record [s] Ionq ,

nnn is a 3-digit number Which identifies the file in the S~ol Queue
List. x is nunber of records in the file. PRIMOS spoo Ls out short
files as soon as po ss ib l ej Iorq files receive a lower priority. For
exanple:

OK, spoo l exanple
[SPOOL rev 17.2]
Your spoo l file, PRT015, is

OK, s~ol te~an>alice>update
[SroOL rev 17.2]
Your spoo l file, PRT016, is

OK,

2 records Lorq,

1 record lOn;J•

In this exanple, one file was spooIed by filencme arrl the other by
pathnane. fbwever, SPOOL will refer to bonh by their filencmes, that
is, EXAMPLEand UPDATE.

Checkirg the Queue:
command:

'Ib check the status of the Spool Queue, give the

SroOL -LIST

PRIMa:;returns a list of all the files on the OJeue .....nichhave not yet
been pr Int.ed , Additional information, such as the size, destination,
the PRT nunber , any options, the form-type arrl the login-name of the
user who spool ed the file, are also spec if ied , For exanple:

OK, spool -list
[SroOLrev 17.1]

user prt time name

ELLEN 001 16:42 CARLSCN.REPFIL
TEKMAN002 9:19 COB#01
TEKMAN003 9:20 COB#02
SCELZA005 9:20 TIMETABLE.MEM
SCELZA006 9:20 TIME-TABLE.MEM
SCELZA007 9:20 TIMETABLE.MEM
TEKMAN008 9:21 GORK-

OK,

REV. 0

size optsn form defer at: NEWTON

40
3
o
4
4
4
6

2 WIDE
3 22:00 3

WHITE 18:00
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE

18:00 2
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cancelling a Spool Request:
conmarrl format is:

To cancel one or more spool requests, the

SroOL -cAtiCEL[PRT]n-l [,n-2 ••• ]

where n-l, n-2, etc., are the numbers of your spool files to be
cancelIeO. For example:

OK, spool -cancel 47 048 prt049
[SFOOLrev 17.0]
PRT047has been cancelled.
PRT048has been cancelled.
PRT049has been cancelled.

printirg M..lltiple Copies: You can request several copies of one file
by us irq the -COPIESoption:

SPOOLpathnarne -COPIESn

n is the nunber of copi es desired.

Deferring printirg: The -DEFERoption tells the Speoler not to begin
printing the irrlicated file until the systan time matches the time
specified with DEFER. This permits you to enter SPOOLrequests at your
convenience, rather than waiting for the appropriate hour.

specify the DEFERoption by:

SroOL pathnarne -DEFERtime

The format for time is HH [:] MM[WPM]. If AM or PMis given, HH::'v1M
(the colon is optional) must be in 12-hour format (e.g., 1000 PM)•
Otherwise, time will be interpreted as 24-hour format (in which 2200 is
10:00 PMand 1000 is 10:00 AM).

Printing on Special Fbrms: Line printers traditionally use one of two
types of paper -- "wide" listirg paper, on which most progran listirgs
appear, and 8-1/2 x ll-inch Yklite paper , which is standard for manes
ard docunentation. Computer roans often stock a variety of special
paper forms for special purposes , such as 5-copy sets, pre-pr inted
forms (checks, orders, invoices) , or odd sizes or colors of paper.

Reqoost a specific form by:

sroOL pathname -FO~ form-name

form-name is any six-character (or less) canbination of letters. A
llst of available form names can be obtained with the PROP command,
explained in the PRIMOSCommandsReference Guide.
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ChaI13in;Jthe Header: '!he -AS option tells the spool er to print your
file under a different nane. '!he form is:

SPOOLpathnane -'AS alias

The alias will appear on the header am in the SroOL-LIST display.

Printing at Specific Locations: Networks with several printers often
ar ranqe to have the printers read each other's queues. It is therefore
p:>ssible for a spool request to be printed at another location, perhaps
manymiles distant. To insure that a spool request is printed v,here
you want it, use the -AT option:

SroOLpathnane -AT destination

destination is a word of 16 letters or less. A list of available
destination-names can be obtained with the PROPcommand,explained in
the PRIMOSCommandsReference Guide. (If a destination appears in the
heedirq of the SroOL -LIST display, for exanple, AT:NEWTON,then that
destination is the defaul t destination for spool requests. If no
destination folows "AT:", then no default has been established, and
spool requests without destinations may be intercepted by any available
printer.

EliminatiIl3 Headers: To have files printed witbout; header or trailer
pages, use the -NOHEADoption:

SPOOLpathname -NOHFAD

This option is particularly useful with preprinted forms, but if you're
using this option in a multi-user environment, you will have to
identify your own jobs.

Multiple Options: Anyor all of the above options may be used jointly
in a sirq l e SroOLcommandline. If -LIST or -CAN:EL is included, it
must be the last option on the commandline. For example:

OK, spool 0_17 -as ex.l -at bldg.l -defer 22:00
[SroOLrev 17.0]
Your spool file, PRT048, is 1 record long.

This particular commandrequests that the file naned "0 17" be printed
at the "bldg.l" printer, under the alias of "EX.l", at 10 pn (22:00).

FRINI'INGSEVERALFILES IN ONE(CONCAT)

The CONCATcommand concatenates files into a single file, which can
then be printed via the SPOOLcomnand. The format for CONCATis:

CCN::ATnew-file-name [-options]
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Options govern the format of the print-out am the dispos ition of the
files. For details, see CON::ATin the PRIMOSCommandsReference Guide.

Wlen you give the CONCATcomnand without options, CONCATgoes into
input mode. It asks for the names of the files to be concatenated, and
prints a colon pranpt. Type the filencmes, one per line. A null line
(carr Ieq e return) signals the end of list. CCNCATthen goes into
comnand mode, am prints a right-angle prcmpt , You can then type a
QUITto em the session. (You can also type IIINPurll to return to input
mode; or ~u can give var ious format.t irq comnards , explained in the
PRIMCScommandsReference Guide.)

A sample session might be:

OK, concat triplet
[CONCATRev 17.0]

Enter filenames, one per line:
first
secom
third
(CR)

> .9

OK,

If the file TRIPLETalready exists, CONCATasks:

OKto modify old TRIPLET?

Answeril'l3 NOreturns you to PRIi>1.CScommand level.
prompts a second question:

AnSW9rirl3 YES

OVerwrite or append?

Answering OVERWRITEcauses CONCATto replace the old TRIPLETwith a new
one. Answering APPENDpreserves the existing contents of TRIPLBTand
edds the new ones at its end.
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SECTICN 5

CavtPILING PRCXiRAMS

After the source code has been entere:l into the system, it must be
compiled. Compilation creates a new file of linkable code, the object
(or binary) file. Each high-level language has its own compiler which
creates object code from source code. At the object code level, these
languages are equivalent. Thus, modules of object code originating
from different source language may be 1inked together to form a
run-time program. (Further comments on this will be found at the end
of this section.) Details of Prime's compilers are treated in the
individual language user guides. This section will consider features
cammon to all compilers.

INVOKING THE Ca1PILER

The compiler is invoked from PRIMOS-command level by the command:

compiler pathname [options]

compiler is
is written.

the compiler for the language in which the source program
CUrrent compilers are:

Compiler Language

CCBOL COBOL

F77 FORTRAN 77

FTN FORTRAN IV

PLIG PL/I Subset G

RPG RPG II

pathname is the pathname of the source program file.

options allow specification of the creation of object and listing
files, the mode in which the object code is to be generated, the types
of cross references and listings to be generated, debugger interfaces
am the like. These options may be common to all compilers or unique
to a particular language. The common options are summarized in Table
5-1 and discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Table 5-1. Compiler Defaults

Compiler Binary/ Listing Cross- M:>de
Object File Reference
File

COOOL yes yes no 64V

F77 yes no no 64V

FIN yes no no 32R

PL1G yes no no 64V

RPG yes yes yes 64R

Comnents default default use
B filename L filename -XREF- - option

CBJECT FILES

In all compilers, the default is to create an object file. The default
name of this file is B filename. For example, suppose the source file
is TEKMAN>EXAM>TEST. 11' this file were compiled, the default object
file Y.Ould be B TEST in the working directory. A non-default binary
file can be created (or suppressed) with the -BINARY option
(abbreviation -B). possible arguments for this option are:

Argunent Meaning

-BINARY YES Create binary file with default name

-BINARY NO Do not create binary file

-BINARY pathname Create binary file called pathname

REV. " 5 2
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LISTINGFILES

Each compiler can create a file listing the source program.
Larguage-specific options are available to expand on these listirgs and
add more information. '!he standard listing is generated by default for
all compilers except FTNand F77. '!he option to create a listing file
is -LISTING (abbreviation -L). '!he default name, which is formed in
the sane \lay as the default object file nane, is L f il.enzme , The
arguments for the -LISTINGoption are:

Argument ~aning

-LISTINGYES Create listing file with default nane.

-LISTINGNO Do not create listing file.

-LISTINGpathname Create listirg file called pathname.

-LISTINGTTY Print listing file at terminal.

-LISTINGSroOL Print listing file on line printer.

CROSSREFEREflCE

Each Lanquaqe has its particular cross reference listing. Each lists
the program's variables, tells where trey appear in the program, am
provides other useful information. Specific details are in each
language guide. Cross references are listed by default for RPGonly.
In other languages, the cross-references 1isting is generated by using
the option -){REFin the commam line.

CCOEGENERATION

The addressing mode in lrA1ichobject code is to be loaded must be chosen
at compilation time. Prime's compilers can generate object code to be
loaded in several addressing modes. Table 5-2 shows \\hich types of
code can be generated by each compiler.
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Table 5-2. Oode Generation

321 625V 64R 32R

FORTRAN77 (F77) .; .;

FCRI'RANIV (F'lN) .; I .;

PL/I Subset G I I

CCBOL .;

RPG I

In general, 64Vmode is the mode of cboice , 'nlis is the default on all
ccmpilers except FORTRANIV (FTN) and RPGII (Rro). At present, the
REGcompiler generates only 64Rmode code. 'Ib generate 64V mode code
in FORTRANIV, use the 64Voption in the commandline. For exanple:

FTNGOOD-LISTINGYES-64V

compiles the program GOOD, producing 64V mode code and creating a
listing file, L GOOD.

'!he FOOTRAN77 (F77) and PL/I (PLIG) compilers can also generate 321
mode code. 321 mode code handles double-precision floating-}:nint
arithmentic more rapidly than the other modes do. 'lhere fore , it is the
mode of cbo ice for manymathematical calculations. To generate 321
mode code, use the 321 option in the commandline, as in:

F77 CHEERS-321

LOODING

All code generated in 64V or 32I mode is loaded with SEG. (This
procedure is often called linking on other systems.) Code generated in
32Ror 64Rmode is loaded with LOAD. These loaders (or linkers) are
sumnari zed in Section 5, and explained in detail in the La\D and SEG
Guide.

CCNPILERMESSAGES

If a compilation completes successfully, a message to that effect is
printed at the user's terminal (or into the user's comoutput file, if
the compilation is not interactive. See Section 7 for information on
camoutput files.) If compilation is not successful, error and/or
warning messages will indicate the offending line and the offense.
Some severe errors halt the compilation as soon as they are discovered.
Others allow the compilation to proceed. Each compiler has its O'Wl1
error messages.
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Error messages printed by the F77 and PLIG compilers include
explanatory ccmrnents. Error messages generated by the F'IN, CCBOL,and
RPGcompilers are discussed in trose Larqueqe guides.

CCMBININGIAN:;l.P\GESIN A PRCXlRAM

Since all high-level Larquaqes are al ike at the object code level, and
since all use the sane calling conventions, programs compiled by the
Fl'N, F77, COBOL,or PLIG compilers can call subroutines compiled by any
of the other three compilers. For examIlle, a program written in COBOL
could call a subroutine written in FORTRAN77 which might use a utility
subroutine written in PL/I-G. Procedures canpiled by the high-level
language compilers may also call, or be called by, procedures written
in Prime's assembler language, FMA. The fol.Iowirq cautions, bowever ,
should be observed:

• All I/O routines should be written in a s.irq Ie language.

• Be sure that there is no conflict in data types for variables
bei rq passed as argunents. For exanpl e , an integer in FORTRAN
should be declared as f ixed binary in PL/I. Also, rananber that
PL/I and CCl30Lmay not interpret structures identically.

• All procedures within a program must use compatible addressing
modes. Do not put R-mode procedures into a V-mode or I-mode
proq rzm, or vice versa. (V-mode and I-mode are canpatible
within proqr ans a

• Somespec ial restr ic tions must be obse riled v.hen FTN and
routines are 1inked together. These are discussed in
FORTRAN77 Language Guide.

F77
the
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SECTICN6

LOADIN::;PROORAMS

INTRODUCTION

PRIMOShas two utilities for loading programs: SEG and LOAD. SEG
Ioed s (and runs) V-mode and I-mode programs; LQ\D loads R-mode
programs. This section explains the basic use of SEG and LOAD for
programs written in high-level languages. Lan;Juage-specific aspects of
locrling programs are treated in the Ird iv idual language guides. The
loaders are explained in detail in the L~ am SEGReference Guide.

SEG

The PRIMOSsm utility converts object modules (such as those generated
by the FTN, F77, COOOL,am PLlG compilers) into segmented runfiles
that execute in the 64V addressing mode am take full advantage of the
architecture and instruction set of the prime 35eJ and up. segmented
runfiles offer the following advantages:

• Muchlarger programs: up to 256 segments per user program (32
Megabytes)

• Access to V-mode instructions and architecture (Prime 350 and
up) for faster execution

• Abil ity to install shared code: a single copy of a procedure
can service many users, significantly reducing paging time

• Re-entrant procedures permitted: procedure ard data segments
can be kept separate

The following description emphasizes the commands and functions that
are of most use to high-level language progranmers. Exterrled features,
as \'.ell as a complete description of all SEGcommands, incllrling those
for advanced system-level prograrrming, are described in the LOADand
SEGReference Guide.

USINGSEGUNDERffiIMOS

SEGis invoked by PRIMOScorrunand:

see [pathname1

A pathname is given only when an existing SEG runfile is to be
executed. (See Section 7.) otherwise, the comnand transfers control
to SEG corrunandlevel, which prints a "ft" prompt character am awaits a
SEGconmard, After executing a subcoomarrl successfully, the loader
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repeats the prompt character.
request its subcoomarrls.)

(SEGt s loader prints a $ prompt to

If an error occurs during an operation, SEG prints an error message,
then the prompt character. Error messages ard suggested handling
techniques are discussed in this section and in Appendix D.

When a system error (File in use, Illegal name, Insufficient access
rights, etc.) is encountered, SEG prints the system error and returns
the prompt s:ymbol.

SEG remains in control u~til a QUIT subcommand returns control to
ffiIMOS,or an EXOCU'I'Esubcoomarrl starts execution of the loaded
program.

SEG subcommands can be used in command files, but comment lines are
accepted only within its L~ subprocessor.

NORMAL LQn.DING

Loading is normally a simple operation with only a few straightforward
cornmarrlsneeded. (SEG has many additional features to optimize runfile
size or speed, perform difficult loads, load for shared procedures, and
deal with possible complications. These are described in the L~ and
SEG Reference Guide.)

The following commands (shown in abbreviated form) accomplish most
loading functions.

SEG-Level Commands

DELETE Deletes segmented runfile.

HELP Prints a list of SEG commands at terminal.

LOAD Invokes loader subprocessor for entry of subcommands.

L~ Subcommands

LOAD pathname Loads specified object file.

LIBRARY [filename] Loads library object files from UFD LIB.
(Default is PF'INLBand IF'INLBl

MAP [option] Prints loadmap. Option 3 shows unresolved
references (usually subroutines which have not
been loaded). Mapping is explained in the L~
and SEG Reference Guide.
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INITIALIZE Returns loader to startill3 condition in case of
commanderrors or faul ty load.

SAVE Saves loaded memory image as runfile.

RETURN Returns to SEGcommandlevel.

QUIT Return to PRIMOS.

Most loads can be accomplished by the foLlowinq basic procedure:

1. Invoke SEG from PRIMOSlevel.

2. Enter the LOAD.commandto initiate the Loedirq process.

3. Use the LOADsubconmand to load the object file (B_filename)
and any separately compiled subroutines.

4. Use the LIBRARYsubcomnard to load subroutines called from
libraries.

5. If you do not receive a LOAD CCMPLETEmessage, do a M.Z\P3 to
identify the unsatisfied references, and load them. If the
unsatisfied references are the result of having misspelled some
subroutine names, you may want to initialize and re-do the
load.

6. SAVEthe runfile.

If these commands produce a LOADCCI'4PLETEmessage, then Loedirq was
accomplished. If there is a problem, it will become apparent by the
absence of a LOADCCI'4PLETEmessage or some other SEG error message.
(See Appendix D for a canp1ete list of all SEGerror messages and their
probable cause am correction.)

After a successful load, you can either start runfile execution from
loader commandlevel, or quit from the loader and start execution
through the PRIMOSRESUMEcommand. An example of such a load is:

OK, SEG
[SEGREV17.1]
it LQllJ)
SAVEFILE TREENAME:#BENCH9
$ LOB_BENCH9
$LI
LQ.z\DCa-1PLETE
$ SA
$QU

OK,
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Order of Load ing

The following loading order is recormnended:

1. Main program

2. Separately compiled user-generated subroutines (preferably in
order of frequency of use)

3. Language-specific libraries (PLlGLB for PL/I, VCOOLB and
possfbly OCCBLBfor COOOL)

Other Prime Libraries
applications library) ,
{MIDASlibrary}

5. Standard PRIMElibrary (LI)

4. (LI filename',
VSRTLI (V-mode

such as VAPPLB(V-mode
sort 1ibrary) , VDKALB

For example, a COOOLprogram Ytbich uses MIDASfiles v-ould be loaded as
follows:

OK, SEG
[SEGREV17.1]
fI: LQru) fl:MAIN
$ LOADB_Ml\IN
$ LOADB_SUBR
$ LI VCOBLB
$ LI NCOOLB

$ LI VKDALB
$ LI
LOADCO'1PLETE
$ SAVE
$ QUIT
OK,

THER-MOOELOADER

Main program first.
Separately compiled subroutine next.
Shared COOOLlibrary: always used.
Non-Shared library: used with separately-compiled
subroutines
MIDASlibrary: used with MIDASfiles.
Standard (FORTRAN)library.

Save the file image
Return to PRIMOScommandlevel.

The PRIMOS LOAD utility converts object modules (such as those
generated by the FTNor RPGcompilers) into runfiles that execute in
the 32R or 64R addressing modes. (Runfiles to execute in the 64V mode
must be loaded using the segmentation utility, SEG.)

'!he following description emphasizes the loader commandsam functions
that are of most use to the FffiTRAN am RPGII programmer. For a
complete description of all loader cormnands, including those for
advanced system-level prograrrming, refer to Reference Guide, L(\l>J)am
SEG.
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lEINGTHELrnDERUNDERPRIMOS

The PRIMCEcommand:

transfers control to the R-mode 10OOer, which pr ints a $ prompt
character am awaits a loader subcomnarrl. After exeCuting a coomarrl
successfully, the 1000er repeats the $ prompt character.

If an error occurs during an operation, the Loader prints an error
message, then the $ prompt character. Loader error messages and
suggested handling techniques are discussed elsewhere in this section
and in Apperrlix A. Most of the errors encountered are caused by large
programs where the user is not makin;J full use of the Loader
capabilities.

Whena system error (File in use, Illegal name, Insufficient access
rights, etc.' is encountered, the loader prints this system error ard
returns its prompt symbol, $.

The loader remains in control until a QUITor PAUSEsubcommandreturns
control to mIMOS, or an EXOClITEsubcomnarrl starts execution of the
Loeded program.

Load subcommandscan be used in commandfiles, but comment lines result
in a CM(comnarrl error) message unless they are preceded by '* ,

NORMALLrnDING

Loading is normally a simple operation with only a few straightfor-ward
conmarrls needed. The loader also has many additional features to
optimize runfile size or speed, perform difficult 10OOs, and deal with
poas ibl.e canplications. The most frequently used load corrmarrls ard
operations are presented first; this enables immediate use of the
loader. Advanced features are then descr ibed followed by a sunmary 0f
all loader commands.

The fol Lowirq cammands (shoW) in abbreviated form' accomplish most
loading functions.

PRIMOS-LevelCommands

FILMEM Initializes user space in preparation for load.

LQlill Invokes loader for entry of subcomnarrls.

RESUME Starts execution of a loaded, SAVEdrunfi1e.
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LOADSubcommands

rc Defers load ing of CCMMCNuntil everything else
has been loaded. '!his presents overlap of
COMMONand program areas.

MODEoption Sets rtmfile addressing mode as D32R (default)
or D64R.

LOADpathname Loads specified object file.

LIBRARY[filename1 Loads library object files from UFD LIB.
(Default is FTNLIB.)

MAP[option] Prints loadmap.
re ferences.

opt ion 3 shows unreso 1ved

INITIALIZE Returns loader to starting condition in case of
coomand errors or faulty load.

SAVEpathnane Saves loaded memory image as runfile.

QUIT Return to PRIMOS.

Most loads can be accomplished by the following basic procedure:

1. Use the ffiIMOSFILMEMcorrmand to initialize memory.

2. Invoke LOAD.

3. Use the MODEcommandto set the addressing mode, if necessary.
(The default is 32R mode.)

4. Use loader's LOADsubcommand to load the object file
(B_filename) and any separately compiled subroutines.

5. Use loader's LIBRARYsubcommandto load subroutines called from
libraries (the default is FTNLIB in the UFD LIB). other
libraries, such as SRTLIBor APPLIB,must be named explicitly.

6. If you do not have a LOADCCJo1PLETE,do a MAP3 to identi fy the
unsatisfied references, and load them. (If the OCoption is
used, the LOADCOMPLETEmessage may not appear tmtil the SAVE
commandhas been given.)

7. SAVEthe r unf iIe under an appropriate name.

If these commandsproduce a LOADCCMPLETEmessage, then loading was
accomplished. If there is a problem, it will become apparent by the
absence of a LOADCQ'I1PLETEmessage or some other loader error message.
(See Appendix D for a complete list of all loader error messages and
their probable cause and correction.)
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After a successful load, you can either start run file execution from
L(}M) canmand level, or quit from the loader and start execution throoqh
the PRIMOSRESUMEconmard , An example of such a load is:

OK,FILMEM
OK, LOAD
$OC--
$ La B_BENCH9
$ LI
LON) C(lvtPLETE
$ SA *BEN::H9
$QU

OK,

Order of Loading

The order of Ioed inq , procedures for mapping, etc., are the same for
L~D as they are for SEG.
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SECTICN7

RUNNINGPRCX:;RAMSINTERACTIVELY

INTRODUCTION

This section treats the following topics:

• Execution of segmented runfiles saved by SEG's Loader

• Execution of program memory images saved by the R-mode Loader

• Run-time error messages

EXECUTINGSEGMENTEDRUNFILES

For programs loaded and saved by SEG, execution is performed at the
PRIMOScommand level using the SEG command:

SEGpathname

\\here pathname is the name of a SEG runfile. SEG loads the runfile
into segmented memory and starts execution. SEG should be used for
runfiles created by sm's loader; it should not be used for proqr an
memory imeqes created by the R-mode loader. Example:

OK, SEG :ff;TEST
THIS IS A TEST

user requests program
output of program

OK, PRIMOSrequests next command

Upon completion of program execution, control returns to PRIMOScommand
level.

A SEG runfile may be restarted by the command:

S 1000

if both the SEG runfile and the copy of SEGused to invoke it are in
memory.

EXEClJrINGR-MODEM.EMORYIMAGES

For programs Loeded in 32R or 64R mode by the loader, execution is
performed at the PRIMOSlevel us irq the RESUMEcommand. Programs v.hich
are already resident in the user's memory may be executed by a START
coomand.
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RESUMEpathname

RESlMEbrings the memory-image progran pathname fron the disk into the
user's memory, loads the initial register set.tInqs , and begins
execution of the program. For exanple:

OK, R *TEST
THIS IS A TEST

User requests program
Output of program

OK, mIMOS requests next conmand

Note

RESUMEshould not
Use the SEGcommand
section) instead.

be used for segmented (64V mode) programs.
(discussed in the first part of this

The Start Command

If a program has been made resident in memory (for exanple, by a
previous RESUMEcomnand),

~TART[start-address1

the command may be used to initial ize the reg isters and beg in
execution.

STARTcan also restart a program that has returned control to PRIMOS
(for example, because of an error, a FCRTRANPAUSE or CALL EXIT
statement). If ST~RT is typed without a value for start-address, the
program resumes at the address value at which executlon was
interrupted. Tb restart the program at a different point, specify an
octal starting location as the start-address value; the usual default
value for the beq lnn irq of FORTRANprograms is 1000. For example:

OK, R *TESTl
INPUTNE.WKEY: 5
QUIT
OK, S 10013
INPUTNEWKEY:

Begin
Program asks for input
User hit BREAKto stop
Restart program from beginning

The appl ications programmer will almost always use the defaul t forms of
the RESUMEand START conmands (the form discussed here). For a
complete treatment of these commands, see the Reference Guide, PRIMOS
Corrmarrls.

Upon completion of the program, control returns to PRIMOScommand
level.
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RUN-TIMEERRORMESSAGES

Durin:] program execution, error conditions may be generated and
detected by the FORTRANmathematical functions, file system subroutine
calls, or the ope rat.Irq system. A list of run-time error messages is
given in Appendix D.

Error messages specific to execution of segmented programs are Label ed
64Vmode. Some error messages imply system problems beyorrl the scope
of the appl ications programmer. If so, this is irrlicated in the
explanation of a given error message.
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SECTICN8

CCMMANI)FILES ANDPHANl'OVIS

CCMo1ANDFI LE OPERATIONS

PRDMOSoffers three utilities that allow command sequences to run from
files rather than from direct user interaction. They are:

• CCMINPl1l'

• PHANTQ'>1

• JOB

CCMINPIJI'reads commands frrm a specified file. Commands and responses
appear on the user's tenninal. The tenninal is ded icated to this
operation dur irq execution.

PHAN'I'QIIIreads commands from a file but executes as another PRIMOS
process, freeirg tenninal for other use. Limited number of phantom
processes are available, so user may have to wait for a free process.

JOB reads corrmarrls from a file, but executes as a phantom. Users
sutxni t jobs at their convenience; the Batch moni tor queues than and
nns than, one to six at a time, as phantoms become free. (Batch
replaces ex and accepts all existing CXcommandfiles.)

All of these utili ties read conmards from a comnard file, which is a
file conca iriirq PRIMa:; commands, utility stbcanmands, and dialog
responses. The user creates the file with the Editor, rms it under
CQ\1INPIJI'to verify operation, edits it to make charq es , and thereafter
rms it under CCMINPUT,PHl\Nl'OMor Batch. This is particularly useful
for long program developnent operations that must be repeated v.henever
source code is changed, building libraries, prodoction job nns, etc.

Supp:>rting the three command process irq util ities is the C()'vtOIJI'PUT
comnard which maintains an aLrli t file of the dialog between PRIMOS am
the user or command file. Output generated by the commandfile can
thus be channeled to the CCMOurPUTfile, to be printed, edited, or
listed at the terminal (via SLIST) whenever the user wishes.

The date of execution, time of execution, am time consuned during
execution of the commandfile can be placed in the output file by
inclLrling the D\TE, TIME, or ROY-LONGcomnards in the comnard file.

This section discusses:

• Ibw to create am run comnard files

• Ibw to have commandfiles call each other
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• How to create COMOUTPUTfiles

• How to use mTE, TIME, and RDY in coomarrl files

• How to run canmand files as phantoms

Batch execution of coomarrl files will be discussed in the next section.

COMMANDFILE REQUIREMENTS

Command input files may contain any legal PRn1CS commands, utility
subcommarrls, or dialog responses, on a line-for-line basis (i.e., each
line in the file must cor re spond to aline as it would be typed at a
terminal.) Each utility except Batch imposes certain requirements:

• Fbr Cc::MINPUT,the last canmand should be COMINPUT -TTY or
COMINPUT-END.

• Fbr FHANTCM,the last command sho uld be Lcx:;QUT•

• My comnand file can be used for Batch.

Comments

Command input files can be made self-docunentirg by inclLrl i.n:j canment
lines at PiUMOS conmand level. A line beq i.nni rq with a slash and
asterisk, (/*), is interpreted as a comment and is ignored by PRIMOS.
If a command output file is open, any comments entered at the terminal
by the user or from a canmand file are written into the canmand output
file. My character may be used in a comnent line. A conment may also
be appended to a canmand at PRIMa:; command level as in:

SLIST MBEN:H07 /* PRINTMAPFI LE

THECCJllINPUTCCMMAND

The CCMINPur command causes PRIMOS to read input from a specified
commarrl file rather than from the terminal. conmarrls are executed as
if they were entered at the terminal. "nle format is:

CQ~INPUT[command-file] [-options] [file-unit]

command-file "nle pathname of the file from Wlich input is to
be read.

options Specify command control flow as detailed below.
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file-unit The PRIMOS file uni t nunber on which the
file is to be opened. If omitted, file
is used, File units must be octal
decimal 8 is entered as 10) •

input
unit 6
(i .e.,

Options

-TTY
-END

Ei ther one switches the canmand input strean to the
user terminal am closes the command input file.

-PAlEE swi tches command input strean to the user terminal
but does not close the command input file.

-CONl'1NUE Returns control to command input file following a
CO -Pl>.USEor an error.

-START Resunes corrmarrl following a BREAK interruption of
execution of a canmand file.

The -TTY, -END and -PAUSEoptions are used only within command files.
The -CONTINUEand -STARToptions are typed by the user.

The -TTY or -END option must be the final corcmand in the commarrl file
(or in the last command file, if files are chained as described below) •

A simple commarrl file, C_TEST, might be created to canpile the program
FTN.TEST:

/*BEGIN TEST OF COMMANDFILE
COMOUTPUT0TEST
DATE
/*Ca-tPILE THEPR~AM IN 64V MCDE
FTN FTN.TEST -64V
/*LOADTHE PR()'3RAl\\
SEG
VLOADff:F'IN.TEST
LO B FTN.TEST
LI
SA
MAPM LOADTEST7
MAPM-UNSATISF1ED3
QU
/*OOMMANDFILE TESTCOMPLETED
DATE
coio -END

The command file l,<,Quldbe executed by the canmand:

CO C TEST

and would produce the following output file:
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OK, mTE

'Ihursday, oc tober 4, 1979 4:04 PM

OK, /*C()I1PI LE THE mOGRlIM IN 64V MODE
F'lN F'lN. TEST -64V
0000 ERRORS [< .W>.IN. >F'IN-REVl 7.1 ]

OK, /*LOAD THE PRCX3RlIM
SEG
[SEG rev 17.1]
#VLOIID #FTN. TEST
$ La B F'IN. TEST
$LI
LOADCCMPLETE
$ SA
$ MAP M LOADTEST 7
$ MAP M-UNSATISFIED 3
$QU

OK, /*COMMANDFILE TEST COMPLETED
DATE

Thurs:lay, october 4, 1979 4:05 PM

OK, CCMO -END

Chaining Cbmmand Files

The -CONTINUE option of C()'JIINPur allows command files to be chained.
The following example illustrates the chainirg of three conmarrl files,
and shows how file uni t confl icts can be avoided. '!he canmand file
C_GO contains the following comnands:

/* COMPILE THE PROGRAMIN 64V MODE
FTN FTN.TEST -64V
/* LOADTHE PROGRAM
CQ't1.INPUTC LOAJJI'EST 7
CLOSE 7
/* RETURN CCMMANDTO USER TER-1INAL
CCMINPur -TrY

The command file C LOAJJI'EST contains the following commands:

/* LOAIJI'EST CClMMMIDFILE
SEG
VLOAD #F'lN. TEST
La B FTN.TEST
LI
SA.
QU
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CCMINP'lJr C Mr\PS 10
CLOSE 10
CO'1INPlIT -CCNTINUE

The canrnand file C MAPS contains the fo l l.owi rq carunands:

/* GET FULL MAP AND UNSATISFIED REFERENCES
SEG
VLOl\D * ~FTN. TEST
Mr\P M LOl\DrEsr 7
MAPM UNSATISFIED 3
QU
/* RETURN TO 'CALLING' COMMANDFILE
CO'1INPur -CONTINUE 7

Typill3 CCMINPUT C GO causes PRIMa:; to read and execute the commands in
C GO. Wlen the -command CO'-1INPUT C LOl\DrEST 7 is reached, control
passes to C LQ1\.DrEST, lNhich loads the object file, then calls C MAPS
(on file unit '10) to obtain twe> load maps. Wlen the command CCMINPUT
-CONI'INUE is reached in C MAPS, control returns to the statement
followirg the call in C L&DrEST, lNhich closes the file mit used for
C MAPS. Wlen CCMINPUT -CONTINUE is reached in C LOl\DrEST, control
similarly returns to C GO. Finally, the coounand C()v1INPur -TTY in C GO
returns control to the user's terminal.

OK, CO C_GO
OK, I*CO'1PILE THE PR(X;RA"'1.IN 64V MODE
FTN FTN.TEsr -64V
0000 ERRORS [<.MAIN.>FTN-REV17.1]

OK, /*LffiD THE PROGRAM
COMINPUT C L~DTEST 7
OK, /*LQ2\DTEST CCM>1ANDFIlE
SEG
[SEG rev 17.1]
fI: VLCN) fl:FTN.TEST
$ LO B F'lN. TEST
$LI
LOlill CCNPLETE
$ SA
$ QU

OK, C<NINPur C MAPS 10
OK, /*GET FULL-MAP AND UNSATISFIED REFERENCES
SEG
[SEG rev 17.1]* VLCN) * fl:FTN.TEST
$ MAP M L~DTEST 7
$ MAP M-UNSATISFIED 3
$ QU

OK, /*RETURN TO 'CALLING' C()vlMANDFILE
COMINPur -CONTINUE 7
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OK, CLOSE10
OK, C()Ir1INPtJr-CONI'INUE
OK, CLOOE7
OK, /*RETURNCCMMANDTOUSERTER-tINAL
CCMINPur-TrY
OK,

Errors

Non-recoverable errors return input control to the terminal, leaving
the comnarrl file open. The user may type a correct version of the
offend inJ line, and then resune input fran the command file by the
comnard CO -COOTINUE.

Closil'B CommandInput Files:

In chainil'B command files, the 'called' files should be closed upon
returninJ to the 'calling' files, either by file unit number (as in the
example above) or by filename. 'Ihe user should make certain that the
file units to be used for the commandinput files are not already
opened (or going to be opened) by user programs, utilities, or other
commarrlinput files.

Note

The CLCSEALL command should not be used in a canmand input
file, as it closes all files, including the commandinput file
from which this commandis read. '!he message 'Unit not open.
Caminput (Input fram terminal.)' will be printed and input
control will be switched to the terminal.

THECCMJIJI'PUTCOMMAND

The C()\10IJI'PIJI'command writes, into a specified file, both the output
stream directed to the terminal by ffiIMOSam the input presented to
ffiIMffi. '!he input may originate as direct typi rq , or came from a
comnand file running under CQ.I.1INPUT,PHANTOMor Batch. The resul t irq
output file is a permanent record of the entire dialog.

Output to the terminal can be suppressed. Print suppression increases
speed since it normally takes more time to write to a terminal than to
a disk file.

The commandformat is:

CQI>tOurpur[output-file] [-options]

output-file is the pathname of the file to Which the output stream is
sent. options specify terminal and file output and control flow as
described below.
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Terminal Options

These can be used when the output file is first opened, or at any time
before the conmandoutput file is closed. User input is always echoed
at the terminal even if the -NTTYoption is used.

-N'rrY Turn off terminal output.

-TTY Turn on terminal output (default).

Error messages are printed in the output file and at the terminal,
regardless of the terminal option selected. Any inter-user terminal
output (e.g., messages from the supervisor terminal) is printed at the
terminal but not in the output file.

File QJtions

These stop or restart output to the commandfile. '!hey may also be
used to append output to an existing file.

-PAlEE Stop output to commandfile; leave file open.

-CONTINUEResumeoutput (halted by -PAlEE) to the command output
file. or, if at PRIMOSlevel, re-open an exist.Irq
CQ\10IJI'PUTfile am pos l tion the p:>inter so that new
output will be apperd ed ,

-END stop output to comnard file; close file.

A BREAKturns terminal output on, but does not close the file. A
IDGOUTturns terminal output on and also closes the conmandoutput
file, as well as any other files the user has currently open. Fbr
exanple:

Ca-100 F'INTEST

opens the file 0 F'INTESTfor output and p:>sitions the pointer to the
start of the file. If 0 FTNTESTalready exists, its previous contents
will be deleted immediately. To open an exist.i rq file for appendirq ,
type:

CoYlO0 F'INTEST-c

This opens the file 0 F'INTESTand positions the pointer at the end of
the file.
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Closing Command OUtput Files

Command output files are closed by the CCJI1.0-END command. For example:

C(]'t100 TEST
SLIST REX::CRCS
C(Jv10-END

USIN:;DATE AND TIME IN CCMMAND FILES

The DATE Command

The command ~TE prints the system date and time at the user terminal.

OK, DATE
GO

Wednesday, October 10, 1979 10: 11 AM

OK,

This feature allows command output files to be stamped with date/time
information for identification, as an aid to program development and
debuqq Irq, For exanpl.e, the sequence of commands:

CCJI1.00 TESTl
DATE

DATE
CCMO -END

creates a file, 0 TESTl.
command; the next line
session.

The first line of
is the time and

this file is the DATE
date of this interactive

DATE may also be included in command input files or in command files
for Batch execution.

The TIME Command

The command TIME entered at the user terminal prints the current values
in the time accoirit irq registers. These are: connect time, canpute
time, and disk I/O time.

OK, TIME
l'~ 0'11 0'08

OK,
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Connect time is the time since LOOIN (in hours and minutes). Canpute
time is the time accunulated execut irq commands or us irq prograns (in
minutes am seconds). 'Ibis does not inclLrle disk I/O time. Disk I/O
time (in minutes and seconds) is the accunulated time for disk input
and output. Disk I/O inclLrles peq Irq I/O time generated on the user's
behalf. All times inchrle system supervisor overhead caused by user
requi rements.

'!he TIMEcommand can be given before am. after execut irq a program.
The time differences can be used to benchmark the program and measure
efficiency as the program is optimized.

Example: The command input file C BENCH07contains the followiTB:

CCMO0 BENCH07
/* TIMINGTEST OF BENCH07PROGRAM
DATE
/* GET STARTTIMEVALUES
TIME
S~ #FTN.TEST
/* GETS'lDP TIMEVALUES
TIME
COVlO-END
CO -TTY

The commandCOC BENCH07executes this command file. Upon completion,
the output file 0_BENCH07contains the followiTB:

OK, /*TIMING TEST OF BENCH07PROGRN~
DATE

Thur sday, Novanber 1, 1979 10:24 AM

OK, /*GET STARTTIMEVALUES
TIME

0'11 0'03 0'03
OK, SEX;#FTN.TEsr
The answer is 70

OK, /* GETS'lDP TIMEVALUES
TIME

0'11 0'03 0'04
COVlO-END

The RDY-LONGCommand

An alternate method of measur irq program efficiency is provided by the
RDY-LCNGcomnard , When this command is given, each OKprompt inclLrles
the time of day, the amount of CPUtime (in seconds) and the amount of
I/O time (also in seconds) used since the last prompt.
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OK, RDY-LCNG
OK09:21:29 0.284 0.324

To return pranpts to their normal form, use the canmand RDY-BRIEF:

OK 09:21:43 0.036 0.000
RDY-BRIEF
OK,

As an exanple of using the RDYcommand, let us modify the canmand file
C BEN:H07:

COOO0 BENCH07l\
/*TIMING TESTOF BENCH07PROGRA~
DATE
/*use rdy-long for time bet-ween prcxnpts
ROY-L0N3
sm #FTN.TEST
CO'4O-END
CO -TTY

The output file for the new command file is as follows:

TIMINGTEST OFBENCH07PROGRAM
D\TE

Wednesjay, october 3, 1979 10:06 AM

OK, /*use rdy--Iorq for time between pranpts
RDY-LONG
OK10:06:15 3.560 3.924
Sex::;#FTN.TEST
'!he answer is 70

OK 10:06:18 0.287 1.051
CCMO-END

PHl\NTCMlEERS

The phantom user feature allows command file processing without tying
up a terminal. Once a phantom process has been initiated, it is
treated by PRIMOOas a separate process that is not assoc iat.ed with a
terminal. The terminal is then made available for other uses.

'!he canmand file run by the phantom process specifies the commands and
their sequence, program invocations and necessary input data required
to complete a particular job. Phantoms are used for long compilations,
loadings, and executions that are debugged and require no interactive
terminal input. Certain PRIMOSsystem utilities (e.g., FAM,SPOOL)are
implemented as phantan processes.
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usirg Phantans

A phantom user process is initiated by the command:

{
pathname}

PHANI'CMfilenane [file-unit]

filename is the name of a commandinput file, and file-unit is the
PRIMOOfile unit number on vtlich the canmand file is to be opened. If
onitted , file unit 6 is used.

'rtle PHANI'OVIconunandchecks for available phantom processes. '!he number
varies with each installation. The message:

No phantoms are available. FILE'NAME

is returned if no processes are available. Control is then returned to
mIMOO. W1en a phantom process is available, the message:

PHANTOMIS USERuser-number

is returned and the phantom user is logged in (under the same
login-name as the invoker). If the phantom is invoked by the command,

PH filename

then the current am homedirectories of the phantom are the same as
the current and home directories of the user (or commandfile) invoking
the phantom. If the phantom is invoked by the command,

PH pathname

the phantom's current am homedirectories are both set equal to the
invoker's home directory. User-number is the number assigned by PRIMOS
to the phantom process. Control returns to PRIMOS, the terminal is
freed for other use, and the phantom commandfile is opened on the
specified (or defaul~ unit. PRIMOSthen reads all further commands
for the phantom user fran the commandfile.

phantom Operation

Phantom processes should not execute prograns which require input from
an actual terminal. Such an instruction will abort and log out the
phantom process. 'rtlis logout information is pr inted only at the
supervisor terminal.

While a phantom process is in operation, terminal output is
unless a corcmandoutput file has been opened by a CCl>1OurPUT
the phantom commandfile. Oltput is then written to the
file.

suppressed
commandin
CQ\1.ourpur
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It is possible to initiate another phantom from a running phantom, in a
manner similar to chained CCMINPl1l'files. However, there is no
guarantee that a phantom user process will be available when the
process is requested by a canmand file.

The final conmand in the last executed phantxm conmard file should be
LOOOur.

Phantom Logout

At the completion of a job process, phantom users are automatically
logged out. To cancel a phantom user process before completion, use
the ccmmande

IDGOur =user-rumber

use r-nunber is the PRIMCS-assignedphantom user nunber ,

Any phantom can be logged out fran the supervisor terminal. From a
user terminal, a phantcrn can be logged out only if the terminal has the
sane log in UFO as that which ini tiatErl the phantom.

Phantom STATUSInformation

The STA'IU3USER command (discussed in Section 3), provides a list of
all the users in the system, their login mooers, assigned line
nunbers, etc. Phantom users are distinguished by the line mmber 77 in
a S~TUS list. In the following example, the phantom users are numbers
57 throrqh ')1, as irxlicated by LIN = 77.

OK, status users

USER NO LIN PDEVS
SYSTEM 1 76 3462 SMLC00 SMLC01
GOG 7 5 71063
HEISIN 14 14 460(END
MANN 18 20 71063
SCfWAR 19 21 (TO END
YLEE 27 31 3462
STUMPF 30 34 3462
FEHSKE 37 43 3462 71063
GMS 38 44 3462
MAM 39 45 3462
J.COOK 45 53
STEF 46 54
BS 49 75
WMM.B 50 75
WEBB 51 75
DEBBY 52 75
DPF.B 53 75
TEKMAN54 75

(TO END
71063
460 (END ) (FROvt END )
71063 460 (ENE ) (FRCM END
3462 (FRCM END )
71063 (FRCJ.1END )
460 (END ) (FRO'1ENE
71063 (FROMBDSF )
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FAM 57 77
SYSTEM 58 77
SYSTEM 59 77
SYSTEM 60 77
cr-1S 61 77

3462 (2)
460 (3)
460 PR0
460 PRI
3462

OK,

Example of Phantom Command File

The phantom command file PH_TEST contains the fo l Iowi rq canmands:

/*BEGIN TEST OF PHANTOM
COMOUTPUT0 PH TEST
DATE
/*C()'t1PlLE THE PRcrnAM IN 64V MODE
FTN FTN.rssr -64V
/*LQI\D THE PRCXRAM.
SEG
VL()7l.D#F'ThI.TEST
LO B FTN.TEST
LI
~
MAPM LQ1\DTEST7
M.n.PM UNSATISFIED 3
QU
/*PHANTOMTEST COMPLETED
DATE
/*CCMO-E would normally go here.
/* It has been anitted so the logout sequence
/* could be shown in the canoutput file.
LOOOUT

When a phantom is invoked at the terminal by PH PH_TEST, the terminal
interactive dialog is:

OK, Ai PH_TEST
PHANI'OMIS USER 61
OK,

The contents of the canmand file, O_PH_TEST, created by the phantom
are:

OK, I¥>.TE

Friday, October 5, 1979 10:05 AM

OK, /*CCJv1PILETHE FROGRl>M.IN 64V MODE
F'IN F'IN. TEST -64V
0000 ERRORS [< .M\IN. )F'IN-REVl7.1]

OK, /*LOAD THE PRcrnN1
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SEG
[SEG rev 17.1]
ft VLQ\D #:FTN.resr
$ LO B F'IN.TEST
$ LI
LOADCQ\'1PLETE
$ SA
$ MAPM LOADTEST7
$ MAPM-UNSATISFIED 3
$ QU

OK, /*PHANTOMTEST COMPLETED
DATE

',.
Friday, october 5, 1979 10:06 AM

OK, /*COMO -E 1,o,Ouldnormally go here.
/* It has been ani tted 00 the logout sequence
/* could be sh::>wnin the canoutput file.
r.osour
TEKMAN(62) LOGGEDOUTAT 10'06 100579
TLME USED= 0'00 0'01 0'02
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SECTICN9

BATCHJOB PROCESSINS

INTRODUCTIOO

Batch is the most flexible of the PRIMa;commandfile utilities. My
conmard file that will run under PRIMOScan be run as a Batch job.
'!his means that users may wri te commandfiles for submission as Batch
jobs without Incl odIrq special Batch conmards, Yet users may also run
exIat Irq CCMINPUl',J?HAN'I'Q'tt,and CXfiles as Batch jobs; Batch will
accept them all.

Batch offers further flexibility in job scheduling and execution
control. Each Batch queue has a phantan fran which to run users' jobs.
'!hese phantoms run "in the background" of the systan: that is, they
run concurrently with interactive jobs, but at sanewhat lower
priorities. '!hus, they use only small anounts of CPU time when
interactive use is heavy, but utilize large amounts of CPUtline when
interactive use is 1ight or absent. FUrthermore, Batch jobs may be
held in their queues by operators, then released to run at appropriate
t.imes, '!hus, extranely long jobs, such as file updat.es am backups,
can be set up as Batch jobs during the day, then run under operator
control at night.

Each Batch queue is a separate entity, defined by the Systan
Adninistrator to be particularly hospitable to certain types of jobs.
QJeues designed for short jobs have a fairly high scheduler priority,
but a short timeslice; queues designed for normal jobs have 51ightly
lower priorities am normal timeslices. QJeues designed for long jobs
have low priorities but large tlineslices. The queues for sbor t jobs
will thus run fastest, as they can operate dur ing times of heavier
interactive use. The other queues will take fuller advantage of
periods of lighter activity. By us irq the BA~EN (BATch GENeration)
comnard, explained below, users can see what queues are available and
what their characteristics are. '!hey can then submit their jobs to the
appropriate queues.

ts INGTHEBA~HSUBSYSTEM

Users cooumnicate with the Batch stbsystan throuj h four commands:
BATCH,BATGEN,JOB, and $$ JOO. With these conmards, they can:

• Submit jobs (JOB)

• Set job parameters (JOB, $$ JOB)

• Modify, cancel, abort, or restart jobs (JOB)
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• ftt>nitor swsystan usage (BATCH)

• Monitor queue characteristics and availability (~GEN)

'Ihese operations are des:ribed below.

SUBMITI'INGBA'ICHJOOS

To submit a job, use the canmand:

JOB pathname-l

-ACCTinformation

{
secorxls}

-CPTIME
NONE

{
minutes}

-ETIME
NONE

-FUNITnunber

-HCMEpathncme-2

-RUCRITYvalue

-QUEUEqueue-name

{
YES}

-RESTARl'NO

Batch will then serrl a "job submitted" response annouoc irq the job's
job-id nunber and ranirxlin::J the user (if he didn't use the -HCJo1.E
option) of the home UFOfor the job. For exanple:

OK, job pnjob
[JOB rev 17.2]
Your job, #~~015, was sti::lmitted to queue Normal-l.
Hame=<MISCEL>TE~>ALlCE>ALlCE2

As this exanpl e shows, jobs may be submitted without options. '!he
Batch monitor places these jobs in the first available queue and uses
that queue's defaul t values for all necessary parcmeters. ()1 the other
hand, users may specify queue and/or parameters, usInq the JOB
command's options as des:ribed below.

Note

All nunbers must be decimal int.eqer s ,
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Option Description

-ACCTinformation

-CPI'IME{secOrrls}
NONE

-ETIME {minuteJ
NONE J

Allows the user to specify accounting
information for his job. '!he information
must be 80 characters or less in length. It
may not be an explicit register setting
(octal nunber) or be preceded by an unqmted
minus sign. If the information contains
spaces, commas, or commentdelimiters (/*) it
should be enclosed in apostr ophea, (For
exanple: -ACcr 'OK, HEREWE 00 ') • The
information will be inclLrled in Job DISPLAYS,
but will not be used in runnl rq the job.

Specifies the maximunanount of CPUtime (in
seconds) to be allotted to the job. NONE
requests that no time 1imit be pl aced on the
job. If the job exceeds the time limit, it
will be aborted.

Specifies (in minutes) the elapsed time to be
allowed before the job is aborted. Details
are the sane as those for -CPl'IME.

-FUNIT number Specifies the file unit to be used for
commandinput. Permissible values range fran
1 to 16, to 1 to 126, depending on the limit
set by the Systan Administrator. Default
deperrls on the queue to which the job is
submitted. It is usually 6.

-HCME pathnane Specifies the UFDin which a job is to rm ,
Using this option has the sane effect as
providing an ATTACHcommarrlas the first line
of the command file. '!he pathname for a
-HCNEoption, however, may not be a null
specification or a relative pathname (i.e.,
it may not beg in with *» , and may not exceed
80 characters in Lerqth ,

-ffiIOOITYval ue

-QUEUEqueuename

-RESTARt' { ~ }

Determines the job's priority within its
queue. FOssible values are fran " to 9, with
9 being the highest (most favored) priority.
The defaul t depends on the queue.

Nanes the queue in which the job should be
placed. (To learn the names and
characteristics of queues, use the BATGEN
-DISPLAYcommand.)

Determines whether a job can be restarted
following an ABCRTor a systan shutdown. '!'he
defa ul t is always YES.
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If, for any reason , the Batch monitor cannot accept the job as
subni t ted, it will send the user error messages conta ln lrq the
information he needs to resti:xnit the job successfully. 'Ihese messages
are listed in Apperd ix A; trey are generally self-explanatory.

SUPPLYINGOPI'IOOSVIA THE$$ JOB CCMMAND

My or all of the JOB coomand's eight options may be given in the first
non-canment 1ine of the canmand file itself by the canmand:

$$ JOB username {options}

Users will probably find this command handiest for parameters they
expect to remain constant whenever the job is suhnitted, and the JOB
canmand options handiest for parameters which charqe fran submission to
suhnission.

Parameters given in the $$ JOB command line may be overridden by givirq
a different value for the same parameter in the JOB coomarrl. For
instance, if you specified "$$ JOB RESEARCH-CPI'IMENOOE"in your file,
but wanted to run the job in a queue which had a CPU time limit, the
canmand ",JOB TEST SCCRES-CPI'IME 180 -QUEUEFAST" l,o,Quldrun the job in
queue FASTwith a CPU time limit of 180 secorrls.

Note

With one exception, any Batch commarrl file, even one including
a $$ JOB command, can be run as a carunand input file. 'rtle
exception is a file us irq the $$ JCB -H(JvlEoption. When run as
a command input file, the $$ JOB line will be ignored, and no
ATTACHwill be done. In this case, add an ATTACHconmand to
the file immediately fo l.Lowinq the $$ JOB line.

CaN'TROLLINGBA~H JOBS

Modifying Parameters

Tomodifyajob'sparametersafter it has been sti:xnitted, use the
-CHANGEopt ion 0 f the JOB cornnand:

\

jObname)
JOB j ol:r id -CHANGE

-ETIME

information

{
secOnds}
NONE

{
minutes}
NONE
nunber
pathname

{~;S}
-FUNIT
-H()'v1E
-RESTARl'
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For exanple:

JOB #10039 -CHANGE-ACCT 'research' -HOMEECON>STATISTICS
JOB TEST_SCORES-CHAN3E-FUNIT 8 -RESTARTYES

A job's -QUEUEand -PRIORITYoptions cannot be CHANGEd. If 'they are in
error, the job must be CANCELedam resubni t.ted,

Restartirg Jobs

Users wi shi nq to QiATIl;E jobs which are already rmnlrq can do so by
following a Joo -CHANGEcorrmand with a Joo -RESTART ccamand , For
exanple:

JOB TEST_SCamS -CHANGE-HOMERESEARCH>STATS>NEWSTATS
JOB TEST_SCORES-RESTART

This procedure will mark the charqes in the job's status, terminate
execution, am then flag the job as reedy for restarti:rg under its new
conditions.

Note

Distirguish between the -RESTARTYEs/No option am the -RESTART
coomand. The option always takes an argunent; it signals
whether or not a job may be restarted. '!he -RESTART command
takes ~ arqunentj it attanpts to abort am restart the job.

Canceling Jobs

To prevent a wai ti:rg or held job from runnirq , use the command:

{
jobname}

JOB jotrid -CAOCEL

This commandwill not halt a job that is already running; but it will
mark that job as LUlrestartable.

Aborti:rg Jobs

To terminate execution of a job already runntrq , use:

{
jObname}

JOB j otr id -ABORT

This command cancels a waiting or held job and forces a rLUlning job to
Loq itself out irnnediately.

'!he JOB -CHANGE,-CAOCEL,-ABORT,and -RESTARTcommands will accept a
filename in place of a job-Ld only if that filename is unique emonq the
user's active jobs. Thus, if file C TESThas been submitted once, the
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comnand "JOB C TEST-<:AOCEL"will work. But if two submissions of
C TEST (for example, 11131357and t1131(64)are active, you must use the
job-id to tell the monitor which job to cancel. '!he monitor accepts
only one coomarrl at a time; JOBC TEST-ABCRl'-RESTARTis illegal, as
is JOB #1131335,'1131339-cANCEL.

MONITORINGBATCH

Users may monitor their own jobs within the Batch systan by us inq the
JOB -STATUS and JOB -DISPIAY coomands; they may monitor subsystan
usage throuqh the BATCH-DISPLAYcanmand; and they may monitor the
characterisitics am availability of queues t.hrouqh the BATGEN-DISPIAY
and BATGEN-STATUScommands. 'lbese commarrlswork as follows:

Ijob-id 1
JOB LjobnameJ {

-STATU)}
-DISPLAY

M:>nitors the progress of the user's own jobs. '!he -STATUSard DISPIAY
options govern the anount of information to be sbown, while the jobname
and job-id options allow the user to specify the jobs on which he wants
information, as follows:

Option

job-id

Description

jobname

AS-digit nunber assigned to a job by the
monitor when the job is placed in a queue.
Use the job-id to request information on one
job only.

'lbe name of the file bei rq ron , If the job
was subnitted as a pathname (e.g., JOB
FELLCWSHIP)HOOBITS)FRODO),its jobncme is the
final element of the pathname (e.9., FRODO).
Use this format to request information on
multiple subnissions of a file.

(Omitting jobname and job-id requests information on all the user's
active jobs.)

-STATUS prints out the job's jobname and job-id, the
name of the queue in which it is placed, and
its execution status: whether it is held,
waiting, runni rq , canpleted, or aborted.

-DISPIAY Provides status information and values for
all JOB and $$ JOB commandoptions (except
for "HOOE")-- both those specified by the
user and those assuned fran queue-defined
defaul ts.
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•••.. BA'lCH-DISPlAY

Monitors Subsysten Usage. It prints the nunber of jobs waiting in each
queue and lists all jobs currently executing, identifying then by user
job-id, phantom user-nunber, and queue. For exanple:

OK, batch -display
[BA'lCHrev 17.2]

Number of waiting and held jobs:

Queue Jobs

Nonnal-2 76

currently running jobs:

User Jobidi # Queue

TURNER#10032 60 Normal-2
BURrEY1=0017262 Normal-1

•••.. BATGEN-STATUS

Lists the currently defined queues and notes whether each is blocked
(not accepting jobs) or unblocked (available for use).

•••.. BATGEN-DISPLAY[queuencme]

Identifies and gives full characteristics for each queue, if queuename
is not specified. If queuename is specified, gives characteristics for
that queue only. For excmple:

OK, batgen -display normal
[BATGENrev 17.2]

Queue name = normal, unblocked.
Default cptime=30, etime=None, priority=5;
Maximuncptime=180, etime=None; Funit=6;
Delta rlevel=l; Timeslice=20;

In this exemple, normal is the queue's name. Unblocked means that the
queue is accepting jobs for queueing and execution. '!he default cptime
and etime values will apply to jobs that don't specify their own CPU
time or elapsed time options. '!he maximun cptime and etime values are
the largest al Lowed for any job running from the queue. Priority and
funit are default values for those options.
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Delta rlevel and timeslice refer to nm-time priorities. ~eues with
high del ta rlevels am large timeslices are best for long jobs; queues
with low delta rlevels am short timeslices are best for short jobs.
'!he queue in the exanple is designed for average jobs.

Note

If the SystemAdministrator has not read-enabled the BATDEF
file, the BA'roENcommandswill return error messages. In this
case, users needirq information about queues should see their
supervisor, the operator, or the Systen ltrlministrator.
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FILE-HANDLINGUTILITIES

SECTICNHI

FILE-HANDLINGUTILITIES

INTRODUCTICN

'!his section introduces :youto Prime's basic file handlin;} utilities.
These utilities allow you to:

• Sort one or more ensor ted files into one sor ted file (SORT)

• Merge several sor t.ed files into one sor t.ed file (SORI')

• Cbmpare files with each other (CMPF)

• Res:>lve differences between files (MRGF)

• I\t>vefiles and subdirectories between directories (F1Jl'IL)

• Copy or delete entire directories (FUTIL)

SORTINGFILES (SORT)

'!he SORT commandsor ts up to 20 files, on up to 50 keys, into a s irq l.e
output file. SORTpreserves the order of input for records with equal
keys (Le., it is a stable sor t) •

Most sorts are done on ASCII files (also called compressed files) , such
as those created by the text ed.ltor (ED). The following discussion
anphasizes how to do ASCII sort.s , In addition, SOOT can process
uncompressed files, variable length files (als:> called binary file~ ,
and f ixed length files. The basic format for usin;) SORT is the same
for every file type, but details vary fram type to type. '!he PRIMOS
conmards Reference Guide contains complete information am sor t irq
instructions for each file type.

Usin;} SORT

To use SORT,provide information in a three- or four-step sequence, as
follows:

1. Give the SORTcommand.

2. Specify the sor t files am nunber of sor t fields, either by a
simple paraneter 1ist or by the use of keywords.

3. Specify the st.ar tlrq and endirq colunns of sor t fields (keys).

4. If -MERGEis specified, enter additional filenames.
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SORTnormally specifies the information it wants at steps 2, 3, and 4.
However, once you are familiar with the pranpt dl al.oq, you can suppress
the printout by usdrq the -BRIEF option with the commandline. If
-BRIEF is specified, simply give the information line by line in the
same order SORT asks for it. Refer to the sanple sort that conc.ludes
this discussion for an example of the SORTdIafoq ,

'lhe SORTCommand

To imoke SORT,give the sor t canmand, either by itself or accanpanied
by one to three options:

SORT [-MERGE]

The meaning of the options is as follows:

Option Meaning

-BRIEF SORTdoes not print requests for information.

-SPACE Anyblank lines are deleted fran the SORToutput file.

-MERGE Amergesort (a merge of 2 to 11 presorted
requested. A merges:>rt is faster than
sort; , but it cannot handle msor t.ed files.

files) is
a straight

SORTresp:mds by requesting:

• The nameof the file to be sorted

• '!he nane of the output fil e to be created

• The mmber of keys for the sort (default is 1)

Simple File and Key Specifications

The simplest type of sort reads one unsor ted ASCII file and creates
another sor t.ed AS::::II file. To specify this sort, simply list the
filenanes and number of keys (if greater than 1) on one line, then list
the starting and ending columns for each key field on a separate line.
If the data within a key field are to be sorted by some code other than
straight AOCII, type a space and the data type after the ending column.
(The SORTdialog will list data types and their codes. 'lhey are also
explained, in greater detail, in the PRIMOSComnarrlsReference Guide.)
If the sort on any key is to be done in reverse (de&:ending) order,
type a space and an "R" after the ending column or data type. For
exanp1e, to sort a 1 ist of names and addresses, the entire entry of 813
characters might constitute the sort field, and the commandswould run:
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OK, SORI'-BR
JUMBLED.Nl\MES NEAT.Nl\MES
1 8~

Unless the -MERGEoption has been specified, so r tirq bS3ins when the
last pair of colunn nunbers is entered. Whenthe sort is canplete,
SORI'pr ints at the terminal the nunber of passes needed for the sor t
am the nunber of items (i.e., lines) placed in the output file, am
then returns to ffiIMOO.

Other File Specifications

If you are sor t.Irq more than one file, give all filenanes plus the
nunber of keys on a single line in the fo.l lowirq format:

-INPUT inputfile [ ••• -INPUT inputfile] -OUTPUToutputfile -KEYSn

For exanple:

OK, sort -brief
-input chaos.l -input chaos.2 -output order -keys 2
1 l~
I52~r

BFnINNINGSORT

PASSES 2 ITEMS 10

[SOR!'-REV17.~]

OK,

If you are sor t Irq uncanpressed or fixed Lerqth files, or if }UU are
sorting binary files us irq AOCII keys, you will have to specify
additional file information (via keywords) along with the filenanes.
See the ffiIMOSComnards Reference Guide for details.

Key Specifications

SORI'recognizes 12 types of keys.
uncanpressed) can use seven of them:
U, LS, TS, LE am TE for nuneric data.

ASCII files (canpressed am
A am AUfor alphanuner ic data,

Alphanumeric keys: '!he two alphanuneric keys are ASCII
sorts in a strict ASCII sequence, and ASCII, upper am
Wlich sorts all alphanuneric characters as if they were
(The ASCII sequence is given in Appendix C.)

(A), which
lower (AU),
upper case.
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'Ibe default key type is strict ASCII (A). 'Ibis represents a departure
fran the Rev. 16 Aocn default, vtlich sorted lower case equal to
upper, as AU does now. Given the four w::>rds,APPLE, alphabet, WHY,and
vtlynot, AOCII (A) produces:

APPLE
WHY
alphabet
vtlynot

AU produces:

alphabet
APPLE
WHY
vtlynot

Numeric keys: 'Ihree canmon nuneric keys for ASCII sorts are:

U nunbers without plus or minus signs

LS numbers preceded by plus or minus signs
(Numberswi tbout signs are considered p.:>sitive.)

TS numbers followed by plus or minus signs
(Numberswitrout signs are considered poai tive.)

('!he LE am TE keys, \\hich have the sign Embeddedin the nuneral, are
explained in the PRIMOO commandsReference Guide.)

Here is an example of a sort on an LS key:

OK, sort -br
nunbers nunbers.l
1 10 Is

SEX;INNING SORT

PASSES 2 ITEMS 7

[SORI'-REV17.0]
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OK, slist nunbers.l
-9999
-8205
-6783
4114

+5483
8265

+9765

OK,

Additional Filenames for MERGEOperation

After key fields have been specified usfrq the -MERGEoption, SOOTasks
for the nunber of additional files to be merged. If:you have al reedy
listed all input files with the -INPUT format, this number is 0.
Otherwise, give the number of additional files and then the names of
the files, one name per line. \\hen the last nane is entered the
mergerort begins. When the merge is complete, SORTprints the number
of passes am returns to PRIMC6.

t.bte

In pr ev ious versions of PRIM<E (Rev. 16 and earlier)
SORI'-MERGEY.Ould sort am then merge insor t.ed files. The
sort-and-merge process has now been taken over by SORT itself,
freeinJ SORI' -MERGEto do a true mergesort : i.e., a merge of
pr eso r ted files.

A Mergesort EXample

Here is an example of a mergesort. Assume we have created two
transaction files, in which each line (record) has the following
format: a transaction number in columns 1-5, a credit or debit
notation in column 6, a customer name in col imns 8-17, a customer ID
number in columns 19-25, and other data in the remainiTB colunns. Each
file has been sorted by customer ncme, customer ID, and transaction
nunber (in reverse order, so that most recent transactions come first) •
Nowwe are going to merge the two files, sor t irq on the sane three
keys. 'nle sor t, with the full SORTdialog, is as follows:
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OK, oort -merge
SORI' PR<XRAMPARAMEI'ERSARE:

INPt.1I' TREE NNvtE -- OtITPur TREE NAMEFOLLCWEDBY
NtMBER OF PAIRS OF STARTING AND ENDING COLtMN3.

cust.creditscust.accts 3
INPtJI' PAIRS OF STARTING AND ENDING COLlMNS
ONE:PAIR PER LINE--SEPARATED BY A SPACE.
FCR REVERSE SrnTING ENTER "R" AFTER DESIRED
ENDING COLlJ'IIN--SEPARATEDBY A SPACE.
Frn A SPECIFIC DATA TYPE ENTER THE PROPER CODE
AT THE END OF THE LlNE--SEPARATED BY A SPACE.

" A" - ASCI I
"I" - SINGLE: PRECISION INTffiER
"F" - SINGLE: PROCISION REAL
"D" - DOlB LE: PRECIS ION REAL
"J" - DOUBLE PROCISION INTEGER
"u" - NUMERIC ASCII, tm3 IGNED
"[SII - NUMERIC ASCII,LEADING SEPARATE SIGN
"TS~' - NUMERIC ASCII, TRAILING SEPARATE SIm
IILEII - NUMERIC ASCII, LEADING EM3EDDEDSIGN
"TEll - NUMERIC ASCII, TRAILING EMBEOOEDS I<N
IlPOII - PACKEDDOClMAL
"AUII - ASCII, UPPER LCliER CASE SCRT EQUAL

D~ULT IS ASCII.
8 17
19 25
1 5 r
INPUT THE NLMBEROF ADDITlOOAL FILES TO BE MERGED. (MAX=

INPUT FlIES TO BE MERGED, ONLY ONE:PER LINE.
cust.debits

BffiINNING MERGE

PASSES 1

[SORr-REVl 7.2]

OK, slist cust.accts
89424+ Jones BR9438
81884- Jones 8R9438
12345+ Jones BR9438
67340- Jones XL1489
54936+ Jones XL1489
49480- Jones XL1489
86889+ Smith CS4192
29622+ Smith CS4192
23220- Smith CS4192
21220+ Smith CS4192

OK,

REV. 0
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ITEMS 10

other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
other data about transaction
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FILE C(1.1PARISCN(CMPF)

'!he PRIMC6canmand CMPFpermits the simultaneous comparison of up to
five AOCII files of varying lengths. The format is:

CMPFfile-l file-2 [••••• file-5] [options]

The first
the other
indicatin:J
files.

file, file-I, is treated as the original file against which
files are compared. '!he CMPF command produces output
v.hich lines have been added, changed or deleted in the other

'!he options which may be specified are:

Option Function

-BRIEF Suppresses the printirg of differing lines
of text of files bedrq compared. O'lly
identification letters and line numbers are
printed.

-MINLnimber Sets the minimum nunber of 1ines that must
match after a discrepancy between files is
found. Needed in order to resynchronize
file comparison. Defaul t = 3 lines.

-REPORTfilename Produces a file with specified filename,
containing the differences found between
compared files (in lieu of displayirg them
at the terminal durirg the comparison
process) •

After a difference between the original file and another specified file
has been discovered, CMPFattempts to resynchronize the files for
conpar Ison , '!his occurs only when a certain nimber of 1ines match in
all the files beirq compared. The defaul t value is 3, but can be
charged in the -MINL option. '!he comparioon process continues unt.Ll
another difference is found.

Whenline differences are reported, either at the terminal or in a
report file, each line from the original file is indicated by the
letter A, followed by the line number of the line containing
discrepancies. The corresponding lines of other files are indicated in
the sane manner using letters B t.hrotqh E respectively.
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EXample: Consider the followiI'l3 tw:> files:

FILEA FILEB

The '!he
quick swift
bro\'ll1 red
fox fox
junps junps
over over
the the
lazy dog
d<XJ

A CMPFcomparison of these tw:> files w:>rks as follows:

OK, OlPF FILEAFILm
GO

A2
1\3
CHAN:;EDTO
B2
B3

quick
broW"}

swift
red

A8 lazy
IE rETEDBEFOOE
B8 d<XJ.

CCMPARISCNFINISHED.
2 DISCREPANCIESFOUND.

OK,

MERGINGTEXTFILES (MRGF)

'!he MRGFconunandmerges up to five ASCII files. '!he format is:

MRGFfile-l [file-2 ••• file-5] -OUTFoutfile [options]

The first file specified is treated as the original file, and it is
assuned that changes have been made to this file to produce the other
files. Pathnanes may be used to specify files to be merged. Unchan:Joo
1ines of text and nonconfl ictin:J changes between files are
automatically copied to the output file, outfile. \\hen cor respond irq
lines of text in the files differ, the user is asked by the MRGF
progrc.m to solve the confl icts. '!his is done by encer Irq an
interactive mode in which the user can specify the contents of the
output file. In this mode, the canmand x (x = A-E) causes all the
queried lines fran file X to be inserted; the commandxn causes line n
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from file X to be inserted. Newtext can be inserted by enterifY3 a
blank 1ine at the tenninal (thus seooifY3MR3Finto input mode), typin:.J
the new text, am then typin:.J another blank line. N:> text edi tillJ can
be performed on I ines thus input, and no expansion of tab characters
will be done. The lines must be entered character-for-character as
they are to appear.

'1he options taken by the MRGFCOl1l'l\aOOare similar to those for the CMPF
conmard, There is an additional option, -FORCE,Yklichcauses file-2 to
be the preferred file if conflicts exist between several files. No
MRGFinteractive dialog will be generated Yklenconfl icts arise if the
-FORCEoption is used. File-2 is assuned 'correct' and the other files
forced to comply with it.

FILE UTILITY(FUTIL)

FUTILis a file util ity command for copyi rq , delet.i rq , and listirJ3
files and directories. FUTILis most often used for copyirq files and
directories from one directory to another. It is also useful for
deleting groups of files and entire directories. Its list option
allows the user to exanine file and directory properties and to keep
treck of the contents of directories involved in the copy or delete
processes. FUl'IL allows operations on files within User File
Directories (UFOs)am segment directories.

Invoki n:.J FUl'IL

To invoke FlJI'IL, type FUTIL. \\hen ready, FUl'ILprints the pranpt
character >, am waits for a conmard s tr Irq from the user terminal.
FUl'ILaccepts either upper- or 10lNer-case input, but passso rds must be
entered exactly as they have been creaced , (MJst other conmands will
convert passsords to upper case before at.t.enpt lrq the match. EUrIL
does not.) To abort lorg operations (such as LISTF), type BRFAK, am
restart FUTILby typing S 1000.

To use FUTIL, type one of the FUTILsubcommands(listed below) follo1Ned
by a carriage return, am wait for the pranpt character before issuing
the next command. '!he erase (") and kill (?) characters are supported
in bot.h corrmandam subcomnandlines.

Ft1I'ILCommands

Althotgh only the major Ft1I'ILcommandsare discussed in detail here,
the following figures illustrate the function of al1 available FurIL
canands. Figure 10-1 is an overview of all FUTIL commaOOs. Figure
10-2 outlines the COPY,IELETEam ffiOTECcomnandsam how they operate
on files and directories. A typical FROMand TOdirectory outline is
inclLrled to show row comnarrls move files and directories fran one
location to another.
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Below are some exanples of the most canmonly used Fl1I'ILcommands. An
overview of FUTILcomnarrls appears at the end of this section. For
canplete details on all the FlTrILcoounands, YAlichare sunmarized at the
em of this section, see Reference Guide, mIMOScomnards ,

Copyirg Files am Directories

FUTILprovides several commands
directories, or directory trees.
formats are 1isted below:

which allow the user to copy files,
These conmards , their functions am

Command Function

COpy Copies files (as many as will fi t on 1ine) •

TROCPY Copies directory trees.

UFOCPY Copies entire UFD atr ect.ure (canplete with all
files) •

TO Specifies directory to which file(~ or
are to be copi ed, Accepts a pathnane.
homedirectory.

directories
Default is

FRG'I Specifies directory fran which files or
are to be copi 00. Accepts a pathnane.
home directory.

directories
Default is

The general formats of these comands are:

COPYfilenane [new-name], [filename new-name]

TREJ:PYfilenane

UFOCPY

Copyirg Files: In order to copy a file, the user must have read
access rights. '!he nane of a file may be charged by indicatirg the
desired new name immediately after the current name has been
specified. Filenane pairs are separated by commason the canmand
line.

'!he tree structure in Figure 10-3 illustrates the pos l tions of
var ious files and directories Ybich can be copied fran one poirrt to
another, as soown in the fol Iowinq hypothetical situations.

Situation 1: suppose \'Ie want to copy the files HITS ard MISSES
from the directory Nr\lJrILtE, into our current directory, SECRETS.
We are currently attached to SECRETSand have also set it as home.
'!he pathnane of SOCRETSis represented as follows: <*>SECRETS.
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In pathnanes , <*> represents the current disk. In this case, it
represents disk 2. This pathnane can also be represented as
<MONITCR>SECRETS.MCNITORis the volune-nane of the logical
device, \tthereas 2 is the volune-number. Similarly, in Figure 113-3,
the volune-nane aOOnunber of the other logical disk are NA.VY and 1
respectively. The volume-name and number can be used
interchangeably in a pathnane , and born appear in the following
exempl.es , My directory subordinate to SECRETSwould be descr ibed
by a relative pathnane, as in, *>rx:MESTIC. In relative pathnanes,
the use of * indicates the homedirectory.

To move files from any directory to the current directory, the
following general steps are taken:

1. Invoke FUTIL.

2. Define the FROM directory.

3. Define the files to be copied and indicate new filenames
(optional) •

The FurIL dialog for this particular situation is:

OK, FUTIL
[FUTILrev 17.0]
>FROM<l>MARINE>NAurILl.6
>copy HITS, MISSESZEROES
>QUIT
OK,

The files HITS and ZEROES (formerly MISSES)are now in our home
directory SECRETS,as well as in the FROMdirectory NAurILUS.
N:>tice that a TO directory was not specified. If the TO directory
is not explicitly indicated, FUTILassumes it to be the current
directory. Althouqh the file MISSES is called ZEROESin the
current directory, its name is not changed in the original, or
FROvl, directory.

Si tuation 2: SupIX>se we want to copy all the contents 0f the
directory HOLLANDto another directory CLASSIFIED,on the current
disk. The files and directories contained in HOLLANDare called a
directory tree. The FurIL dialog would be as follows:

OK, FUTIL
[FUTILrev 17.1tJ1
>FROM<1>MARINE
>TO<*>CLASSIFIED
>TRECPYHOLIAND
>Q

This copi es the directory HOLLAND(with its st..t>ordinate files and
directories) to the directory CIASSIFIED. The <*> indicates the
current disk. HOLLANDis now a stbdirectory in CLASSIFIED.
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Si tuation 3: suppo se we wish to copy the entire directory tree
MARINEinto the UFDREPORTS•. '!he FUrIL dialog would be:

OK, FUTIL
[FUTIL rev 17.0]
>FRCJtt<NAVY>MARINE
>TO<MClUTOR>REOORTS
>UFOCPY
>Q

The entire batch of files am directories listed under the UFD
MARINEare now listed as a subdirectory under the UFDREP<ETS.

Si tuation 4: Wecan also copy files fram our home (current)
directory to another. It is not necessary to specify a FR~ name.
In the absence of a FROM specification, FUTIL assunes the FRCM
directory to be the current workirg directory. Simply specify the
directory to W1ich the files are to be copied.

'!he current directory in this situation is NAtJrILlE. rufIL allows
you to move to other directories with the ATTACHsubconmand,
abbreviated "A". It is not necessary to return to PRIMOSin order
to change the working directory location. For excmple:

OK, FUI'IL
[FurIL rev 17.0]
>A <1>MARINE>NAlJrILlE

'Itle directory NAurILlE is now the current workirg directory. 'Ib
copy the file HITS frem the current directory up to the directory
MARINE,do the fol lowl rq .

>T <1>MARINE
>C HITS
>Q_

Deleting Files and Directories

Commandsfor deletirg files, directory trees am UFI5 are:

Command Function

DELETE Deletes specified files from FROMdirectory.

UFDDEL

Deletes specified directory trees or segment
directories, inclLrling MIDAS files, fran FROM
directory.

Deletes entire specifiErl UFD.

TREDEL
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The user must have reed , write, delete/tnmcate access rights to
delete any file. Below are some situations in v.hich FUTIL is used
to delete several t.ypes of files and directories.

Situation 1: In order to delete the file HITS fran the stb-UFD
NAurlUE, the followin:J dialog could be used:

OK,FUTIL
[FUTILrev 17.0]
>FRCJ'o1<NAVY>MARlNE>NAurILlE
>DELETEHITS
>9.

situation 2: If we wanted to delete the directory tree rooted in
the stb-UFD HOLLAND,we \\Quld do the fo Ll.owinq e

OK,FUTIL
[FUTILrev 17.0]
>FRCJ'o1<1>MARINE
>TREDELHOLLAND
>9.
OK,

'Ibis deletes the directory HOLIANDand its entry in MARINE.
Similarly, to delete segment directories and MIDASfiles, use the
TREDELoption, as shown.

Situation 3: To delete the contents of CLASSIFIED appear Irq on
the current disk, (2), the fol l.owirq dialog could be implenented:

OK,FUTIL
[FUTILrev 17.0]
>FROM<*>CLASSIFIED
>UFIDEL
>QUIT
OK,

'Ibis deletes all subordinate directories and files frcrn the UFD
CrASSIFIED. The directory itself, however, is not deleted.

Listin:J Contents of a Directory

The USTF command in FurIL displays a 1ist of all the files am
directories in the FROMdirectory. It also displays the FROM
directory pathnane and the TOdirectory pathname (default). '!be
various options to the LISTF commandprovide infonnation on all the
files contained in the FROMdirectory.
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FtJrIL CQMM.1OO)SUMMARY

~TI'ACHpathname

Changes working directory to pathname.

CLEANprefix [level]

Deletes files beginning with prefix, for indicated number of
levels (default=l) •

COpyfrom-name [to-name] [,from-name [to-name1] •••

OJpies naned files from FROMdirectory to TOdirectory. If
to-nanes are ani tted, copies have sane ncmes as or ig inals.

COPY(frcm-paai t.Ion) [(to-FOsition)]

OJpies fran one segment directory to another. If to-FOsition
is ani tted, copy goes to sane post tion as or ig inal. lIbte that
COPYfrom-name (to-poai tion) and COPY(from-post tion) to-name
are also legal.

COPYDAM

Same as COPYbut sets file type of copy to DruM.

COPYSAM

Same as COPYbut sets fil e type of copy to SAM.

CREATEdirectory [owner=password [non-owner=passwor'dl ]

Creates directory in current TO directory (with optional
passwords) •

DELETEIfile-a [file-b] ••• }
\ (pos l tion-a) [(FOsi tion-b)] •••

Deletes fran FROMdirectory, named files or, in segment
directories, deletes files at specified positions.
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FORCE{~ }
[OFF]

ON forces read-access rights in FR<Jo1 directory for LISTF,
LISTSlWE, SCAN, lFOCPY, am TRECPY. OFF stops FORCEaction
(defaul t) •

E:_ROMpathname

Defines FR<M directory for subsequent canmands such as COPY,
LISTF, etc.

LISTF [level] [FIRST] [SIZE] [PROTEC] [RWLOCK][TYPE]
[Q.ATET[PASswD] [~TFIL] - -

Lists files am attributes at terminal (and into optional file
called IS'IFIL).

LISTSAVEfilename [level] [FIRST] (§_IZE] [!:ROTEC] [gwUX::K]
[TYPE] [Q_ATE][PAS9IlD]

Same as LISTF, with the ISTFIL option specified, but writes
output to filename. ~

~ROTECfilename [owner-access Inon-owier=ecceasl l

Sets protection attributes for filename.

SCANfilename [level] [FIRST] [LSTFIL] [SIZE] [~ROTEC]
- [_!¥LCCK] [!YPE] [QATET [PASs-m]

Searches FROMdirectory tree for all occurrences of specified
filename and prints requested attributes.

SRNLOCfilename lock-m.mber

Sets per-file read/write lock.

1'..0 pathnane

Defines TO directory for subsequent commandssuch as CREATE
and all copyi rq comnards ,
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TRECFYdirectory-a [directory-b] [,d irectory-c [directory-d]]

Cbpies directory tree(s) in FRCM directory into TOdirectory.

TREDELdirectory-a [directory-b] •••

Deletes directory tree(s) in FRCM directory.

TREPROpathname [owner-access [non-owner-access]]

Sets protection rights for directory and. contents (defaul t
1 0) •

TRESIWpathnane Lock-rnmber

Sets per-file read/write lock for all files in pa tbnane,

UFOCFY

Copies entire FRQ\1 directory into TOdirectory.

UFDDEL

Deletes entire FROM directory.

UFDPRO[owner-access [non-owner-access [level]]]

Sets protection attributes for entire FROMdirectory.

UFDSRWlock-nunber [n-levels]

Sets per-file read/write lock for n-levels in FROM directory.

Lock-nunber ~anin:J Code

o
1
2
3

Use systen read/write lock
n readers OR 1 writer
n readers AND1writer
n readers ANDn writers

SYS
W/NR
1WNR
NWNR
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SECTlrn 11

U3 It«; TAPESANDCARI:s

ACCESSIN:; DATArn TAPESANDCARIE

ExistiI'l3 source prograns resident on punched cards, meqnet ic tape, or
punched paper tape can easily be read into disk files usirq
PRIMOS-level utilities. In addition, the punched card and ma:Jnetic
tape transfer utilities will translate fran BCD or EBCDIC
representation into ASCII representation sav irq considerable time am
effort.

Subroutines am other installation-dependent operations may be altered
to conform to FRIMOSby uslrq the edi tor (ED) descr ibed in Section 4.

The general order of operations for input from a peripheral device is:

1. Obtain exclusive use of the device (Assigning).

2. Transfer prograns with appropriate utility.

3. Relinquish exclusive use of the device (Unassigning) •

AssigniI'l3 a Device

AssigniI'l3 a device gives the user exclusive control over that
peripheral device. The FRIMOS-levelASSIGNcomnard is given from the
terminal:

ASSIGNdev ice [-!!.AIT]

device is a mnemonic for the appropriate peripheral:

eRn
MTpdn
MI'X
PI'R

[-ALIASMTldn]
-ALIASMTldn

card Reader n (n=(1J,1)
Magnetic Ta:peUnit pdn (pdn=0-7)
My M:lgnetic Tape unit (ldn=(1J-7)
Paper rape Reader

-WAITis an optional peremet.er , If inc1Lrled, it queues the ASSIGN
comnand if the device is already in use. The assignment request
remains in the queue until the device becomes available or the user
types the BRFAKkey at the terminal; both occurrences return the user
to PRIMOS. If the requested device is not available am the -WAIT
parameter has not been incl uded, the error messaqe e

'nle device is in use. (ASSIGN)

will be printed at the terminal.
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After all I/O operations are completed, exclusive use is relinquished
by the comnarrl:

UNASSIGNdevice

device is the same mnemonic used in the ASSIGNcommand.

READINGPUNCHEDCAROO

Assign use of the parallel interface card reader by:

AS CRn -wAIT

To read cards fran the card reader, load the card deck into the device
and enter the conmarrl:

CRMPC deck-dmaqe [-PRINT] [-CR01 [-CRI1

-RUNT

The pathnane of the file into which the
card imeqes are to be loaded.

Print card while read irq ,

deck-im~e

-CR0 Use device CRe! (defaul t) •

-au Use device au.
Source deck header control cards are set up as follows:

Source deck Colunns 1 and 2 of
representation deck header card

BCD $6
EBCDIC $9
ASCII no header card

Readin:J cont Inoe s until a card with $E in colunns 1 and 2 are
encountered (end of deck); control returns to PRIMOOand the file is
closed. If the cards are exhausted (or the reader is halted by the
user) , control returns to PRIMOObut the file is not closed. If more
cards are to be read into the file, the reader should be reloededr
reed irq is resunerl by the commandSTARTat the terminal.

Close the file with the command:

CLOSEALL

or

CLCBEdeck-imcge
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ExcEple of card reed irq session:

OK, ASCR -WAIT
OK, CRMPCold-progrcE-l
OK, UN CR0
OK,

If a serial interface card reOOer is used, the process is slinilar, with
slightly different reeder comnards ,

CX<, AS CARDR-WAIT
OK, CRSER01d-program-2
OK, UN CARDR
OK,

CARIRmay be abbrev ia ted to CAR.

RFADINGPUOCHEDPA.PERTAPE

First 1000 tape into reOOer; then assign tape reader. Source proqr ans
punched on paper tape in ASCII representation can be read into a disk
file with the Editor utility.

OK, AS PTR -wA.IT
OK, ED
INPlJr
(CR)
EDIT
INPUf (PTR)
EDIT
FILE filencme
OK, 1.N PTR

Assign tape reeder
Invoke Editor

Switch to EDITmode

Input from tape reader
Tape is be irq read
File input under filename
Unassign tape reader

MAGNETICTAPEUTILITIES

'!he Prime magnetic tape utilities (MAGNET,MAGRSTam MAGSAV)allow the
dupl ication of magnetic tapes, the transfer of files fran disk to tape
ard vice-versa, and the transfer and translation of tapes in seLected
non-Prime formats to ard from mIMOS disk files. All mag tape
operations done with these utilities require the assignment of at least
one magnetic tape drive unit.

Assigning Tape Drives

Magnetic tape drive assignment can be set up at each installation by
the System Administrator in one of three ways:
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• Each user can assign a tape drive from any tenninal; operator
intervention is necessary only for processing special requests.
'Ibis is the defaul t mode.

• Each user must send all assigrment requests
operator, who controls all access to tape drives.
then sends messages to the user terminal irrlicating
of the assignment request.

throujh the
The operator
the status

• Tape drive assigrment from any user tenninal is strictly
forbidden. This feature is used to restrict access to tape
drives in security-conscious envirorments, or Yklenthe operator
is not available to process requests.

The ASSIGNCommandFOrmat

Users may assign magnetic tape drives in anyone of three ways:

• By physical device nunber (pdn):

ASSIGNMTpdn[-options]

• By logical device number (ldn):

ASSIGNMTX-ALIASMTldn

• By logical device number plus characteristics:

ASSIGNMTX-ALIASMTldn-options

Assigning a drive by physical device number requests that particular
drive. If the drive is busy, -WAITqueues the request. Assignirg a
drive by log ical device number says, "Give me any tape dr ive, and call
it nunber Ldn," (The -ALIAS option suppl ies the nunber.) Any free
tape drive may then be assigned. If all devices are busy, -wAITqueues
a request for the first free device. Assigning a drive by log ical
number plus characteristics asks for any drive that can handle a
par t icul ar type of tape (for exanple, a 9-track tape at 6250 bpi), and
gives the drive a logical alias. In all three cases, users will be
told \oklichphysical device has been assigned to them; they may refer
to the device by either its physical number or its logical alias.
Pdditionally, ASSIGNallows special requests to be mede of the system
operator; for exanpl.e, renovirq the WRITE-ring or mountirg a
particular tape. (This version of the ASSIGNcommandapplies only to
mag tape drives; other peripheral devices like the paper tape reader
(PTR) cannot be assigned with the options descr ibed here.) The ccmmand
fonnat, complete with optional argunents, is:

ASSIGN(M'IPdn [-ALIASMTldn])[-option(s)]
MTX -ALIASMTldn
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The argunents and options are:

Argunent Description

Ml'pdn M3gtape (MI') mit; nunber fran 0 to 7,
inclusive. pdn is the physical device number
assigned to each drive at systan startup.
Numbers can be obtained from the system
operator.

MI'X Tells the operator to assign "any available
drive"; MtBT be accompanied by -ALIASMTldn
which assigns a number (alia~ to the drive for
reference purposes. See below. 'l1le actual
drive assigned depends on any other options
which appear on the commandline.

-ALIASMTldn The logical drive number, from 0 to 7,
inclusive. ldn is a user-specified number
assigned to a particular physical drive ll1i t;
used as an al ias for the ~ in subsequent mag
tape operations. Logical am }ilysical device
nunbers can be used Irrtercharqeeb ly in MAGNET,
MAGSAVand MAGRSTdialogs; bowever , to avoid
confusion, give .M1\GRST/MAGSAVthe logical device
number, if you're usi~ aliases. See Note,
below.

Option Description

-WAIT Indicates user is willi~ to
requested drive is available.

wait mt.il

-TPID id Requests the operator to mount;a particular reel
of tape, identified by a tape id; requires
operator intervention. id 1S a--list of tape
identifiers (arguments) describi~ a particular
reel of tape, and/or type of tape drive (name,
number, etc.). Identifiers may not begin with a
hyphen (-) v.hich is a reserved character
Ind Icat irq the next control argument on the
ASSICNstatanent line.

-RINGON
-RH.JGOFF

Protection rights may be specified by:

RINGON
or
RINGOFF

Read and write permitted.

Read only; write-protection
in effect.
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Requires operator intervention for removal or
replacement of wri te-rirg.

-800BPI
=I600BPI
-6250BPI

Particular tape densi ty settirg s are requested
with these options. fv'bstdrives can handle 800
and 1600 bpi settirgs. Requires operator
intervention.

-7TRK
-9TRK

Indicates 7- or 9-track tape drive;
defaul t is 9-track. Requires
intervention if -7TRKis specified.

operation

Usirg the -ALIASOption

The -ALIASoption is useful in several general situqtions:

• When::tUu request; special features and do not know which
available drive meets the stated requirements

• When::tUu are writirg a
operations ard have no
available at a given time

corrmarrl
way of

file to
knowirg

perform mag tape
Which tape drive is

• Wlen you knowthe actual pdn of the drive beirq assigned but
prefer to give it another number, for ease of reference, or to
avoid confusion

once an "al ias" has been assigned, ei ther the physical or logical
device nunber can be used to refer to the drive in question in
subsequent mag tape drive operations 1ike MAGSAV.'!he log ical device
number is "mapped into", or associated with the physical device nunber
in an internal table.

With the MI'X option, commandfiles Whichperform mag tape operations
can be executed irrlependently of a particular drive's availability.
The arbitrary number assigned the tape drive with MTX -ALIAS can be
used in writirg responses to the dialog of the utility invoked by the
commandfile.

Note

MA.(£AVand MP.GRSTask the user for the device number of the
drive on which a tape is mounted. Both dial oqs assume the
number given is a logical device number: consequently, the
internal list of logical device numbers is searched first. If
a match is found, MPGSAV!MP.GRSTwill interact with the tape
mounted on the correspondirg physical drive. SUPIX>sethe user
first assigns physical device MT0as logical MTl, then assigns
physical Mrl as logical MI'0. If the user answers "1" to the
"TAPElNIT:" prompt of MAGSAV(or MP.GRST),the utility assumes
that "1" is a Loqicaf device number (ldn). Thus, it attempts
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to read from or write to, as the case may be, the tape roounted
on physical device MT0,which the user previously assigned as
logical MTl.

U3 INGASSIGN

The followirg exanp1es illustrate some uses of ASSIGJ. In all cases,
the distinction between what the user can do without operator
intervention and what must be done with operator assistance is
ind icated.

Default Assignnent

The standard form of assignnent does not require operator intervention
on systems with the default configuration (user-privileges allowed) •
Fbr exanple:

OK, ASMTl
Device MTl Assigned.

Mag tape drive MTlis assigned.
the device is currently assigned
message appears:

(1 is the physical device number.) If
to another user or process, this

The device is in use. (ASSIGN)
ER!

01 systems where all mag tape requests are monito red , the request above
w::>uldbe acknowledged with the sane message, but a slight delay would
be observed. 'Ihe operator has to answer each request, which results in
a delayed response at the user terminal.

Logical AIiases

Logical device numbers can be assigned by the user without
assistance on default privilege systems, providirg that
special requests are made on the same ASSICNcommandline:

operator
no other

OK, ASMTI -ALIASMT0
Device MT1Assigned.

Note that the physical, not the 10::1ical, device number is returned •

.Physical device MI'1 can nowbe referred to as logical device MI'0.
ldn's and pan's are associated internally in a special table and can be
used interchangeably. If no Ldn alias is requested, the default
logical device number is the sane as the physical device number of the
drive. The STAT DEV command lists the physical-to-logical number
correspondence:
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OK, STATDEV

DEVICE USRNAMlSRNtM IDEVICE
MTl OOLRCS 7 MI'0

If no log ical al ias had been requested, the IDEVICE entry ...x>uld be
identical to the DEVICEentry; in this case, MTl.

AIiases in ~erator M:>de

Similarly, logira1 aliases can be requested on operator-controlled
systans. Again, the ton of the assigned device will be displayed at
the user's tenninal with a message of this general form:

Device MTpdnAssigned.

pdn varies with the actual physical device chosen by the operator.

Special Requests

If control argunents for special requests appear on the ASSIGJcommand
line, then the operator must intervene, even on systans with defaul t
user pr Iv Il.eqes , For exanpl,e , all ASSIGJcommandswith the MI'X option
must be handl ed by the operator:

ASSIGNMTX-ALIASMT4

The operator is requested to assign any available tape drive as logical
device 4. Amessage is displayed at the user's terminal, Ird Icat Inq
\\hich physical drive has been assigned.

The operator must also intervene if a user wants a tape momted, or if
a particular density set.t i.rq is requi red, or if a particular drive is
needed, (for instance, to read a tape recorded at 6250 bpi). For
exanple:

ASMTX -ALIASMT3 -TPID POWER-9TRK -RINGOFF -6250

The operator is requested to mount; the "PCWER"tape on a 9-track drive
that can harrlle ry250 bpi. In this case, "POWER"is the nane written on
the tape reel to identi £y the tape and is not necessar ily the recorded
label. In addition, the user wants write-protection am is assigning
an al ias of MT3 (ldn) to Ythatever device the operator chooses. '!his
request, if processed, might be acknowledged with this display:

Device MT0~ssigned.
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Operator Not Available

If the operator is not available to handl e requests, any attempt by a
user to assign a mag tape drive will result in this message:

OK, ASMT1
No MagTapeAssigrment Permitted. (AS)

ER!

operator can't Handle

If any request cannot be hard led by the operator for any reason, the
following message appears at the terminal:

OK, ASMTX-ALIASMT0-6250
MagTapeAssigrment Request Aborted (ASSIGO

ER!

Improper Use of ASSIGN

Should an improper form of the ASSIrn command be issued, an error
message appears, as well as the proper comnarrl fonnat, canplete with
all the options. FOr exanple:

OK, ASMTl -ALIS MT0-RINGOFF
"-ALIS" not implemented or improper use of argunent. (ASSIGN)
Usage: ASSIGNMTn [-ALIASM"nn]«optionS>]

ASSIGNMTX -ALIASMTn «options> ]
Options: [-TPID < id> ] [-7TRK I -9TRK ] [ -RINGCNI -RINGOFF]

[ -6250BPI I -6250 I -16~0BPI I -1600 I -800BPI I -800]
ER!

RELEASINGA TAPEIRIVE

\\hen a user canpletes a mag tape operation, the mag tape drive should
be released for general use. Simply issue the UNASSIGNcomnard with
one of the irrlicated argunents:

UNASSIGN{MTp1n }
-ALIASMTldn

The -ALIAS option can be used to unassign a drive tt.hether or not the
user assigned an alias to the drive. The ldn argunent value can be
either the user-chosen logical device nunber, if one INaS assigned, or
the default ldn, tt.hich is identical to the pdn,
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Whocan UNASSIGNa Drive

A tape drive can be unassigned only by:

• The user whoassigned it (on default-privileged systems)

• The system operator

'I1le system operator can unassign any drive us irq the pdn argunent; the
"-ALIASldn" option can be used only if the drive is owned by (i .e.,
'Waspreviously assigned by) the operator.

If an operator UNASSIGNsa user-dedicated tape dr ive, no messcge will
appear at that user's tenninal. Should the user swsequently attempt
to UNASSIGNthe sane device an error messeqe will be displayed.

MAGTAPEOPERATICNS

Each mcgnetic tape utility performs one or more specific functions.

MAGN.E:l'(for both Prime and non-prime-format files am tapes)

• Readin;J files fran tape to disk (with optional unblockirg or
character translation)

• Writing files fran disk to tape (with optional hlocki rq or
character translation)

• Copyin;J files fran one tape to another

• Translation fran EOCDICor BCD to ASCII durirg READor WRITE
operations (optional)

• Copying binary files

MArnST(Prime-format tapes only)

• Restorin;J prime-format files, directory-trees or disk volunes
frcm tape

MAGSAV(Prime-format files only)

• Archiv irq prime-format files, directory-trees or disk volunes to
tape

The dialogs aasoc iat.ed with these utilities are sunmarized below. For
complete information on these utilities, see the Reference Guide,
PRIMOSCommands.
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THEMAGNgrUTILITY

'!he five MAGNEToptions perform the followirg tape operations:

Option Function

COpy Copies files fran one tape
to another.

PCEITIOO Posi tions tape to a file
or record.

QUIT Returns to PRIMOS.

READ Reads files fram tape to disk.

WRITE Writes a file fram disk to tape.

MAGNETRequirements

Acceptable Tapes: MPGNET accepts only t.mlabe1ed tapes with
fixed-1ergth records ard optional bl.ockirq , 'Ibey may be 7- or 9-track,
and may be written in ASCII, BCD (7-track only) , BINARYor EBCDIC
fonnat. 'Ibey may have a maximun of 10K bytes/tape record, and a
maximun of 2K bytes/disk record.

Tapes which meet these starrlards may be read, wri tten or copi ed with
MAGNET.Translation from/to ASCII, BCD,BINARYand EBCDICcan be done
dur irq READ or WRITE operations. Record bl.ocki rqyunbl.ockirq is also
poas ibl e dur irq these operations.

ANSIlevel 1 volune labels of certain labeled tapes can be read with
the LABEL coomand. LABELcan also be used to write a label on an
mlabeled tape. See the PRIMOSCommarrlsReference Guide for details.

Reading/Writirg Mag Tapes: Files may be read or written (saved) to
tape with the READand WRITEoptions of MAGNET,respectively. Tapes
creat.ed with MAGNETcannot be restored with MAGRST,so once you save
files to tape with MAGNETWRITE, they must be read back with MAGNET
R~D. See the PRIMOSReference Guide for complete details on the
MJlGNETREADand WRITEoptions.

Copyirg Tapes: 'Ihe COpyoption allows files to be copied fram one tape
to another. No character translation is provided for dur irq this
operation. Tapes may also be copiro in their entirety with this
option, as explainro below.

Readirg or Writirg Magnetic Tape with MAGNET.

Once the tape drive has been aas iqned and the tape momt.ed , users may
read tapes with the READoption of PRIMOS'MAGNETutility. Wnen the
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commandMAGNETis given, an interactive dialog begins. (The same
dialog, with the WRITEoption, allows users to write tapes.)

OK, MlGNET

[MAGNETrev 17.1]

OPl'ION: RFAD

MTU~= unit-number [/tracks]

uni t-number is the nunber of the magnetic tape drive unit \Oklichwas
previously assigned.

tracks is either 7 or 9; if this parameter is omitted, 9-track tape is
assuned •

MAGNErthen asks a series of questions about the tape format.

M'lFIIE~ = tape-file-nunber

tape-file-nunber is the file rumber on the tape. A positive integer
causes the tape to be resound and then pos itioned to the file nunber;
a 0 causes no reposf t Ionirq of the tape.

LOOICALnecoso S 12 E = n

This is the number of bytes/line image; normally this is 80 for a
source program.

BLOCKINGFACTOR= blocking-factor

blocki rg- factor is the mmber of log ical records pe r tape record.
(Maximunsize of a tape record is 10,000 characters.)

ASCII, BCD,BINARY,OREOCDIC?data-representation

data-representation action

ASCII Transfer

BCD Translate to ASCII from 7-track
tape

BINARY Transfer verbatim

EBCDIC Translate to ASCII
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FULLm PARI'IALROC<RDTRANSIATICN?answer

answer is FULLor PARTIAL. The question is asked only for OCD or
EBCDICrepresentations. Partial translation allows specified bytes in
the record to be transferred to disk without translation to ASCII. The
parti3l option is useful When transferring data files with binary or
packed decimal EOCDICdata. Ibwever, almost all source proqrems will
be transferred with the full option.

OlJI'PUTFlI.ENAME: filenane

filename is the nane of the file in the UFD into \tbich the meqnet.ic
tape is to read. If the filenane already exists in the UFO, the
question:

OKTO rELETEOW filenane? answer

will be asked. A NOwill cause the request for an output filename to
be repeated. A YESwill cause the transfer to begin; upon completion,
the following message will be printed out:

DONE,tape-records REJ:<ROOREAD,disk-records DISKRECmOOOurPUT
OK,

Use of the tape drive unit should then be relinquished by UNMTpdnor
~ -ALIAS Ldn ,

DUPLICATINGMAGNETIC~PES

MAGNE:I'can copy am read either Prime or non-Prime tapes. MPCSAV
creates Prime-format tapes 'Whichcan then be read by MAGRST.

Copyim Tapes with MAGNET:If there are tv.u tape drives available for
use, the COPYoption of MAGNETcan be used to generate duplicates of
magnetic tapes. 'Ibis option copies one tape directly to another. The
MAGNETutil i ty may be used for tapes in Prime or non-Prime format.

The essential steps in the copy procedure are:

1. Assign tv.u magnetic tape drive units fran terminal.

2. M:>untthe FROMtape (original) am TO tape (blank) on their
respective drive units.

3. Use COPYoption of MN;NET: supply FRCMand TO tape m l t
mmbers, starting file nunber am nunber of files to be copied,
as requested by dialog (see belowt •

4. Disnount both tapes am unassign tape drives when Ear (end of
tape) message is returned.
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'lhe MAGNETCOPY dialog: 'lhe COpy option of MAGNETinvokes the
followi~ prompts. Expected user responses are outl ined opposite
correspondi~ prompts.

Prompt Resp:mse

'FRa-t' TAPE: Enter mmber (ldn or pdnl of
mag tape drive

MAGNETICTAPEUNITNlM3ER= on which non-blank tape is
momted •

STARrINGFILE Nur-BER= Enter nunber of file to be
copied; nunbers cor respond to
order in which files appear on
tape.

'ro' TAPE
MTUNLMBER= Enter nunber (ldn or pdm of

mag tape drive unit on which
blank tape is mounted •

STARrINGFILE NUMBER= Enter position on tape where
file will reside.

NUmEROF FILES TOCOPY= Enter nunber of files to be
copied. If copyi~ entire
tape, enter a large nunber;
operation ceases when EOTis
reached.

DONE This means the operation is
completed. 'lhe nunber of
files copied is printed am
control returns to PRIMOS.

Copyi~ Tapes with Ml\GRST!MAGSAV:When copying tapes saved with
MAffiAV,the MAGSAV!MAffiSTutil ities can be used to dupl icate tapes as
follows:

• Assign a tape drive unit fran the terminal.

• IVbunt mOM (original) tape on drive unit.

• Copy tape to files on disk using MAGRST.

• Ranove FROMtape and replace the ro (blank) tape on dr ive unit.

• Transfer files fran disk to TO tape using MAGSAV.

• Disnount tape ard unassign drive unit fran tenninal.
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Savirg Disk Files on Tape (MAGSAV)

The M:ignetic Tape Save Utility writes ffiIMOSfiles from disk to
9-track magnetic tape. Several options may be specified on the
commandline:

-7TRK

a 7- or
w\GSAV

Uses 7-track
(9-track) •

magtape format instead of default

-INC Indicates incremental dump.
with DUMPEDswitch set
(Default=save alll •

Q1ly files am directories
to " will be saved.

-LONG Sets record si ze to 1024 words (Defaul t=512) •

-UPDT Indicates update. DlJI.1.PEDswi tch is set for files am
directories saved fran disk to tape.

-VM Allows var iahl e-Lerq th records, up to 2048 words;
overrides -LONG option. Improves speed of MAGSAV
operation. If selected, the record size is printed
after the REVstamp of the MAGSAVdialog.

MAG3AVDialog Summary: The MAGSAVdialog is sunmarized
Suggesterl user responses are Lnd ic at.ed ,

below.

pranpt Response

TAPEUNIT (9 'IRK): Enter phys ica'l or log ical tape drive
number, fran 0-7. If the -7 TRKoption was
not specified, (9 'IRK) is displayed.

ENTERLOGICAL
TAPENUM3ER:

Enter number, fran 1 to n, 0 f
desired log ical tape (see Note, below) ;
tape is, then rewound am pos it Ioned ,
Specify 0 if tape is already pos it Ioned as
desired •

TAPENAME: Specify a name or identifier for this tape;
maximumof 6 characters.

DA.TE: Specify date in format: mmdd yy. Default
(CR) is systemrsupplied date.

REV. NO.: Enter arbitrary number, or (CR).

N.aMEORCa-1MAND: Possible responses include:

pathname Nameof file or directory to be
saved •

MFD Saves entire disk volume.
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* Saves current directory; up to
13 (nested) levels can be saved
at a time.

$Adirectory [ldisk]: Changes homeUFDto
directory. If ldisk nunber is not
specified, only the local disk is searched
for directol1 (default). pathnanes are
not suppor t; •

$I [filename] n: Prints at terminal an
irrlex of files and directories saved fran
from disk to tape. Index can be written
to a file if a filenane is provided. n
irrlicates nunber of levels in tree
structure hierarchy to be inclLrled in
irrlex •

$Q Terminates logical
returns to FRIMOS.

tape am

$R Terminates log ical tape, rewirrls
tape am returns to FRIMOS.

$INC CN '!Urns incremental save option
OFF on or off; sane as -INC corrmarrl

line option, above.

Note

A "logical tape" results fran single invocation of MAGSAV. It
is a unique entity, with its own header" etc. It may be a
portion of a physical tape, or a complete physical tape; or it
may span one or more physical tapes. A single physical tape
may contain several logical tapes, each of Which is identified
by nunber.

Sample MAGSAVSession: Below is an exanple taken from a terminal
session during Which a disk file (TAPE.EX)was saved on tape. If a
carriage return (OR) is given in response to the ~TE am REV NO
prompts, as shown below, the system will supply the current date am
zero rev nunber. :Notice that a log ical dev ice nunber (Ldnl can be
suppl ied as a response to the "TAPEWIT" prompt as in this exanple.
Either a pdn or an ldn, (if one has been assigned) , can be supplied.

OK, AS MTI-ALIASMT7
Device Ml'l Assigned.
OK, STATrEV

DEVICE USRNAM lERNlN
M1'1 IX)tnos 7

IDEVICE
MT7
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OK, MA.GSAV
REV. 17.0
TAPEIN IT (9 TRK): 7...
ENTERIDGlCAL'mPE NUM3ER:0
'mPE NAME:MAG'mP
DATE(!'oM00 YY'): (rn)
REVNO:(CR)
NAME00 COt1MAND:TAPE.EX
NlIMEORCCJ+1AND:$Q
OK,

Restoril'lJ Files to Disk (MAffiST)

The Magnetic Tape Restore Utility restores files, directory, trees and
parti tions fran a meqnet ic tape (7- or 9-track) to a disk. All
information is restored to the directory to \lhich the user is currently
attached. MAGRSTcan read tapes of any record size, with fixed or
variable lergth records ( up to 6144 words) , maki rq it compatible with
MA.GSAV.

'll1e canmand format is:

MAGRST[-7TRKJ (option specifies 7-track tape: defaul t=9)

MAGRSTdialog summary: The MAGRSTutility displays a series of
questions and messages which are summarized, alorg with appropriate
responses and descriptions, below:

Prompt/Messag e

YOUARENor A'ITACHED

Response/Description

TO ANMFD

This message is returned only if
the
user is not attached to pn MFD.

'mPE UNIT (9 'IRK): Enter Iilysical or logical device
nunber; from 'lJ-7. '!he (9 TRK)
message is displayed if the -7
TRKoption was not specified on
the MAGRSTcomnand 1ine •

(TAPENor AT LmD IDINT) This message appears if the tape
is not posi tioned to the
beg innirg of the tape.

ENTERLOGICALTAPENUM3ER: If tape is divided into several
logical units, enter logical
tape nunber from 1 to n, Tape
is positioned to specified
LoqIcal tape. Enter 0 if tape
is already positioned as'
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NAME:tape- name

IY>.TE(r.fo1 DDYY): tape-date

REVNO: mmber

REELNO: reel-number

R~Y TORESTORE:

TREENAME:

REV. (;3

HR4130

desired. (No action is taken in
this case.) See al so N:>te,
below.

MAffiSTdisplays the neme of the
logical tape currently
post tioned to; naaes are
provided dur Irq MAGSAVdialog.

MAGRSTdisplays date on tape was
recorded. Supplied dur Irq
MAGSAV.

MAGRSTdisplays arbitrary nunber
spec if ied durirg MAGSAV.

MAGRST displays appropciate
ree'l+mmber of tape.

Enter one of the
options:

following

YEs: Restores entire tape and
returns to PRIMOS.

NO: Causes first pranpt to be
reissued.

$1 [filename] n: Prints tape
index to n levels at tenninal
dur irq restore. Index can be
optionally saved to indicated
filename.

NW[filename] [n]: Prints n
level index at tenninal but DOES
Nor UPDATEdisk because no files
are restored. q>tionally stores
index in filename.

PARI'IAL: Restores only certain
files and directories.
Pathnames are entered in
response to "TREE NAME:"
pranpt.

$ A directory [ldisk]: Changes
fume UFDto dir ecto ry, If Idisk
nunber is not specified, local
disk is searched for directory.

This pranpt is
PARTIAL option

returned when
is specified.
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Respord with one
followirg:

of the

pathname: Names file or
directory to be restored.
Pathnane should not inclu1e nane
of directory to ~ich user was
attached when saving file or
directory, except wilen attached
to an MFD. If, for exanple, a
file, file2, was saved fran
UFIFTOP, and its pathnane is:
TOP>MID>file 2, it can be
restored with the pathnane e
"MID>file2", but NOT with the
pathnane: "TOP>MID>file2".

(OR): Tenninates MAGRSTdialog
by indicating end of treename
list; tape is read, and control
returns to PRIMOO.

Note
A "runaway" tape condition can occur if there is only one
logical tape on the currently mounted reel of tape am the
user specifies a number greater than 1 in response to the
U:X;ICALTAPENlMBERprompt. If this happens, MPGRSTwill
search endlessly for the non-existent logical tape(s) and
will consequently be unable to read the end-of-tape marker.
The drive must be unassigned to abort the Lnsuccessful
search.

W1en an unrecoverable error is encountered dur irq an attanpted MAGRST
operation, an error message is displayed. Recoverable errors are
logged and a total is displayed \\hen the end of the log ical or physical
tape is reached.
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Sample M11.CRSTSession: '!he fo Howi rq exanple represents the d Lal oq
necessary to restore a file fran tape to disk. '!he file saved in the
previous MAGSAV sanple session (TAPE.EX) is used in this exanple al so ,

OK, MlIGRST
REV. 17.0
YOUARENOT~TI'ACHEDTO AN MFD
TAPEUNIT (9 'IRK): 0
ENTERIDGICAL TAPE-NUftBER:1
N.AME:MAGTAP
mTE(MIII DDYY): 08-31-79
REVNO: 0
REELNO: 1
R~Y TO RESTORE:PARTIAL
TREENAME:TAPE.EX
TREENAME:(CR)
*** STARTINGRESTffiE ***
*** ENDWGICAL TAPE ***
*** RESTffiE C~PLETE ***
OK,

REV. 0 11 - 20
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SECTICN12

os1M:; PRIMENET

INTRCOUCTION

ManyPrime installations contain two or more processors connected in a
network - a combination of communications hardware and PRIMOSsoftware
called PRIMENET. In a network, the processor to v.bich· the user
terminal is connected is the local processor, while all other
processors are considered raoote. On a system usil'l3 PRIMENET,jOu can:

• LOOINto a UFO on a remote systEm and use that CPU for
processil'l3. (Only terminal I/O is sent across the network.)

• LOOINto your local UFO, then ATTACHto directories on disk
volunes connected to any other processor in the netlNOrk, and
access files in such directories. (File data is transmitted
across the network; the local CPUdoes the processil'l3.)

• Use a PATHNAMEwith a stbsystEm (such as the El:Htor) to access a
file on a renote disk. For exanple:

ED<TPUBS>TERMAN>BOlLERPLATE>CHAP2

• Use FUTIL to copy a file fran a remote directory into a local
directory, avoiding the overhead of frequent remote access. Fbr
exanple:

OK, futil
[FurIL rev 17.2]
> from <tpubs>tekman>univers
> copy s12
> quit

OK,

FurIL is explained more fully in Section 10.

REMarELOOrn

Each processor in the system is assigned a nodenane dur ing system
configuration. The nodename then identifies the processor for remote
log ins. (users can determine the nodenaues of remote processors by
usil'l3 the STATts NE'lWCRKcoomand, explained below.) The format for
remote logins is:

LOGINufd-name [password] -ON nodename
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If -ON nodenCllle is om It.ted , an attanpt is mede to log into ufd-name on
the local system only. If nodencrne is the nane of the local node, the
login attempt is done locally without the use of RUMENET.

If the LOGIN conmarrl fails for any reason (e.g., Nlt fourrl,
insufficient access rights), the user's PRIMENETconnection is broken.
Input fram the user's terminal is again processed by the local
procesoor; but the user is not logged in.

On a terminal logged in
out the process, breaks
reconnects the terminal
message:

to a ranote processor, the comnand LOGOUTIcq s
the remote connection over PRIMENET, and
to its local system (not logged in). The

WAIT.

DIOCONN~TEDFROM xxx
OK,

is displayed. All input characters typed between the ux;our command
arrl the response OKare discarded.

Netw:>rk Status

The STATUSNE'IWOOKcommandgives the nanes and states of all nodes in
the network:

OK, status net

RINGNE'IWORK

NODE STATE
ENA ****
Em [)('WN
ENC UP
END [)('WN
ENE UP
ENG [)('WN
EN.D6 DCWN
RES.Cl UP

OK,

This sho'WSthe state of a nine-node network as it \\Quld be pr inted for
a local user on the ENA node. The UP state means that the node is
configured am funct.Ioni rq ,
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ATTACHINGTO REMOTEDIRECTCRIES

Attachirr;J to a remote directory is the sane as attachirg to a local
directory. You can give the name of the disk partition or logical disk
number (determined fram a STATUS DISKS displa~ within the ATTACH
corrmarrl, as in:

ATTACH<STATISTICS)JONES

Or you may give the UFD-nameby itself. ffiIMOO then searches each
logical disk beginnirg with disk 0, am attaches you to the first UFD
of that name it finds.

Status Disks

Users can discover the names and numbers of logical disks on remote
systems by us irq the STATlB DISKS coomard, For example, suppose we
wantoo to attach to the UFDTekman on node ENA, but had forgotten the
name of the disk partition on which that UFD res ided , We could
accampl ish the ATTACHas follows:

OK, STATUSDISKS

DISK LIEV prev SYSN
SCF'IWR 0 3462
sroots 1 460
MISCEL 2 71063
IBTEST 3 7l06l
SYSEl'l:: 4 460 ENe
SYSEND 5 460 END
TRAN3 6 12060 END
TRANS2 7 52061 END
SYSENE 12 460 ENE
CPUGR1 13 12460 ENE
CPtX;R2 14 61461 ENE
MFGTFR15 462 ENE
0:3A 23 21460 ENA
'rpUBS 24 71061 ENA
M168Al 25 660 ENA
Ml68B1 26 10660 ENA

OK, ATTACH<TPUBS)TEKMAN
OK,

In the STATUSDISKSprintout, DISK is the name of the logical disk,
LIEV is the logical disk number, PIEV is the phys ica'l disk identifier,
and SYSNis the nodename.
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SECTION13

SUBROUTINELIBRARIES

This section lists the subroutines available in:

• '!he Applications Libraries; VAPPLB(V-mode) and APPIB (R-model

• The Search and Sort Libraries:
(R-mode), and MSORTS(R-mode)

VSRTLI (V-mode), SRTLIB

• The Operating System Library

It is meant solely as a checklist, to tell you what subroutines are
available in these libraries. The Subroutines Reference Guide tells
you how to use then. '!hus, if you vantErl to know whether a certain
sort routine vas available, you \t,Ould look for it here. Havi~ found
it, you \t,Ould consul t the Subroutines Reference Guide for full details
on row to call and use it.

APPLICATIONSLIBRARY

The applications library provides programmers with easy-to-use
functions and service routines falling between very highrlevel
constructs and very low-level systans routines. '!he appl ications
library is located in UFD=LIBin the files APPLIB (R-mode proqr ansl and
VAPPLB(v-mode prograns). All routines in VAPPLBare pure procedure
and may be 1000ed into the shared portion of a shared procedure. The
appl ications library sboul.d be loaded before load ing the FCRTRAN
library.

Programs us irq the appl ications 1ibrary subroutines must define the
values of the keys used in these routines. This definition is
per formed by pl.ac irq the instruction $INSERTSYSCCM)A$KEYSin each
module which uses any of these subroutines.

'!he applications routines may be used as functions or as subroutine
calls as desirErl. The function useqe gives additional information.
'!he type of value of the fLl1ction (LOOICAL, INTEX:iER,etc.) is
spec if ied for each function.

'!he applications library subroutines may be grouped by their functions:

File Systen

TEMP$A,OPEN$A,OPNP$A,OPNV$A,OPVP$A,CLOS$A,RWND$A,GEND$A,TRNC$A,
DE£.E$A,EXsr$A, UNIT$A,RPCE$A,POSN$A,TSCN$A.
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String Manipulation

FILL$~, NLEN$A, MCHR$A,OCHR$A,TREE$A, TYPE$A, MSTR$A,MSlI3$A, CSTR$A,
CSUB$A, ISTR$A, ISLB$A, JSTR$A, FSUB$A, RSTR$A, RSlJ3$A, SS'lR$A, SSUB$A

User QJery

YSNO$A, RNAM$A,RNt.M$A

System Infonnation

TIME$~, CTIM$A, urm$A, mTE$A, El:Y\T$A, OOFY$A

Conversions

EN:;D$A, CNW.$A, CNVB$A, CASE$A, FmT$A, FEIJI'$A, FTIM$A

Mathematical Routines

RNDI$A, AAND$A

parsil'l3

CMDL$A

A brief description of these routines follows, in alphabetical order.

CASE$A

Converts a character st.r irq frrm uppercase to lowercase or vice versa
and returns .TRUE. if operation succeeds.

CLOS$A LOGICAL

Attempts to close a file by the file unit nlJOber on which it was
opened. RelX>rtson success or failure of attempt.

Q'oIDL$A LOOICAL

Parses a PRIMOS-like canmand
-keyword (and optional argunent)
returned per call) •

line am returns information for each
entry in the line (one entry is
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CNVA$A LOOICAL

Converts .an ASCII digit stri~ to a numerical value (INTEGER*4)for
binary, oc tal, dec imal, am hexedec imal nunbers. Reports whether the
conversion \'as mede succeasful Iy or not.

CNVB$ INTEGER*2
Converts a number
dec imal, octal, am
number of dig its
unsuccessful) •

(INTEGER*4) to an ASCII digit str irq for binary,
hexadecimal nunbers. The function value is the
in the str inj (or (3 if the conversion is

CSTR$A LOOICAL

Ccm:pares tW'O character str Irq s for equality am returns .'!RUE. as the
function value if they are equal.

CSUB$A UX;ICAL

Can:pares tw:> scostr Irqs of character str irqs for equality am returns
.TRUE. as the function value if they are equal.

CTIM$A REAL*8

Returns the CPUtime since login in centiseconds (argument returned)
am in secord s (function value) •

mTE$A REAL*8

Returns the systan date as mY, MONro 19YR (argument returned) and as
MM/DD/lY(function value) •

Attempts to delete a file specified by the f iLenane , If successful the
function is .TRUE., otherwise .FAlSE••

DOFY$A REAL*8

Returns the day of the year as a 3-digit number (argunent returned) and
as YR.DDD(function value). The latter is suitable for printing in
FORMATF6.3.
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DrIM$A REAL*8

Returns disk time since Lcqfn in cent.Lsecord s (argunent returnedt and
in seconds (function value) •

EDAT$A REAL*8

Returns the date as mY, DDMCN19YR (argunent returned) and as
ro/l'tftt/YR (function value). '!his is the European/military format.

ENCD$A UOGICAL

Encodes a value in FORTRANfloatin;J-p:>int print format (FW.dt and
repor ts whether the encod Irq was successful or not.

EXST$A LOGICAL

Checks for the existence of a file specified by nane am repor ts
whether the file exists or not.

FmT$A REAL*8

Converts the date-Iast-modified (DA'lM(]) field of a directory entry to
mY, MCN DDYEAR(argunent returned) and l'+1/DD/'fY(function value) •

FEDr$A REAL*8

Converts the date-Iast-modified (DATMOD)field of a directory entry to
mY, MONDDYEAR(argunent returned) and MM.DD.W(function value).

FILL$A INTEGER

Fills a character string with a specified ASCII character.

FSlB$A LOGICAL

Fills a character substring with a specified character am returns
•TRUE. if successful.

FTIM$A REAL*4

Converts the time-last-modified (TIM>tCD)field of a directory entry to
HH:MM:SS(argunent returned) and decimal hours (function value) •
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GCHR$A INTEGER

Accesses a character in a specifie::1 character p:>sition. 'Ille funct.Ion
value is the character in FORTRANAl FORMAT(right padde::1 with blanks) •

GEND$A LCx:aCAL

~si tions a file po Irrter opened on a specifie::1
End-of-File. 'Ille fmction value tells W1~ther
successful or not.

file unit to the
the positioning was

JSTR$A UX;ICAL

Right-justifies or left-justifies, or centers a string and reports
whether the operation is successful.

LSTR$A LOGICAL

Locates a str irg within another str irg • 'Ihe function value repor ts on
whether the substring was found or not.

Locates one substrirg within another substrirg. The function value
reports on \\hether the substr ing was found or not.

~HR$A INTEGER

Replaces a character in one array with a specified character from
another. The function value is the character moved in FORTRANAl
FORMAT,right padded with blanks.

MSTR$A INTEGER

Moves one string to another string. The function value is equal to the
nunber of characters moved.

MSUB$A INTEGER

Moves a suoatr Irq in a string into a substring in another string. The
function value is equal to the nunber of characters moved.
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NLEN$A INTEGER*2

Returns the Lerqth (not incltrlin:J trailin:J blank) of strin:J in a
buffer.

OPEN$A LOGICAL

Opens a file on a user- or system- specified file unit. The function
value repor ta whether the operation was successful or not.

OPNP$A LOGICAL

Gets a filename fram the user terminal and opens that file on a
specified file unit. The function value repor ts whether the operation
was soccessful or not.

OPNV$A LOGICAL

Opens a file on a user- or system- spec if ied file unit, verifies the
operation. If the file is in use the operations are retried. The
function value reports on the ultlinate success of the operations.

OPVP$A LOGICAL

Gets a file name from the user terminal and opens
specified file unit. The operations are verified •
use the operations are re-tried. The function value
ul timate success of the operations.

that file on a
If the file is in
repor ts on the

POSN$A LOGICAL

Positions the pointer in the file open on a specified file unit. The
function value reports on the success of the operation.

RAND$A REAL*8

updates the seed of a random mmoer generator. The old seed is passed
and a new seed returned. The function value is a uniform random nunber
between 0.0 and 1.0.

RNAM$A LOGICAL

Prints a
terminal.

prompt message at the terminal and accepts a name from the
The ftrrct.Ion value repor t.s on the validity of the name.
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RNDI$A REAL*8

Generates the ini tializil'l3 seed for a ramon nunber generator. '!he
infonnation returned is time of day in cent Lsecord s (argunent returned)
am in seconds (function value) •

RNUM$A LOOICAL

Prints a prompt message at the terminal and accepts a number (octal,
decimal, or hexadecimal) st.r irq from the terminal. If successful the
value is returned in one of the subroutine argunents am the function
value is .'!RUE••

RRJS$A LOOICAL

Returns the current absolute posf t ton of the poInrer in the file opened
on a specified file unit. '!he fmction value repo r t.s on the success of
the operation.

HWNO$A LOGICAL

Rewioos the file opened on the specified file unit. The function value
repor ta on the success of the operation.

TEMP$A LOGICAL

Opens a t.enporary file with a mique name in the current UFD for
read irq ard writ i.rq on a user- or system- specified file unit. The
name is returned as an argunent in the subroutine call. '!he fmct.Ion
value reports on the success of the operation.

TIME$A REAL*8

Returns the time of day as HR:MN:SC(argunent returned) am in decimal
hours (function value) •

TREE$A LOOICAL

Scans a strirg to check whether it is a valid pathnane am, if so,
locates the final pa r t (filenane) of the name in the strirg. '!he
function value reports whether the test is successful or not.

TRNC$A LOGICAL

Truncates the file opened on a specified file unit. The function val ue
repor t.s on the success of the operation.
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TSCN$l\ toorcsr,

Scans the file system tree-structure (startin:1 with the hane directory)
to reed UFO:;am segment directory entries. Each call returns the next
file on the current level or the first file on the next lower level.
1he fmction value is .'!RUE. until an error occurs or an em of file
is reached.

LOOICl\L

Tests a character strin:1 to see whether it can be interpreted as a
nunber (binary octal, decimal, or hexadecimal) or a nene, 'lbe function
value reports whether the string meets the specified criterion.

UNIT$l\ LOGICAL

Tests whether any file is open on a specifiej file unit. The function
val oe reports whether the unit is in use or not.

YSNO$A LOGICl\L

Prints a question at the user tenninal which can be answered YES (or
OK)or NO. The function value is •'!RUE. for YES(or OK)am •FALSE.
for NO. My other answer causes the question to be repeated;
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SORI'ANDSEARCHLIBRARIES

'!here are t~ classes of sorting subroutines available: disk sorts am
in-memory sorts. Disk sorts use the mass s'toreqe devices (disks) for
~rking space while the in-memory sorts put w:>rking information in the
user's address space. For canplete details on the use of these
subroutines, see the Subroutine Reference Guide.

Disk Sorts

Disk sor t
1ibraries.

slbroutines are in the VSRTLI(V-mode)am SRTLIB(R-mode)
VSRTLIcontains the following:

• ASCS$$sorts or merges ASCII or binary files on any of the 12
support.ed key types.

• SUBSRTsorts a single input file on ASCII keys.
simpler cal l.Irq sequence than ASCS$$.

It has a

• SRTF$Ssorts fran one to twenty input files into a sirgle output
file. It allows specification of both input and output file
types.

• MRGl$Smerges from one to eleven input files into a si~le
output file. It allows specification of both input and output
file types.

'!he t~lve suppor ted key types are: ASCII, s irq Le-prec Is ion integer,
single-precision real, double precision real, double-precision integer,
nuneric ASCII with leooirg seperat.e sign, nuneric ASCIIwith trailing
separate sign, packed decimal, nuneric AOCII with leading embedded
sign, nuneric ASCII with t.rai Lirq embedded sign, nuneric ASCII
trrs iqned , and AOCIIwith lower case letters treated as equal to upper
case letters. SRTLIBcontains the following:

• ASCS$$sorts on ASCII (upper and lower case) or binary keys. It
can also merge up to ten files.

• SUBSRTsorts a sirgle input file on ASCII keys.
simpler cal l irq sequence than ASCS$$.

It has a

In-memorySorts and Binary Search

The subroutines listed here are contained in the library MSORTSin
UFD=LIB. This is an R-modelibrary. There is, at present, no V-mode
version. A complete discussion of these slbroutines will be found in
Reference Guide, PRIMOSSubroutines.

See Knuth, Donald '!he Art of O>mputerprogranmirg, vol. 3 for complete
discussion of these types of sorts.
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Table 13-1 lists Sorts characteristics.

Table 13-1. Sorts Characteristics

Approximate
Sort relative r unnfrq time Comnents

Average r-aximun

BUBBLE N**2 - only good for very snall N

HFAP 23N*ln(N) 26N*ln(N) inefficient for N(20eJ9

INSERl' N**2 - snall N; very good on
nearly ordered tables

QUIa< l2N*ln(N) N**2 fastest but very slow on
nearly ordered tables

SHELL N**1.2S N**1.5 good for N<2900

N is the rumber of entr ies in the table (nentry).-

'!hese routines all sor t the table in Increas irq order with the key
treated as a single, signed multiple-word integer.

RADXEX,however , treats the key as a s irq Ie , unsigned multi-word (or
partial word) integer. For example: If the keys were 5, -I, 10, -3,
RADXEXwould sort them to: 5, 10, -3, -1 The other routines \f,Uuldsor t
them to: -3, -1, 5, 10

OPERATINGSYSTEMLIBRARY

'These subroutines are used mainly by PRIM03. Ib~ver, a rnmber of them
useful at the applications level are described in detail here.
Cbmplete details will be found in Reference Guide, PRIMOSSubroutines.

File Access

Files are structured to be accessed in either of t\f,U ways: SM, or
Sequential Access Method, and DAM, or Direct Access Method. SAMfiles
are the most commontype of file created and processed by PRIMOS. M:>st
files likely to be dealt with by the user are SAMfiles.

SAMFiles: A 8M file consists of records threaded together with
forward am backward PJ inters. Each record in the file contains a
pointer to the beq innirq record address (BRA) of the file. The
beqInrurq record of the file contains a poInter to the file directory
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in which it is listed. Since records are strung together in this
manner, they can only be accessed sequentially; the entire file must
be searched fran the beqInnirq in order to fim a record. This is time
consunirq \<benmany randan accesses must be done. Ho~ver, SAM files
are more canpact and require less disk storage space than DAMfiles.
SAMfiles are accessed by PRIMa:;commandssuch as ED, etc.

DAMFiles: DAMfiles have a multi-level index containing pointers to
wery record on the file. If the file is short, the record address
pointers point directly to records containing data. If the file is
long, these pointers reference other records containing a lo~r level
Index, Those Ird Ices in L.urnhave pointers to records containing data.

mMstructure is more sui table to rapid, rarden access of data than SAM
structure. Each individual record can be referenced by a unique
pointer connecting the record and a pointer imex at the beginning of
the file. Searching the pointer index for a particular record is
quicker than hunting through each entire record in sequence.

DAMfiles are less canpact than SAMfiles. ThPMIDASsubsystem or user
applications progrcms must be written to access them. rnMfiles occur
in the MIDASam SEGsubsystems.

Names

In the file system calls, names are either ASCII, packed two characters
per word, or character str ings (the actual name preceded and followed
by a single quote). If the nane length specified in a call is longer
than the actual length of the nane, the nane must be followed by a
number of trailing blanks sufficient to match the given lerJ3th.

Passwords

Passwords can be at most six characters long. Passwords less than six
characters must be padded with blanks for the remaInIng characters.
Passwords are not restricted by filename conventions and may contain
any characters or bit patterns. It is strongly recoomerrled that
passwords not contain blanks, commas, the characters
= ! ' @ { } [] ( ) or lowercase characters. Passwords should not
start with a digit. If passwords contain any of the above characters
or begin with a digit, the passwords may not be given on a FRIMOS
canmand line to the ATTACHcommand.

Keys and Error Codes

All keys and error codes are specified in symbol ic , rather than numeric
form. These symbolic names are defined as PARAMETERSfor FORTRAN
programs in $INSERTfiles in a UFDon the master disk called SYSCCM.
The key definition file is named KEYS.F for FORTRAN. The error
definition file is ERRD.F.
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Error Handlill3

Errors occur r irq fran a subroutine call causes a non-zero value of the
argunent CODEto be turned. Users should always test CODEafter a call
for non-zero values to be certain no errors are missed. Error pr Int.Irq
and control are performed by the ERRPR$subroutine:

CALL ERRPR$(key,code,text,text-len:Jth,name,neme-lergth'

key

K$NRTN

Action to be taken after pcinting message.

Exit to ffiIMCE; do not allow return to cal.Lirq
progrem.

K$SRTN Exit to ffiIMCE; return to cal Llrq proqrzm foLl.owirq
a STARTcommand.

K$IRTN Return immediately to cal l.irq progrem.

code An integer variable containing the error code
returned by the subroutine generating the error.

text User's message to be printed following stardard error
message (up to 64 character~ •

text-Ien:Jth Lerqth of text in characters.
To anit text, specify both text am text-length as 0.

name user-specifie1 nane of
detecting or repor t irq
characters) •

progrem or sub-system,
the error (up to 64

name-Iell3th Length of name in characters.
To anit neme, specify both neme am neme-Iength as 0.

The message format for non-zero val ues of CODEis:

standard text. user's text, if any (name, if any) e.g.,

ILLEGAL NAI\1E. OPENING NEWFILE (NEWWRl')

These errors are inclLrled in the list of run-time errors in Apperdix A.
They are labeled as File System errors.

Operating System Subroutines

A list of all operating system subroutines with a brief descr Ipt ion of
their functions is given below. Subroutines marked with a bullet (e)
are des:::ribed in detail fol Iowlrq this list.
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• ~'ll:H$$

• CNAM$$

CQ'ttI$$

CQ'ttO$$

CRFA$$

ERKL$$

GPAS$$

NAMEQ$

• PRVF$$

RDEN$$

RDLIN$

RDl'K$$

REST$$

• RESU$$

IDR4130 SUBROUTINELIBRARIES

At.t.acbes to a UFOand optionally makes it the hane UFO.

Changes a filename.

Switches commandinput stream from terminal to command file
and vice-versa.

Switches output stream fran terminal to file am vice-versa.

Creates a sub-UFO in the current UFO.

Reads or sets the erase am kill characters.

Return~ passwords of sub-UFD in the current UFD.

Compares filenames for equivalence.

Reads, writes, and positions pointer in a SAMor DAMfile.

Reads entry in UFD.

Reads I ine of characters fran compressed or uncanpressed
ASCII disk file.

Parses the commandline, token by token.

Restores an R-modememory image to user memory fran a disk
file.

Restores an R-modememory image fran a file, sets initial
values, and begins execution. An error in this call causes
an error message to be printed automatically and then
returns commandto ffiIMCB.

SATR$$ Sets attributes (protection, date, time, etc.)
entry.

in a UFD

SAVE$$ Saves an R-modememory Imeqe in user memory by wri tin;J it
into a disk file.

SGI:R$$ positions and reads segment directory entr ies.

SPAS$$ Sets the passwords in the current UFD.

• SRCH$$ Opens or closes a file.

TEXTO$ Checks the validity of a filename.

• TSRC$S Opens or closes a file anywhere in the ffiIMCS file
structure.

WTLIN$ Writes a line of ASCII characters to a disk file in
canpressed format.
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A'l'CH$$

CALLATCH$$(ufd-name,name-le~th,logical-disk,pasS\<\Ord ,key ~code)

ufd-nane Nane of UFOto be attached to (i f uf~name=K$HCMEand
key=QJ,attachnent is to home UFO)•

ncme-le~th Lenqt.h in characters of ufd-nane (if ufd-name=K$HCME,
name-Lerqth is ignored) •

logical-disk Logical disk to
key=K$IMFO.

searched for ufd-nane when

logical-disk Action

K$ALLD Search all started-up
logical devices.

K$CURR Search MFOof current disk.

password 3-word array containing the owner or non-owner
password of ufd-name (if at tachirq to bome UFO,
password may be (3) •

reference-key + set-key

reference-key

K$IMFOAttach to ufd-name in MFO on log ical-disk.
K$ICURAttach to ufd-name in current UFO.

set-key

K$SETHSet current UFOto horne after attechtrq ,

code Returns integer-valued error code.

CNAM$$

CALLCNAM$$(old-name .old-neme-Ierq th ,new-name.new-nane-Lerq th,
code)

old-name Nameof file to be charq ed ,

old-name-leD3th Number of characters in old-name.

new-name Nameto be charqed to.

new-name-leD3th Number of characters in new-name.

code Returns integer-valued error code.
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Note

CNAM$$ requires owner-rights in the current UFD.

'!'henanes of the MFD,BOOT,BAIl3PI',or the packname may not be
charged.

FRWF$$

CALL PRWF$$ (read-write-key+position-key+mode,file-unit,LOC(buffer),
nunber-of-words ,position-valoe,'WOrds-transferred,code)

read-write-key Action to be taken (mandatory).

K$READ Read number-of-words from file-unit into buffer.

KSWRIT

K$POSN

write number-of-words fram buffer to file-unit.

Set current position to value at 32-bit integer
in position-value.

K$'rnNC Truncate files open on file-unit at current
position.

K$RPOS Return current positions as a 32-bit integer in
position-value.

position-key Indicates positioning (optional).

K$PRER

KPOSR

Move file pointer of file-unit position-value
words relative to current position; then
perform read-write-key operation.

Performs read-write-key operation then move file
pointer of file-unit position-value WJrds
relative to current position.

K$PREA Move file pointer of
position-value then
operation.

file-unit
perform

to absolute
read-write-key

K$POSA Perform read-write-key operation, then move
pointer of file-unit to absolute position-value.

If position-key is omitted, K$PRER is used.

mode Transfer all or convenient number of WJrds
(optional)•

omitted Read/write number-of-words.
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K$CONV Read/wri te convenient nunber of w:>rds up to
nunber-of-words.

K$FRCW
-,

Perform write to disk fran
executing next instroction
Increases disk I/O time.

buffer
in the

before
proqrzm,

See Reference Guide, PRIMOS Subroutines
"convenient".

for a discussion of

file-unit File unit on \\hich the file has been opened (by
SRCH$$,PRIMCEcommand, etc.) •

buffer Data buffer for read/write.
specify as LOC(~).

If oot needErl,

nunber-of \\Qrds nlJl\ber of \\Qrds to be transferred
maximun nunber of \\Qrds to be
(mode=KSCOOVl.mmbar-o f-word s may
to .05535.

(mode:g, or
transferred
range from 0

posi tion-valoo Relative or absolute position value
integer, INTEX:3ER*4). If not needed ,
long-integer zero as 000000 or INTL(0).

(32-bit
specify

words-transferred '!he nunber of w:>rds actually transferred v.hen
read-wri te-key-=KSREADjother keys leave this
paraneter unmodified. (INTEGER*2).

code Returns integer-valued error code.

RESU$$

CALLRESU$$ (filename,name-length)

filenane Nane of the file cont.a in irq the manory image.

name-length Number of characters in filename.

SRCH$$

CALLSRCH$$(action+reference+newfile,filename,name-length,
file-unit,file-type,code)

action Action to be taken (mandatory) •

KSREAD Open filename for reading on file-unit.

K$WRIT Open filename for writing on file-unit.
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K$CLOS

K$IELE

K$EXST

reference

K$IUFO

K$ISEG

K$CACC

K~ETU

new-file

rm413~ SUBROUTINELIBRARIES

Open filenane for read irq am writiI13 on file-unit.

Close file by filename or by file-unit.

Delete filename.

Check existence of filename.

Modifies action (optional).

Search for filename in current UFO (this is the
defaul t) •

PerfoIlll the action on the file that is a segment
directory entry in the directory which is open on
filename.

Charge access rights of file open on file-unit to
action.

Open filenane on an unused file-unit selected by
PRIMCl3. '!he unit nunber is returned in file-unit.

Specifies type of file to create if file-name does
not al ready exist.

K$NSAM SAMfile (this is the default) •

K$NOAM mM file.

K$M3GS SAMsegment directory.

K$NSGO O~ segment d irecto ry.

filename Nameof the file to be opened. If reference=K$ISEG,
filename is a file unit on which a segment directory
is al ready open,

name-len:Jth Nunber of characters of filenane.

file-unit

fi1e-t~

File unit mmber on \\hich file is to be opened or
closed.

Returns type of fil e opened , If call does not open
file, its value is uncharged. '!tle values are
Int.eqer s ,

o SAMfile
I OAMfile
2 SAM segment directory
3 DAMsegment directory
4 UFO
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code Returns an inteq er-val ued error code.

Note

A.UFOmay be opened only for reed lrq ,

A.UFOcannot be deleted unless it is empty.

A.segment directory cannot be deleted unless it is of Lerqth 13.

TSRC$$

CA.LLTSRC$$(action+ne~file,pathname,file-unit,character
position ,code)

action Action to be taken (mandatory).

K$REA.D

KSWRrT

K$RJ:WR

~n pathname for reed irq on file-unit.

q>en pathname for writirq on file-unit.

~n pathname for reed Irq am wri tillJ on
file-unit.

K$DELE Delete file :pathname.

K$EXST Check on existence of pathnane ,

new-file Specifies type of file to create if pathname
does not al reedy exist.

K$NSAM SAMfile (this is the defaul t) •

K$NDAM DAM file.

K$NSGS SA.Msegment directory.

K$lISGO DAM segment directory.

pathname A.specification of any file in any directory
or subdirectory stored in array pathname
packed two characters per word.

file-uni t File tmi t nunber on mich the file is to be
opened or deleted. '!he file-unit is closed
before any action is taken.

character-p:>sition A two-element integer array.
word 1 of entry: the first character in the
array that is part of the pathname (count
starts at 0) returns: one past the last
character that was part of the pathname.
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word 2 - the nunber of characters in the
pathnane.

file-type Returns type of file opened. If call does not
open file, its value is uncharqed , The values
are integers.

o SAMfile
1 DAMfile
2 SAMsegment directory
3 DAMsegment directory
4 UFD

code returns an integer valued error code

Note

TSRC$$always closes the file unit, then attaches to the user's
hone UFD before attanpting any action.
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SECTICN14

usn«; ROYANDABBREV

Users can modify the PRIMOScommandenvironment in three ways:

• '!hey can use the ROYcommand to choose the form of prompts to be
dispQayed at their tenninal during an interactive session or in
a command file.

• They can use the ABBREV command to
abbreviations for mIMOS coomands, and
abbreviations during interactive sessions.

define
to

their
use

own
those

• They can define their own condition-handling routines (on-units)
to supplement or replace system-supplied ones.

The use of RDYand ABBREVare explained in this section. The cord i t.Lon
mechanism and its use are explained in the next section.

CHANGINGTHEPROMPTMESSAGE

In addition to its normal OK, and ER! prompts, PRIMesalso supplies a
long form of prompt message which displays the time, the amount; (in
seconds) of CPU time am I/O time used since the last pranpt, am the
user's stack level. (The stack level is only displayed if it is
greater than 1; most users don't need to worry about it.)

Users can change the form of prompt message displayed at their tenninal
by g iv ing the RDYconmard,

Command Function

ROY-LON:; Sets the terminal to the long form
of pranpt.

RDY-BRIEF Returns it to the st.andard .,OK,II •

ROY-OFF Suppresses prompts entirely.

RDY-ON Re-enables prompts to the previous level of
verbosity (long or brief) •

ROY Prints a single long-form pranpt message.

For example:

OK, RDY-LONG
OK09:21:29 0.284 0.324
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ROY -OFF
RDY -ON
OK 1iJ9:2l:43 1iJ.036 0.1iJ00
ROY -BRIEF
OK,

CREATIN3 AND USING ABBREVIATIONS (ABBREV)

'lheFRIMOS connand ABBREV allows you to create ~ur own abbreviations
for use in PRIMOO command lines. Its form is:

ABBREV (pathnanel [options]

To use ABBREV, you:

• Create an empty abbreviation file.

• Define abbreviations wdthin the file.

• Invoke ABBREV to activate the file during any work session in
which you want to use }Cur abbreviations.

When an abbreviation file is activated, PRTIMOScalls its abbreviation
processor to scan each PRIMOS command entered from the user's terminal.
The abbreviation processor checks each word against the active
abbreviation file, expands all abbreviations to their full defined
form, then passes on the commands to the st.andardcommand processor.
You can modify your abbreviation file at any time; but ~u can use it
only for interactive sessions. Abbreviations will not be expanded in
command files. Once ~ur abbreviation file is activated, it remains
active until you give the ABBREV -OFF coovnandor log out.

Creating an Abbreviation File

Invoke the ABBREV command with the -CREATE option, giving a pathname
which names and locates the new file. Fbr example:

ABBREV MY UFD>MY UFD.ABBREV -CREATE

This command creates and activates an empty abbreviation file.
Therefore, the file specified must not already exist.

Defining Abbreviations

Abbreviations are defined and put into the abbreviation file by the
-ADD option of the ABBREV conmard , This option has the form:

ABBREV lpathnenel -ADD name value
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where name is the abbreviation and value is the comnands and/or
arguments the abbreviation specifies. Fbr example:

ABBREV~ JO JOB -DISPLAY

This example enters the abbreviation "JO" in the user's abbreviation
file, and defines it as standil'l3' for the coomand "JOB" plus the option
"-DISPLAY." Wlenever this abbreviation file is activated dur Inq a work
session at a terminal, typil'l3' "JO" at that terminal will be equivalent
to typin;l "JOB -DISPLAY".

Note

Beware of definin;l abbreviations identical to PRIMOS
abbreviations. The abbreviation processor will give your
abbreviation precedence; 'Iherefore, you won't be able to use
the PRIMOSabbreviation while your abbreviation file is active.

Activating an Abbreviation File

ABBREVpathname [-ON]

activates an existing abbreviation file. PR]MOSloads the abbreviation
table from the specifiErl file and checks each word typed at the
tenninal against the abbreviations in the file before giving it to the
comnard processor, expanding the abbreviations it firrls into their full
fonn.

Using Variables in Abbreviations

You can define variables within an abbreviation by using nunera1s
flankErl by ABBREV'sescape character, %. The symbol "%1%" stands for
the first word following the abbreviation, %2%stands for the second
word, am so on. (Currently, up to nine variable words are allowErl.)
'Ihis feature is particularly handy for commandsnaming files. For
example, definil'l3' an abbreviation by the conmard:

ABBREV-ADD F %1%%2%-L %2%.LIST.%I%-){REF-64V -DEBl(;

would allow the abbreviation processor to translate the command:

F FTNFOO

into the command:

FIN FOO-L FOO.LIST.FIN -){REF-64V -DEBl(;

Similarly,

F F77 FOO
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would becane

F77 FOO-L FOO.LIST.F77 -XREF~64V -DEBUG

Other Options: ABBREVhas options for refining definitions, charq Inq
or deleting definitions, etc. Four of commonuse are:

Comnaoo Function

ABBREV-OFF Deactivates abbreviation file.

ABBREV[pathname] -ON Reactivates file. If pathname is
not suppl ied, previous pathname is
used.

ABBREV[pathname] -DELETE

abbrev-l [ ••• abbrev -n]

Deletes the named abbreviations
from the file.

ABBREV[pathname] -LIST Lists the contents of the file.

For a full list of options and their uses, see the PRIMOS Commands
He ference Guide.
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SECTIOO 15

USING THE CCNDITION MEX:HANISM

INTRODUCTION

PRIMOO has a condition mechanism which is activated when any executing
process encounters certain unusual events. These events (or
conditions) fall into three categories:

• Software-puzzlirg situations: end of file encountered while
reading data, illegal addresses, etc.

• Hardware and arithmetic exceptions: numbers too large or too
small for the computer to handle, attempts to divide by zero,
program too large for its allotted space, etc.

• External occurrences: situations not directly controlled by the
executing process, such as the use of the break key from the
user's terminal

More than 30 PRIMOO-defined conditions exist. Some examples are:

Condition Definition

ACCESS VIO~TION$ Process has attempted to read,
write or execute into a segment
to which it has no access for
that function.

ARITH$ Arithmetic exception.

STACK OVF$ Process has overflowed its stack
segment.

QUIT$ User has hit break key on
terminal.

ILLEGAL INST$ Process has tried to execute an
illegal instruction.

ENDFILE (file) End of file encountered while
reading a PL/I file.

For a complete list of these conditions, see the Subroutines Reference
Guide.
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usINGTHECCNDITIONMEX::HANISM

'!be condition mechanism's goal is either to repair the problem and
restart the program, or to terminate the program in an orderly maimer.
Tb achieve this goal, the condition mechanism activates diagnostic or
remedial subroutines (or PLII begin blocks) calle1 on-units.

Users writing in FORTRANIV, FORTRAN77, PLII, COBOL,or PMAcan define
their own on-units within the procedures for which they're interxied.
Ibwever, all users are autanatically protected by PRIMa:>' system
on-units. Wlen an error corxiition occurs, the corrlition mechanism
looks for on-uni ts within the execut ing procedure. If it firxis none,
or if the procedure's on-units call for further help, the corrlition
mechanism searches first through any callil)J procedures' on-units am
then through the system's on-units, act ivat irq the first appropriate
on-uni t it finds ,

THE SYSTEMDEFAULTON-lJNIT

Of all the system on-un it.s , the system default on-unit is the one most
likely to be encountered by the user. This on-unit prints the
following message at the user's terminal, then returns the user to
RUMOSconmard level:

Error: condition "cord It.ton" raised at "address"
[extra information]

'!be user may then take anyone of the following actions:

• Give the STARTcomnand. The condition mechanism will try to
resune running the program from the point at which the condition
was raised.

• Give the DMSTKcommand. This will print (at the terminal or
into a file, as the user prefers) a stack dump, which traces the
sequence of calls am returns by which the program reached its
current state. If:you are familiar with ffiIME machine
architecture, you may find that this comrnandgives you enough
information to solve }"Ourproblem. (For details, see the ffiIMOS
CommandReference Guide.) The user may STARTa program again
after dumping the stack.

• Give the DBGcommandto invoke the source-level debugger. Then
re-run the program under IBG. If the IMSTKconmanddidn't
provide enough information to solve the problem, this is
probably the best course of action to take. (For information on
how to use the debugger, see the section on "Debugging" in this
guide.)

• Give the RLScommandto release the errant program. You will
remain at mIMOS comnand level and can give any ffiIMOScoomand
you choose.
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Note

If the system default on-unit is Invoked for a process running
as a phantom or batch job, the condLtion rnechanisn prints the
error message into the job's conmarrl output file arrl then logs
the process out.

OO-UN1TACTIONS

On-units can:

• Terminate the program via a non-local GOTO,passing control back
to the main program, so that it can call EXIT am return to
PRIM<E1evel ,

• Run diagnostic routines, then terminate the program (as above).

• Repair the problem \'bich caused the error condition am have the
program resumeexecution from the IX> int of interrupt.

• Ignore the error condition and resume running the program.

• Transfer control to some predetermined spot in the program,
possibly in a different procedure fran the one which raised the
error condition.

• "Continue to signal", passing control back to the cord It.Ion
mechanisnand telling it to hunt for another on-unit.

• Print messages, then do any of the above.

• Print messages and/or run diagnostic routines, then transfer
control back to the user at the terminal (as the system default
on-unit does).

WRlTINGON-uN1TS

User-written on-units have the advantage of being tailored to the
procedures for which they are written. Since on-units have the same
range of action as any subroutine, they can be as elaborate or as
simple as required. On-units can even turn someerror conditions into
advantages: "eN ENDFILECALLsome-subroutine" can be an efficient way
of terminating an LndefIni t.e-Lenqt.hinput loop.

Within any procedure, users can define on-units for as manyconditions
as circumstances dictate. On-units can also be defined to handle
condIt Ions not normally recognized by PRIMOS:one subroutine (created
by a call to SIGNL$or SGNL$F)signals the condition whenit occurs and
another (created by a call to MKONU$or MKON$F)acts as on-unit.
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PRIMOS provides the fQllowing subroutines for users wishing to create
their own on-units:

Subroutine Function

MKONU$ called by a procedure when it wishes to
create an on-unit.

MKON$F A FORTRAN-specific version of MKONU$.

SIGNL$,SGNL$F Called to raise a condition.

CNSIG$ called by an on-unit to pass control back
to the condition mechanism.

RVONU$,RVON$F called by a procedure to revert (disable)
an on-unit.

MKLB$F,PLl$NL Used in FORTRAN programs to enable
on-units to perform non-local GOTO's.

Information on how to use these subroutines is given in the Subroutines
Reference Guide.

When writing on-units, the following rules must be observed:

• On-units can hand on control in one of three ways: by calling
another procedure, by a local or non-local GOTO, or by returning
to the calling procedure. (They may not call EXIT, thot..ghthey
may GO TO a point in the main program which does so.)

• '!heymay set error codes as return paramet.ers , print error
messages, or signal other error conditions. But they may not
call ERRRTN or use ERRPR$ with any but the immediate-return key
(K$IR'lN)•

• Programs containing on-units must be compiled in V-mode or
I-mode.

SCOPE OF ON-UNITS

On-units are usually defined at the beq inni.rq of a program or
subroutine; but they may be defined at any point within the program.
When the program reaches the point at which the on-unit is defined,
(i.e., a call to MKONU$ or MKON$F) the on-unit is said to be set.
However, the on-unit does not execute at this point. It does not
execute unless the condition to which it responds is raised. An
on-unit remains set until one of three things happens:

• The procedure within which the on-unit was defined returns
(ends)•
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• A new on-unit for the condition is defined.

• '!heon-unit is r tver ted (disabled) by a call to RVONU$ or
RVOO$F.

Thus, if an on-unit for the condit.Ion ARITH$ is defined at the
beqinnirq of a program, it remains in effect t.hrouqbout;the program,
unless it is reverted or some other on-unit for ARITH$ is defined later
in the program. If a subroutine within that program defines its own
on-unit for ARITH$, then that on-unit takes precedence (but only while
the subroutine is executing). Each call to the subroutine
re-establishes its on-unit; each return from the subroutine reverts
the new on-unit am re-establishes the on-unit defined in the main
program. (If no on-unit is defined within the main program, then
PRIMOS' on-units are in effect when the main program is runnlrqv)

A FCRTRAN EXAMPLE

suppose you have a program v.hichcontains a subroutine called UPJ::lb.TE
that periodically updates journal entries, headers, etc. Once this
subroutine is started, you want it to finish; a QUIT in the middle
could foul up your bookkeepirq, Write a subroutine called NOQUIT v.hich
responds to QUITs by pr Intinq a message at the terminal but otherwise
ignoring the QUIT:

SUBROurINE NOQUIT (CP)
INTEGER*4 CP

/*This will be the on-unit
/*CP=pointer to condition frame for QUIT$

C
CQ\1M(J\l/CQ\1jNAME/*A variable used by UPDi\TE
CALL WOU ('Sorry, quits not allowed dur irq update', 38)
CALL TNOUA ('Currently processirq record " 28)
CALL TNoo (NAME, 6)
RETURN /*Return to UPDATE at point;v.herequit occurred
END

Define NOQUIT as an external procedure within subroutine UPDi\TE, and
establish it as an on-unit via the subroutine MKON$F. Note that if
UPDATE (or any subroutine that calls MKONU$ or MKON$F) is to be
compiled with the FTN compiler, it must obey the followi~ rules:

• It must include a STACK HEADER 34 specification.

• It must be compiled usi~ the -SPO option. This option allows
allocation of the stack header space needed by the on-unit, but
suppresses some error testirg. Therefore, we advise that you
first compile the on-units without the -SPO option, in order to
test for codinq errors that -SPO would ignore, before doing the
actual compilation with -SPO.

• Since the -SPO option activates the OCLVAR option, the
subroutine may not contain undeclared variables.
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• It must not contain commonblocks with names of five letters
followed by a dollar sign (xxxxx$).

SUBROtJl'INEUPDATE
C

EXTERN1\LNOQUIT
STACKHEADER34
CCl+'!CN/CCWNAME

/*Provides stack space for on-unit
/*on-unit reports the value of this

/*variable
INTEGER*2NAME
CALLMKON$F(' QUIT$', 5, NOQUIT)

/*Parameters are:
/* condition-name (defined by PRLMOS)
/* length of condition name
/* name of on-unit subroutine

C
C
C ••• body of subroutine v.uuld go here •••
C
C
C

RETURN/*At this point, NOQUIT'sauthority ceases.
END

A PL/I EXAMPLE

The hypothetical problem: provide a program with an on-unit for the
condi tion POINTER$FAULTthat will fix a faulting pointer to point at a
(p.:>ssibly long-integer) zero, and retry the instruction that faul ted.

A p.:>ssible solution:

problem: proc;

dcl mkonu$ entry (char(*) var, entry) options (shortcall (18»,
long zero fixed bin(3l) static init (0),
ptr_fault_ char(14) var static init ('POINTER_FAULT$');

$INSERTdcl for ffh
$INSERTdcl-for-cfh

/* Set up the on-unit for mINTER_FAULT$.*/

call mkonu$ (ptr_fault_, ptr_handler);

/* Nowperfonn the canputations that might cause pointer-faults. */
/* Having done them, return. */

return;
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1* On-tmit for FOINI'ERFAULT$.Correct the faultio;J
pointer to point at-loo;J zero, and restart at the
poInt of interruption. wi

ptr_handler: proc (cp);

dcl cp ptr; I*p:>inter to cfh *1

dcl mspptr; 1* local copy of machinestate ptr *1
dcl based_ptr ptr based;

msp= cp -) cfh.ms_ptr;
msp-) ffh.fault_addr -) based_ptr = eddr (loo;J );

1* The above uses the hardware-saverlpointer to the faul tirg
pointer, which is found in the machine-state ffh, to reset
the bad pointer. Wethen simply return, causirq the
instruction to be re-executed. *1

return;

end; 1* ptr_harrller *1

1* problern*1end;
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APPENDIXA

GLOSSARYOF ffiIMECCN::EPI'SAIDCCNVENTIONS

The following is a glossary of concepts and conventions basic to Prime
computers , the PRIM03operating system, and the file system.

• binary file

A translation of a source file generated by a language translator (F'IN,
PLlG, F77, CCl30L,PMA,RFG). soch files are in the format required as
Input; to the loaders. Also called "object file".

• byte

8 bits; 1 ASCII character.

• condition mechanisn

A FRIM03facility which responds to conditions that \\Quld normally
cause program termination. Rather than terminating the :program
immediately, the condition mechanism activates an on-unit to take some
diagnostic or remedial action. A list of conditions handl ed by PRIM03'
condition mechanism is given in the Subroutine Reference Guide.

• CPU

Central Processor lhi t (the Prime comput.er proper as distinct from
peripheral devices or main memory)•

• current directory

A tiemporary working directory explained in the discussion on }bme vs
Current Directories in Section 2.

• directory

A file directory; a special kind of file containing a list of
filenames and/or other directories, along with information on their
characteristics and location. MFD3, LFI:S, and subdirectories
(sub-UFDs) are all directories. (Also see segment directory.)
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• directory name

'!he file nesneof a directory.

• external command

A PRIMCE command existiD3 as a rl.llfile in the command directory
(CMDN::I1!)• It is invoked by neme, and executes in user address space.
No system-wide abbreviations exist for external commands. LSers may
define abbreviations for external coomands by us irq the ABBREVcorrmand.

• file

An organized collection of information stored on a disk (or a
per Ipher al storage mediun such as tape). Each file has an identifyin:..J
label called a filename.

• filename

A sequence of 32 or fewer characters Whichnames a file or a directory.
Within any directory, each filename is unique. Directora nanes and a
filencme may be canbined into a pathname. M:>st corrma s accept a
pathnane wherever a filename is requi r ed,

Filenames may contain only the following characters:

A-Z, 0-9, #: $ - • * &

'!he first character of a filename must not be nuner Ic , Ch somedevices
underscor e (_) prints as backarrow «-)".

• filename conventions

Prefixes indicate var ious types of files. 'Ihese conventions are
established by the canpilers and loaders, or by comnonuse, and not by
mIMOS itself.

B filename Binary (Object) file

C filenane Comnandinput file

L filename Listing file

Mfilencme wad map file

o filename Conunandout put; file

m filenane Phantom commarrlfile
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filenane Source file or text file

*fil ename

#filenane

&!.VED(Executable) R-rnoderl.l'lfile

SAVED(Executable) V-moderl.l'lfile

• file-unit

A nimber between " and 127 ('177, or octal 177) assigned as a
pseudonyn to each open file by mIMoo. 'Ibis nunber may be given in
place of a filename in certain commands,such as CLOSE. mIMOO-level
internal ccmnands require octal values. Each user is guaranteed at
least 16 file mi ts at a time. '1bemaxinummmber of units that a user
may have open simultaneously varies per installation; the default is
128. mIMCSalways reserves units" and 127 for its own use.

• file protection keys

See keys, file protection.

• bomedirectory

The user1s main working directory, initially the login directory. A
different directory may be selected with the ATTACHcomrnaoo. See the
discussion on Homevs CUrrent Directories in Section 2.

• identity

'Ibe addressing mode plus its associated repertoire of comput.er
instroctions. Prograns canpiled in 32R or 64Rmode execute in the
R-identity; prograns compiled in 64Vmodeexecute in the V-identity.
Prograns canpiled in 321 mode execute in the I-identity. R-identity,
V-identity and I-identity are also called R-mode, V-mode, and I-mode.

• internal command

A conunand that executes in mIMCSaddress space. D:>esnot overwr i te
the user memoryimage. ffiIMOS-defined abbreviations exist for internal
canmands.
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• keys, file protection

Specify file protection, as in the PRarECcommand.

" NJ access
1 Read
2 Write
3 Read/Write
4 Delete and truncate
5 Delete, truncate and read
6 Delete, truncate and write
7 All rights

• LIEV

Log ical disk device nunber as printed by the command srATtE DISKS.
(See Ldi sk s)

• ldisk

A parameter to be replaced by the logical unit nunber (octal) of a disk
volune. It is determined when the disk is brouqht; up by a S'mRTUPor
AIDISKcommand. Printed as IDEVby srxrts DISKS.

• log ical disk

A disk volune that has been assigned a logical disk nimber by the
operator or during system startup.

• MFD

1he M3ster File Directory. A special directory that contains the names
of the UFDs on a particular disk or partition. There is one MFDfor
each logical disk.

• mode

M addressing scheme; 1he mode used determines the construction of the
computer instructions by a compiler or assembler. (See identity.)

• nodename

Nameof system on a net\l,Orki assigned \!then local PRIMCSsystem is
bui I t or configured.
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• nunber representations

xxxxx
'xxxxx
$xxxxx

Decimal
~tal
Hexadecimal

• object file

See binary file.

• on-unit

A begin block (in PL/I) or subroutine (in FORTRAN,CCBOL,or PL/I)
Yklich is activated by the condition mechanism to han:Ue error
conditions. mIMCS has on-units for all conditions it recognizes.
USers may also define on-mits within any procedure they write.
User-written on-units take precedence over system ones.

• open

.Active state of a file-unit. A commandor program opens a file-unit in
order to read or write it.

• output stream

Output from the computer that \It{)u1dusually be printed at a terminal
during crnmand execution, but W1ich is al so written to a file if
CCMOurPtrrcommandwas given.

• packnane

See volune-name.

• page

A block of 1024 16-bit words within a segment (512words on Prime 300).

• partition

A portion [or all] of a multihead disk pack. Each partition is treated
by m.IMOS as a separate physic al device. Partitions are an integral
rumber of heads in size, offset an even nunber of heads from the first
heed. A volune occupies a partition, and a "partition of a disk" and a
"volune of hIes" are actually the same thing.
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• patbnane

Amulti-part nane mich uniquely specifies a particular file (or
directory) within a file systan tree. A pathnane (also called
treenane) gives a path fran the disk volune, t.hrorqh directory and
subdirectories, to a particular file or directory. See the discussion
on Pathnanes in Section 2.

• PIEV

Physical di.sk mi t nunber as pr inted by STATlE DISKS. (See pi isk.)

• pdisk

A paraneter to be replaced by a physical disk LI1it nunber. Neededonly
for operator coemards ,

• phantom user

A process nnnill3 Indepeodentfy of a terminal, under the control of a
conmandfile.

• procedure

In FORTRAN,a stbroutine or function. In PL/I, any sLt>routine,
function, or progran. (In PL/I, procedures may contain other
procedures.) In CCBOL,the term usually refers to one or more related
pareqraphs or sections within the Procedure Division. Procedures
direct the canputer to perform a particular operation or a series of
operations.

• process

A particular progran runnirq in a particular address space.

• reserved characters

'!he following characters are reserved by ffiIMOOfor special uses. '!hey
may not be used in file nanes.

()'[]! [}""? - I < > @ + I % \ (delete or rubout)
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• rmfile

Executable version of a progran, consisting of the loaded binary' file,
subroutines and 1ibrary entries used by the progran, CCMMONareas,
initial settings, etc. (Created using I..Q7\Dor SEG.)

• Sa:;
Prime's segmented Loedinq util ity.

• segment

A 65,536-word block of address space.

• segment directory

A special form of directory used in direct-access file operations. l'ht
to be confused with directory, Wlich means" file directory".

• segno

Segment nimber ,

• source file

A file containing progranuning language statements in the format
required by the appropr lat.e canpiler or assembler.

• subdirectory

A directory that is in a UFDor another subdirectory.

• sub-UFD

Sameas subdirectory.

• treenane

A synonym for pathneme,

• UFO

A user File Directory, one of the Directories listed in the MFDof a
volune. It may be used as a UX;INnane ,
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• unit

See file-mite

• vo1une

A self-sufficient unit of disk storage, inc100ing an MFD,a disk record
availability table, and associated files and directories. A volune may
occupy a complete disk pack or be a partition within a multi-head disk
pack.

• vo1une-name

A sequence of 6 or fewer characters labeling a vo1une. '!he name is
assigned dur irg formatting (by MAKE). '!he S'mTlEDISKScanmanduses
this name in its DISKco1unn to identify the disk.

• word

As a unit of address space, tw:>bytes or 16 bits.
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APPENDIX B

SYSTEM DEFAULTS AND CCNSTANTS

TEFMINAL
full duplex
X-GN/X-OFF disabled

EDITOR (ED)
INPur (TIY)
LINESZ 144
MODEN::KPAR
MODENCOLUMN
MODENCOUNT
MODENNU'ttBER
MODENPRCMPI'
MODEPRALL
VERIFY

Symbols
BIANKS .~
COUNTER@
CPRa-1PI's
DPR(lv1PI's
ERASE II

ESCAPE
KILL ?
SEMICO; end of line or command
TAB \
WILD

SEGMENTED-L~ER (SEG)
Load Irq address: current TOP+l in

current procedure segment
Stack size: '6000 words
Library: PFTNLB and IFTNLB libraries

VIRTUAL LOADER(LOAD)
Mempry Location: '122770 - '144000
Load Inq address: current *PBRK value
Library: FTNLIB FORTRANlibrary
MODE:D32R
Sector Zero Base Area:

Base start at location '200
Base ra03e '60eJ words

CG1MON: Top = 'eJ77777
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EXECl1I'ION
A-register value 0
B-register value 0
x-register value 0
Program start address '100e
Bits 4-6 of Keys:

00e 16K, sector-address
001 32K, sector-address
el~ 64K, relative-address
011 32K, relative-address
110 64K, segmented-address

mIMOS
ERASE
INTERRUPr
KILL
Files:

"
CCNTROL-P or BREAK
?

created with protection
owner all access rights (7)
non-owner no access rights (0)
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APPENDIXC

ASCII CHARACTERSET

The standard character set used by Prime is the ANSI, ASCII 7-bit set,
shown in Tables C-l and C-2. This character set conforms to ANSI
X3.4-1968. (1963 variances are noted.)

PRIMEUSAGE

Prime hardware and software uses standard ASCII for ccmmenIcat Ions with
devices. The fol lowfrq points are particularly important to Prime
usage.

• output Parity is normally transnittErl as a zero (space) unless
the device requires otherwise, in Which case software will
compute transnitted parity. Some controllers (e.g., MLC) may
have hardware to assist in parity generations.

• Input Parity is ignored by hardsare and by standard software.
Input drivers are responsible for making the parity bit suit the
host software requirements. Some controllers (e.g., MLC) may
assist in parity error detection.

• The Prime internal standard for the parity bit is one, i.e., '200
is addErl to the octal val ue.

KEYBCWIDINPUT

Non-printing characters may be entered into text with the logical
escape character - and the octal value. The character is interpreted
by output devices according to their hardware , (For exanple, typing
"207 will enter one character into the text.)

CTRL-P('220) is interpretErl as a .BRFAK.
.CR. ('215) is interpreted as a newline (.NL.)
" ( '242) is interpretErl as a character erase
? ( '277) is interpreted as line kill
\ ( '334) is interpretErl as a logical tab (Editor)
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Table C-l. ASCII Character Set (Non-printing)

octal ASCII
Value Char

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237

NULL
SOH
STX
E:I'X
EOT
ENQ
ACK
BEL
BS
HI'
LF
vr
FF
CR
SO
SI
OLE
OCl
OC2
OC3
OC4.
NAK
SYN
E'IB
CAN
EM
SUB
ESC
FS
GS
RS
US

Comments/Prime Usage

Null character - filler
Start of header (conmumcat Ions)
Start of text (communications)
End of text comnunications
End of transmission (communications)
End of 1.0. (communications)
Acknowledge affirmative (communications)
Audible alarm (bell)
Back space one position (carriage control)
Physical horizontal tab
Line feed; ignored as terminal input
Physical vertical tab (carriage control)
Form feed (carriage control)
Carriage return (carriage control) (1)
RRS-red ribbon shift
BRS-b1ack ribboon shift
RCP-relative copy (2)
RHT-re1ative horizontal tab (3)
RLF-ha1f line feed forward (carriage control)
RVT-re1ative vertical tab (4)
HLR-half line feed reverse (carriage control)
Negative acknowledgement (coomunications)
Synchronoc ity (communications)
End of transmission block (communications)
Cancel
Ern of Mediun
Substitute
Escape
File separator
Group separator
Record separator
Unit separator

1. Interpreted as .NL. at the terminal.

Notes

Control
Char

"@
"'A
"B
"c
"'0

"E
~F
"G
"'H
"I
"J
"K
"L
"M
"N

"0
"'p

"Q
"R
"s
"T
"u
'V
"w
"x
"y

"'z
" [
"\
"]

2. •BREAK. at terminal. Relative copy in file; next byte
specifies number of bytes to copy from corresponding position
of preceeding line.

3. Next byte specifies nunber of spaces to insert.

4. Next byte specifies nunber of lines to insert.
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Table C-2. ASCII Character Set (Printing)

Octal ASCII OCTAL ASCII OCTAL ASCII
Value Character Value CHaracter Value Character

,
"240 .ss (1) 300 @ 340 (9)

241 301 A 341 a
242 " (2) 302 B 342 b
243 it (3) 303 C 343 c
244 $ 304 D 344 d
245 % 305 E 345 e
246 & 306 F 346 f
247 I (4) 307 G 347 9
2513 ( 310 H 350 h
251 ) 311 I 351 i
252 * 312 J 352 j
253 + 313 K 353 k
254 , (5) 314 L 354 1
255 315 M 355 m
256 316 N 356 n
257 / 317 0 357 0
260 " 320 P 360 P
261 1 321 Q 361 q
262 2 322 R 362 r
263 3 323 S 363 s
264 4 324 T 364 t
265 5 325 U 365 u
266 6 326 V 366 v
267 7 327 W 367 w
2713 8 330 X 370 x
271 9 331 y 371 Y
272 332 z 372 z
273 ; 333 [ 373 {
274 < 334 \ 374 I
275 = 335 ] 375 }
276 > 336 "(7) 376 - (10)
277 ? (6) 337 (8 ) 377 DEL (11)
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Notes

1. Space forward one position

2. Terminal usage - erase previous character

3. X in British use

4. Apostrophe/sill3le qoote

5. Comma

6. Terminal usage - kill line

7. 1963 standard i; terminal use - log ical escape

8. 1963 standard ~

9. Grave

10. 1963 standard ESe

11. Rubout - ignored
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ERRORMESSAGES

INTRODUCTION

Error messages are given in the following order:

SEGLoader Error Messages
Loader Error M:!ssages
Run-Time Error Messages
Batch Error ~sscges am Wirnims

In each group errors are listed alphabetically.

Run-time error messages beg Innirq with a fil enane, dev ice nane,
UFDnane, etc., are alphabeti zed according to the first word which is
constant. '!be user should have no trouble in det.erm.lrurq this \<lOrd
(the second word in the message). Leadil'l3 asterisks, etc., are ignored
in alphct>etizing. All run-time errors have been grouped together to
facilitate lookup by the user.
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SEG~IER ERRORMESSAGES

BADCBJErI' FILE

User IS at.tempt lrq co Loed file which has faulty code. '!be file
may not be an object file or it may be ~.ncorrectly ccmpil ed ,
Fatal error, the Loed must be ebor ted ,

CANIT LQlillIN SECTOREDMODE

'!he Loader is att.enpt lrq to Loed code in sectored mode which has
not been ccmpil ed in sectored mode. This could arise if tryin:J to
Loed a modul.e conpi Led or assembled in 16S or 32S mode. It is
unlikely that the average applications programmer will encounter
this. Fatal error, abort load.

CANIT LQlillIN 64V 00 64R MODE

'!he Loader is at cenpt irq to load code in 64Vmode which is not
compiled in that mode. This w::>uldarise if:

1. A progran was compiled in a mode other than 64V.

2. A PMAmodule is written in code other than 64V and its mode
is not specified.

In case 1, the user should recanpile the progran.

In case 2, which the average applications programmer is unlikely
to encounter, the PMAmodule must be modified , Fatal error, abort
load.

CCMMANDERRffi

An unrecognized commandwas entered
following the commandare incorrect.

or the filenames./parameters
Usually not fatal.

EXI'ERNALMEMooy REFE~E TO ILLEGALSffiMENT

An attempt. was made to load a 64R mode program, causing a
reference to an illegal segment nunber. Recompile in 64V mode.
Fatal error, abort load.
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ILLEGA.LSPLIT ADDRESS

Incorrect use of the Loader's SPLIT command. Segments may be
split at '4000 b:>undaries only (Le., '4000, '10000, '14000, etc.)
Not fatal; respl it segment.

MEMCRYREFEREN:ETOCCX+1.ONIN ILLEGA.LSEGMENT

An attanpt was made to 1000 a 64R mode proq ran \\herein CCMMCN
\\Quld be allocated to an illegal segment nunber. Recanpile in 64V
mode. Fatal error, abort 1000.

NOFREE SEGMENTSTO ASSIGN

All SEG's segments have been allocated; no more are available at
present. Use SYr-BOLcomnand to eliminate C(Mo10Nfran assigned
segments, thus r educ irq the nunber of assigned segments required.
(user may need larger version of SEGand PRIMCS'. Fatal error,
abort 1000.

NORcx::MIN SY.M30LTABLE

Unlikely to occur; no user solution. A new issue of SEGwi th a
bigger symbol. table is required. Check with analyst. As a
temporary measure, user may try to reduce nunber of symboIs used
in proqr an, Fatal error, abort load.

REFEREN:ETO UNDEFINEDSEGMENT

Almost always caused by improper use of the SYMBOLcommand to
allocate initialized COMMON.Initialized COMMONcannot be located
with the SYMBOLcommand; use R/SYMBOLor A/SYMBOLinstead.

SOCTORZEROBASEAREAFULL

Extremely ml ikely to occur. N:>t correctable at appl ications
level. Check with analyst. Fatal error, abort load.

SEGMENTWRAPAROUNDTO ZERO

An attempt has been made to 1000 a 64R mode proq rem, 'Ihe proq ran
has exceeded 64K and is cryil'l3 to be 1000ed over code previously
10OOed. Recompile in 64V mode. Fatal error, abort load.
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LOAIERERRffiMESS.AGES

ALREADYEXISTS !

An attanpt is be irq mede to define a new s}mbol; however, the
s}mbol nane is al reedy a defined s}mbol in the s}mbol table.

BADOOJECTFILE

'!be object text is not recognizable. '!his usually occurs when an
attanpt is mede to load source code or when the object text was
canpiled or assembled for segmented LoadIrq ,

BASESEX::TOR0 FULL

All locations in the sector zero base area have been used. Use
the AU command to generate base areas at regular intervals, or use
the SETSor ~D commands to specifically place base areas.

CAN'TDEFERCCMv'lON,OLDCBJECTTEXT

'!be Defer Commoncanmand has been given and a module created with
a pre-Rev .14 canpiler or assanbler has been encountered. It is
not p:>ssible to defer Commonin this case. '!he module must be
recreated with a Rev.IS compiler or assanbler.

CAN'T - PLEASESAVE

'!be EXecute command has been given for a run file v.hich has
required virtual Ioed irq , SAve the rmf fl e and give the EXecute
canmand.

CN$

Commandline error. Unrecognized commandgiven. Not fatal.

CCl'tMONom OF REACH

Commonabove '100000 is out of reach of the current load mode
(16S, 32S or 32R). Use the MOdecomnard to set the load mode to
64R.
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CCMt'lCN roo LARGE

Definition of
t.hrorqh zero.
- may help.

this canmon block causes common to wrap around
Movin;J the top of comnon - with the COtmon comnand

snane ILLEGl\LC(lIoMONREDEFINITION

An attanpt is be irq mede to redefine Commonblock sncme to a
longer Lerqth , The user's progran should be exanmed for
consistent Commondefinitions. At the very least the longest
defini tion for a Cannon block should be first.

xxxxxx MULTIPLEINDIRECT

Amodule loa:Hng in 64R mode requires a second level of
irrlirection at location xxxxxx. This message usually resul ts when
an attanpt is mede to load code crmpfLed or assembled for 32R mode
in 64R mode. It can also happen if code has accidentally been
loaded into base areas as the resul t of a bed Load command
sequence.

snarne xxxxxx NEEDSECTffiZEROLINK

At location xxxxxx a link is required for desectorirg the
instruction. No base areas are within reach except sector zero.
The last referenced sJrnbol was snane , 'Ibis message is only
generated when the SZ conmard has been given. Snane may be the
name of a Commonblock, the name of the routine to which the link
should be made, or the nane of the module being Ioaded ,

XXXXX){ NOPOSTBASEAREA,OLDOOJECTTE}cr'

A post base area has been specifiErl for module which was created
with a pre-Rev.14 compiler or assembler. No base area is created.
Recreate the object text with a Rev.lS canpiler or assanbler.
This is not a fatal error.

FROGRAM.-C~ONOVERIAP

The module beirg loaded is attanptirg to load code into an area
reserved for Cannon. Use the locrler's COtmoncomnarrl to move
Commonup higher.
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PRmRAMroo I.ARGE

'ttle IX"ogran has 1000ed into the last location in manory and has
wrapped around to 1000 in Location 0. The progran size must be
decreased. AIt.ernat.Ivel y, compile in 64V mode and use SEG.

REFEREtCETO UNDEFINEDC(MotCN

An attanpt is be irq made to link to a O:>mmonname -vbich has not
been defined. 'ttlis usually happens to users creat irq their own
translators.

SEx:::TORED~D MODEINVALID

A module compiled or assembled to Load in R mode has been Leaded
in S mode. Use the M01e comnand to reset the load mode. It might
be a good idea to be sure that all modules are correctly written,
since the de fa ul t load mode is 32R.

SYMBOLNor FOOND

An attanpt is be irq mede to equate t\ltO symbols with the SYmbol
conmand and the old symbol does not exist.

SyftBOLTABLEFULL

'ttle symbol table has exparded down to location 14000. '!he last
buffer cannot be assigned to the symbol table. Rebuild LQi\D to
10Grl in higher manory locations, or reduce the nunber of s}'ffibols
in the load.

SYMBOLUNDEFINED

An attanpt is be irq made to equate t\ltO s)'fllbols; however , the old
symbol, is an undefined symbol in the symbol table.

64R LOADMCDEINVALID

Amodule canpiled or assembled to run in only 32Kof memory is
being loaded in 64R mode. Recanpile or reassanble or change the
10Grlmode with the loader's MQjecoounand.
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RUN-TIMEERRORMESSAGES

ACCESSVIOrATICN 64V mode

Attanpt to perform operations in segments to which user has no
right.

****AD R-mode function

OVerflow or underflow in double-precision addition/subtraction
(A$66,S$66) •

All file units in use. File Systan

User has request.ed use of a file unit when he al reedy has the
maximun al LotsabIe nunber of file units open. [E$FUIU]

ALLREMOTEUNITS IN USE File system

Attempt mede to assign a remote unit Yklen none are available.
(Network error) [E$FUIU]

**** ALOG*ALOG10 - ARGUMENT(=0 V-mode function

Argunent not greater than zero used in logarithm (ALOG,AI..CX;113)
function.

filename ALREADYEXISTS Old file call

Attempt to create a file or UFD with the name of one already
ex istirg • [CZ]

Already exists. File System

Attempt made to create, in the UFD, a sub-UFD with the same nane
as one already existing. (CREA$$) [E$EXST]

****AT R-mode function

Both argunents are zero in the ATAN2function.

**** ATAN2- BOTHARGUMENTS= 0 V-mode function

Both argunents are zero in the ATAN2function.
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**** ATTDEV- BADUNIT v-mode call

Incorrect logical device uni t nunber in the A'I'TIEV subroutine
call.

BADCALLTO SEARCH Old file call

Error in calling the SEARCHsubroutine, e.g., incorrect parameter.
[SA]

Bad canmand fonnat PRIMOS

User has issued an illegal conmand line. Coomarrl is iqno red ,
[E$CMND]

BADDAMFILE Old file call

The DAM file specified has been corrupted - either by the
programmer or by a systan problan. [SS]

Bad DAMfile. File System

The '[)l\M file specified has been corrupted - either by the
programner or by a systan problan. (PRWF$$,SRCH$$). [E$BDAM]

Bad key in call. File System

Incorrect key value specified in subroutine argunent.
RDEN$$,SATR$$,SRCH$$,SGDR$$) [E$BREY]

(ATI:H$$,

BADPARAMETER Old file call

Incorrect parameter value in surrout Ine call. [SA]

Baj parameter. ffiIMOS

Incorrect parameter value in subroutine call. [E$BPAR]
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BADPAS9NCRD Old file call

Incorrect password specified in
mIMOS level attached to no UFO.

ATTACH subroutine. Returns to
[AN]

Bad pa ssso rd • File System

Incorrect password specified in ATCH$$ subroutine.
mIMCE level attached to no UFO. [ATCH$$] [E$BPAS]

Returns to

Note

'Ib protect UFO privacy the system does not allow the
user to trap BADPAS9NCROerrors.

PRIMOS

System error.

Bad seqment d ir unit. File Systan

Error generated in access lrq segment directory, i.e., mIMOS file
unit specified is not a segment directory. (SRCH$$) [E$BSUN]

Bad stack format.
Bad stack format signal 1in;}•

FRIMOS

Condition mechanisn cannot perform requested action because the
comnard processor stack has been danaged (system error). User is
returned to PRIMa; commandlevel. [E$STKF,E$STKS]

BADSVC PRIMOS

Bad supervisor call. In FORTRANusually caused by proq rem wri tin;}
over i tsel f •

Bad truncate of segment dir. File Systan

Error encountered in tr uncat.Irq segment directory.
[E$BTRAN]

(SGIR$$)

Bad m it nunber. File System

mIMOS file unit nunber specified is inval id - outside legal
range. (PRWF$$,RDEN$$,SRCH$$,SGIR$$). [E$BUNT]
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Bad use of exit. PRIMOS

The cord ition mechanisn sends
returned to PRIMCEcoounand level.

this fatal message.
[E$NEXP]

User is

Beqinnf rq of file. File System

Attempt was mede to access locations before the beg innirl3 of the
file. (PRWF$$,RDEN$$, SGm$$) [E$BCF]

****BN n R-mode ftriction

Device error in REWINDcoomand on FOOTRANlog ical uni tn.

Buffer too small. File System

Buffer as defined is not large enotqh to accomodate entry to be
read into it. (RDEN$$) [E$BF'ffi]

CommandI ine truncated. PRIMOS

An illegal comnand line has been rece ived ,
executed, and the user is returned to
[E$TRCL]

The conmand
PRMOScommand

is not
level.

Concealed stack overflow. PRII\1OS

System error.
[E$CSOV]

(Generally sent by the condition mechanism.)

Crawlout unwirrl failed. PRIMOS

System error.
[E$CRUN)

(Generally sent by the condition mechanism.)

**** DATAN- BADARGUI\1ENT V-mode ftnction

The second argunent in the Qi\TAN2 function is zero.

****DE R-mode function

The exponent of a double-precision nunber has overflowed.
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'!he Device is in use. File System

Attempt was mede to ASSIGJ a device currently assigned to another
user. [E$DVIU]

Device not assigned. File System

Attempt was mede to
ass iqni rq that device.

perfonn I/O operations on a device before
[E$NASS]

Device is not started. File System

Attempt was mede to access a disk not physically or logically
connected to the system. If disk must be accessed, systems
maneqer must start it up. [E$DNS]

**** DEXP- ARGt.J.1ENTTOO LARGE v-mode function

'!he argunent of the DEXPfunction is too large;
give a result outside the legal rarqe ,

Le., it will

**** DEXP- OVERFLCW*UNDERFLCW V-mode function

An overflow or underflow condition occurred in calculating the
IEXP function.

'!he directory is demeqed, File System

UFDhas become
SATR$$, SRCH$$)
trappable error;
level.

corrupted. (A'ICH$$, CREA$$, GPAS$$, RDEN$$
[E$BUFD]• calls to RDEN$$ return this as a
other coornarrls return to the mIMOS conmand

'!he directory is not empty. File System

Attempt was mede to delete a non-empty directory.
[E$DNTE]

(SOCH$$)

DISKFULL Old file call

No more roam for creating/extending any type of file on disk.
[DJ]
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The disk is full. File System

No more roan for creating/eKtemin;J any type of file on disk.
(ffiEA$$, ffiWF$$, SRCH$$, SGIR$$). [E$DKFL]

Note

Space may be made available. Use the internal RUMOS
corrunandsATI'ACH,LISTF, and DEIETEto remove files Yklich
are no longer needed.

Disk 1*0 Error File System

A readVwrite error was encountered in accessing disk. Returns
immediatel y to PRIMCS level. Not correctable by appl ications
prog ramner • (A'IOl$$, CRFA$$, GPAS$$, PIH'$$, RDEN$$, SATR$$,
SRCH$$, SGm$$). [E$DISK]

Disk is wri te-protec ted • File System

An attempt has been mede to write to a disk which is
WRITE-protected. [E$WTPR]

OKERROR Old file call

A read/wr It.e error was encomtered in accessing disk. [VB]

****DL R-mode ftzictrion

Argunent was not greater than zero in DLCX:;or DLOJ2 function.

**** DLCX:;*DLOO2- ARGUMENT<=~ V-mode fmction

Argunent not greater than zero was used in DLOOor DLOO2function.

****DNn R-mode function

Device error (end of file) on FOOTRANlogical unit n ,

**** DSIN*OCOS- ARGUMENTRANGEERROR V-mode function

Argunent outside legal rarge for IEIN or OCOSfunction.
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**** IEQRl' - ARGtMENI'<13 V-mode function

Negative argunent in r:s~T function.

****DT R-mode function

second argunent is zero in Il\TAN2function. (0$22)

OUPLICATENAME Old file call

Attempt to create/rename a file with the name of an existing file.
[CZ]

****oz R-mode function

Attanpt to divide by zero (double-precision).

End of file. r File System

Attanpt to access location after the end of the file. (PRWF$$,
RDEN$$,SGDR$$) [E$EOF]

****EQ R-mode function

Exponent overflow. (A$81)

****EX R-mode function

Exponent function value too large in EXP or DEXPfunction.

**** EXP - ARGUMENTTOOI.ARGE V-mode function

The argunent of the EXP function is too large, i.e., it will give
a result outside the Leqal, range.

**** EXP - OVERFLCW V-mode function

OVerflow occurred in cal cul at.Irq the EXPfunction.

Fatal error in crawlout. PRIMOS

System error. [E$CRWL]
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****FE R-mode functiion

Error in FORo1ATstatement. FORo1ATstatements are not canpletely
checked at canpile time. (F$IO)

File in use. File System

Attempt mede to open a file already opened or to close/delete a
file opened by another user, etc. (SOCH$$) [E$FDEL]

FILE OPENON DELETE File System

Attempt made to delete a file which is open. (SRCH$$) [E$FDEL]

'!he file is too lOI¥3. File System

Attempt made to increase si ze of se<J1lent directory beyorrl si ze
limit. (scrass) [E$FI1B]

****FN n R-mode function

Device error in BACKSPACEcornnand on FORTRAN103 ica1 unit!!..

**** F$BN - BADIDGICALUNIT V-mode function

FORTRANlogical m it nunber out of rarge.

**** F$FLEX - DOlBLE-PROCISIONDIVIDE BY ZERO 6tTVmode

Attempt has been made to divide by zero.

**** F$FLEX - DOlBLE-PROCISIONEXPONENTOVERFLOW 6tTVmode

Exp:ment of a double-precision nunber has exceeded maximun.

**** F$FLEX - REAL=) INTEGERCONERSIONERROR 64V mode

MagnitLrle of real nunber too great for integer conversion.

**** F$FLEX - SINGLE-PROCISIONDIVIDE BY ZERO 64V mode

Attempt has been made to divide by zero.
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**** F$FIEX - SINGLE-PREI:::ISIONEXPONENTOVERFLa-I 64V mode

Expment of a sfrq l e-prect aton mmber has exceeded maximun.

**** F$IO - FORMATERROR V-mode function

Incorrect FeRMATstatement. FCRMATstatempnts are not canpletely
checked at ccmpile time.

**** F$IO - FORMAT*DATAMISMATCH V-mode function

Input data does not corresporrl to FOR\1ATstatement.

**** F$IO - NULLREADUNIT v-mode function

FORTRANlog ical unit for READstatement not conf iqur ed properly.

****II R-mode function

Exponentiation exceeds integer si ze • (E$ll)

ILLEGALINSTRUCTICNAT octal-location R mode am 64V mode

An instruction at octal-location cannot be identi fied by the
ccmputer.

Illegal name. File System

Illegal nane specifiErl for a file or UFD.
[E$BNAM]

(CREA$$, SRCH$$)

Illegal remote reference. File System

Attempt to perform network operations by user not on network.
[E$IREM]

ILLEGALSEn-lO 64V mode

Progran referenced a non-existent segment or a segment nunber
greater than those available to the user.
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III e:Jal tr eenc.rne • File System

The str in;) specified for a t.reeneme is syntactically incorrect.
[E$1TRE]

****IM R-mode fmction

OVerflow or under flow occurred dur irq a multiply. (M$ll, E$ll)

filenane IN USE Old file call

Attempt made to open a file already opened, or to close/delete a
file opened by another user, etc. [51]

Insufficient access rights. File system

User does not have access right to file, or does not have write
access in a UFO when at.t.anpt.Irq to create a sub-UFO. (CRFA$$,
GPAS$$, S~TR$$, SRCH$$,SGrR$$) [E$NRIT]

Invalid argument to command. mIMOS

A commandhas been issued with an il Leqal argunent.
is not executed. [E$BARG]

'!he command

Invalid segment number. File Systan

Attempt mane to access segment nunber outside val id rarqe ,
(E$BSGN]

**** 1**1 - ARGUMENTERRffi V-mode fmction

Ex:p.:mentiation exceeds Int.eqer si ze.

****LG R-mode fmction

Argument not greater than zero in ALOGor ~UX:;10 function.

Maxnumber of users exceeded. mIMOS

The maximumallowable nunber of users are already us Irq the
system. (This may mean that the operator has used the MAXU5R
conmard to decrease the nunber 0 f users t.emporar il y .)
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Max ranote users exceeded, File system

No more users may access the netso rk , [E$TMRU]

Nane is too Iorq , File System

Length of nane in argunent 1ist exceeds 32 characters. [E$NMIG]

NOAVAILABLESEGMENTS f)4V mode

Additional segment (s} required - none available. USer should log
out to release assigned segments am try again later.

No phantoms are available. File system

An attempt has been made to spawn a phantrm, All configured
phantoms are already in use. [E$NPHA]

No on-unit found, Condition mechanism

Condition mechani an cannot take action. User is returned to
mIMOScomnand level. [D$NOCN]

No roan. File System

An attempt has been made to add to a table of assignable devices
with a DISKSor ASSIGNAMLCcoounand am the table is already
fillEd. [E$R<XM]

No timer. File System

Clock not started. System error. [E$NTIM]

NOUFDATTACHED Old file call

User not attached to a UFO[AL, SL]. Usually occurs after attempt
to attach with a bad passsord ,

No UFOattachErl. File System

User not attached to a UFO. (ATCH$$,CRFA.$$,GPAS$$, SATR$$,
SRCH$$)• [E$NATl']Usually occurs after attempt to attach with a
bad password.
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NOVECTCR Rand 64V mode

User error in proq ran has caused mIMOS to attempt to access an
unloaded elanent.

1. A UII, PSU, or FLEXto location ~
2. Trap to location e
3. svc switch on, SVCtrap am location '65 is e.

Not a segment directory. File System

Attempt to perfonn segment directory operations on a file lttlich is
not a segment directory. (SOCH$$)[E$NTSD]

Nor A UFD. Old file call

Attempt to perform UFDoperations on a file lttlich is not a UFD.
[AR]

Not a UFD File System

Attempt to perfonn UFD operations on a file lttlich is not a UFD.
(ATCH$$,GPAS$$, SRCH$$). [E$NTUD]

dev Ice-nane Nor ASSIGNED mIMOS

User proqr an has at.t.enpted to access an I/O device lttlich has not
been assigned to the user by a .mIMOScomnand,

filename Nor FOUND Old file call

File specified in subroutine call not found. [AR, SH]

filename Nor FOUND File Systan

File specified in subroutine call not found. (A'ICH$$,GPAS$$,
SATR$$,SRCH$$)[E$FNTF]

filename not found in segment dir. File System

Filenc:me specified in subroutine call not found in specified
segment directory. (SRCH$$,SGDR$$)[E$FNTS]
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NULLREADUNIT ffiIMOS

program has attanpted to reed with a bad lI1it nunber. '!his may be
caused by the proqr an overwr itIrq itself (array out of bounds) •

OLDPARTITICN File Systan

Attempt to per form,
possible only in a
infonnation access.

in an old file partition, an
new file partition; e.g.,
(SATR$$) [E$OLDP]

operat ton
date/time

Operation illegal on directory. PRIMOS

User has tried to per form an operat Ion on a directory that is not
allowed (such as editing it). [E$DIRE]

****PAn R-mode function

PAlSE statanent n (octal) encountered dur irq progrcm execution.

**** PAlSE n V-mode function

PAUSEstatement n (octal) encomtered during proq rem execution.

POINTERFAULT. 64V mode

Reference has been mede to an argunent or instruction not in
manory. '!he t'WO usual causes of this are an incomplete load
(tnsatisfied references), or incomplete arqiment; list in a
subroutine or function call.

Pointer mismatch found. PRIMOS

Internal file pointers have become corrupted. NOuser remedial
action possible. Systan .Administrator must correct. [E$PTRM]

PROGRAMHALTAToctal-location R mode and 64Vmode

program control has been lost. '!he pr oqran has probably written
over itself or the 1000 was incomplete (R-mode).

PRWFILBOF Old file call

Attempt by PR-IFIL subroutine to access location before beginning
of file. [PG]
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PRWFILECF Old file call

Attanpt by PM'IL subroutine to access location after end of file.
[PEl

PRWFILPOINTERMISMA'lCH Old file call

The internal file pointers in the PRWFIL subroutine have become
corrupte::1.

PRWFILUNITNor OPEN Old file call

The PRWFIL subroutine is attemptil)3 to per form operations us irq a
PRIMCEfile unit rumber on W1ich no file is open.

PI'RMISMA.'lCH File System

Internal file IX> inters have becane cor rupt.ed , No user reme::1ial
action posstble , (A'lCH$$,CREA$$,GPAS$$, PRWF$$,RDEN$$,SATR$$,
SRCH$$,SGm$$). Consult systan maneqer ,

The remote line is down. File System

Remote call-in access to canputer not enabled. [E$RLDN]

****RI R-mode function

Argunent is too large for real-to-integer conversion. (C$12)

****RNn R-mode function

Device error or end-of-file in READstatanent on FORTRANlogical
unit n,

****SE R-mode function

Single precision exponent overflow.

SEX;-DIRER Old file call

Error encountere::1 in segment directory operation. [SQ]
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Se<.Jllentdirectory error. PRIMOS

Error encountered in segment directory operation. [SQ] [E$SDER]

Segdir unit is not open. File system

Attempt has been mede to reference a segment directory wtlich is
not open. (SRCH$$) [E$SUOO]

Semaphore overflow. File System

System error. [E$SEMO]

**** SIN*COS- ARGUMENTTOOLARGE V-mode function

AIgunent too large for SIN or COS function.

****SQ R-mode fmction

Negative argunent in SQRTor IEQRTfunction.

**** SCRT- ARGUMENT(0 V-mode functon

Negative argunent in SQRTfunction.

****ST n R-mode fmction

S'roP statement n (octal) encountered dur irq proqrem execution.

**** STOPn V-mode function

S'roP statement n (octal) encountered dur irq proq rem execution.

****sz R-mode function

Attempt to divide by zero (single-precisio~.

Stack overflow in crawlout. PRIMOS

system error. [E$CROV]
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Too many stbdirectory levels. File System

Attempt to create more than 72 levels of sub-UFOS. '!his error
occurs only on old file partitions; new file partitions have no
I imit on UFDlevels. [E$'IMUL]

UFOFULL Old file call

No more roan in UFD. [SK]

'!he UFOis full. File System

UFDhas no roan for more files and/or sub-UFD's. OCcurs only in
old file partitions. (CREA$$,SRCH$$)[E$FDFL]

UFOOVERFLCW Old file call

No more roan in UFD.

Unable to fim faul t frane. Condition mechanism

A call was made to CNSIG$, but CNSIG$ could not firrl that any
condi tion hed been raised.

UNITIN USE Old file call

Attempt to open file on PRIMOSfile unit already in use. [SIlo

unit in use. File System

Attempt to open file
(SRCH$$). [E$UIUS]

on PRIMOS file unit already in use.

UNITNOTOPEN Old file call

Attempt to per form operations with a file uni t nunber on which no
file has been opened. [PO, SD]

Unit not open. File system

Attempt to perform operations with a file unit nunber on Wlich no
file has been opened. (PRWF$$,RDEN$$,SRCH$$,SGDR$$). [E$UNOPl
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UNITOPENONDELETE Old file call

Attempt to delete file without hev irq first closed it. [SD]

****WN n R-mode function

Device error or erX3-of-file in WRITEstatement on FORTRANlogical
unit n.

****XX R-mode function

Integer argunent >32767.
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BATCHWARNIN3SANDMESSAGES

Bad $$ comnard ,

(Fatal) A canrnand file \'as subnitted usiD3 the JOB canrnand that had
a $$ line other than the $$ JOB line as the first non-conmerrt line.
'!he canmand file sboul d be charged so that the "$$" line is legal.
The use of $$ is reserved for future expansion by BA'ICH.

(CllaD3es made)

(Resp:mse) The charges specified in a JOB -CHANGEoperation have
been made. If the job is initiated after the charqe s are made,
then it will execute with the specified charqes in place. '!he job
status will be displayed after the above message is typed out.

Commandfile required as first argunent on stbmission.

(Fatal) The JOB conmandwas given with job options (such as -HeME,
-PRICRITY,-CPl'IME, etc.) but no carunand file was seen before
tbose options. The syntax is "JOBpathnane [-options]".

Cpu limit must be specified.

(Fatal) The queue referred to by a -QUEUEoption dur irq job
submission is defined such that the -CPTIMEoption is a required
parcmeter (Le., default CPUlimit for that queue is greater than
the maximun CPU limit for that queue). The job should be
restbmi tted with the -CPl'IMEoption specified. To determine the
maximun1imits for queues, use BATGEN-DISPIAY.

Elapsed time 1imit must be spec i fi ed •

(Fatal) The queue referred to by a -QUEUEoption during job
subnission has a default elapsed time limit greater than its
maximuntime limit. Resubmit the job with the -ETIME option
specified •

End of line.

(Fatal) One of the Batch progrcms YBS expectirg to fim more
information on the comnandline, but end-of-line was fourd instead.
'!he message will generally contain more information on what was
expected. Re-enter the conmard with the additional requested
information.
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Erx1of line. Illegal <option> argunent

(Fatal) One of the job paremet.er options specified on the JOB
comnandline had no argunent. The information required by that
option should be suppl ied v.hen the canmand is re-entered.

Homeufd required.

(Fatal) The -HCMEoption v.as not present on the JOB or the
(optional) $$ JOB line dur Irq subnission, am the proqrem was
mebIe to determine the home attach poInt; of the stixnittil'lJ job.
Resubnit the job, am Incl ode the -HCMEoption followed by the
absolute pathncme of the UFDwhere the job is to execute. If the
pathname cannot fit, use a shorter version of it when you resubnit
the canmand file, after editirg the file to incltrle an "AT'I'7\CH"
comnard that descends the remainirg sub-ufds to reach the
destination.

Home=<pathnane>

(Resp:>nse)During job submission, the -HCMEoption was not
specified on the commandline or in the cammamfile ($$ JOB), so
the JOBcommanddetermined the homeattach point of the stbmittirg
job. This message is typed out to renird the user that the -HCME
option was not specified. '!be job did successfully stbni t,
rowever ,

Illegal -CHANGEoption.

(Fatal) The options -QUEUEand -PRIffiITY are illegal dur Irq a
-CHANGEoperation us lrq the JOB comnarrl, as queue am queue
priority of a job cannot be charged. cancel or abort the job am
resubni tit into the appropriate queue with the desirErl queue
priority.

Illegal combination. <option>

(Fatal) A job paranetier (such as -ACCT,-HCMEor ~UEUE, etc.) was
specified on the same JOBconmandline as an option to perform an
action (such as -CAOCEL,-DISPLAY,-ABORT,etc.). Use separate JOB
commandsto perform separate functions.

Illegal limit.

(Fatal) The paraneters supplied to the -CPl'IME or -ETIME options
during job sutmfss ion/charq Irq were not legal limits, i.e. they
were less than or equal to ~, or were not legal decimal nunbers and
not the string "None". Re-enter the conmandwith legal limits.
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Illegal name.

(Fatal) One of the Batch programs was expectdrq a nane or canmand,
but it read an unqooted token beqInnirq with a dash (I_I),
irdicatinJ that an option was present.

Illegal nunber. <text> (JOB)

(Fatal) The argunent for the -FUNITor -PRICRITYoption dur inJ job
submission usirq the JOB comnard was not a legal decimal rumber,
Re-enter the coounandline with legal mmer ic parenetier s ,

Illegal option.

(Fatal) One of the Batch programs was expectirg an option, i.e., an
unqooted token beqinnirq with a dash (I_I). Re-enter the comnard
line with a legal format.

Illegal queue nane , <text> (JOB)

(Fatal) The queue name specified after a -QUEUEoption while
subnit.t Irq or charging a job did not canply with queue name format
rules. Use BA'IGEN-STATU>or -DISPLAYto determine the names of
legal queues.

Incorrect user-name.

(Fatal) A commandfile was sutxnitted usirq the JOBcommandthat hed
a $$ JOB line as the first non-comment line, but the user-name
specified after the "JOB" specifier did not match the user-name of
the submitting user. Edit the conmand file and change the
user-name in the $$ ,JOBline to the user-name of the submitter.

*** Invalid batch database, please contact your system administrator.

(Severe) The runnill3 job detected an error (such as disk failure,
point.er misnatch, or misprotected file) in the Batch system
database. It will fl~ the database as inval Id , :tbtify the System
Administrator, who has the responsibility for re-initializing the
database (or runnirq *FIXBATor FIXRATas the case may be). '!he
BA'ICHand JOB conmards will be inoperative tIltil the situation is
resolved •

<nn> is out of rarq e , <option>
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(Fatal) The numbers supplied as parameters to the -FUNIT or
-PRlffiITY options dur Irq job submission/cha~il'l3 were out of rarq e ,
The rarqe for -FUN1Tis from 1 to 126; that for -FRICRITYis fran
'" to 9. 'n1e job should be restbmitted or charqed with legal -FUN1T
and -FR1CR1TYvalues. Note that the system may be configured to
have fewer than 126 units per user at cold-start, and the -FUN1T
argunent will be 1imited to the maximunconfigured uni t number.

?JOB<extnam>«intnam» <status>.

(warnin;J) An attanpt was mede to perform an operation on a job
us lrq the JOB coomarrl that could not be performed because of its
status: for example, tryil'l3 to restart a canpleted job.

Job name required.

(Fatal) The options -CHANGE,-CAOCEL,-1\BORT,-RESTART, -HOLD and
-RELEASEall require a job identifier (internal or external name)•
Re-enter the canmand with the job ide (For example: "JOB C.TOP
-HOID", "JCB :fI:l0032-ABORT")•

Job not found;

(Fatal) The job referred to in a JOB command such as -CHMGE,
-cANCEL,-ABORT,-RESTART,-HOLDor -RELEASE,could not be found by
search.irq the active jobs 1ist. '!his could mean one of three
thil'l3s: that no job exists with that name, that all jobs that have
that name are not active jobs (Le., have canpleted, aborted or
been cancelled), or that a job exists with that external name but
the user maki rq the request is not the same user that originally
subni tted the job.

(.Job no Iorqer restartable)

(Response' 1\ JOB -CAOCELwas performed on an execut irq job. '!he
job itself is not cancelled; it has been flagged as beirq
unrestartable (i.e., a -RES~RT will abort the job but not restart
it) •

(Job not restartable\

(warnil'l3) 1\ JOB -RE~RT was performed on a job that hOO been
flagged as unrestartable. An attempt will be made to abort the
job.

(Job restarted)
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(Resp:mse, ,A JOB -RESTARTwas performed on a job, and the job has
'been flaggOO as restartable. Altholgh an error message may appear
after this message, the job will generally be restarted tnless a
JCB -cANCEL or JCB -CHANGE-RESTARTNOis done on it. Possible
errors after this message include "Insufficient access rights" if
the user is logged in as SYSTEM,am restarted another user's job
from a user terminal (not the supervisor terminal), or if the
process recently logged out. "lIbt found" may also be returned in
this case.

*** Jobs are not being processed at this tUne.

(Severe) If followed by "*** please contact ~ur system
a1ministrator irnmOOiately", it Ind icaties that the Batch database
has not been ini tiali ZOO,or that somethiflJ has happened to it
(like a disk heed crash). If followed by "*** Please try again
later", it im icates that while the database is still val id, the
Batch monitor 'Was logged out using a method other than "BA.'l':H
SYSTEM-S'rop", am will verify the validity of the database when it
is started up. Either 'Way,the user will be immediately returned
to comnandmode (i .e., the operation the user attempted will not be
per formed). '!his can be typed out by the BA.'K:Hor the JOB coamands
when they start runni rq ,

Multiple jobs with this name (use internal name)•

(Fatal) A reference 'Wasmede to a job using a filencme in the JOB
conmard, am there were at least 2 such jobs bel.orq in:J to the user
making the reference that were active. '!he job-id must be used in
this case. Use JCB -STATUSALL to determine the filencrnes am
job-ids of all jobs bel.orq irq to the user issui rq the command.

Multiple occurance.

(Fatal) An option was specified twice dur Irq job sul::xnission or job
chanq inq (example: JOB C TEST-HCMEHERE-HGtE THERE)on either
the JOBor $$ ,JOBline. (Ir-the option is specified once on the
JOB line and once on the $$ JOB line, no error will result am the
paraneter on the JOB line will take precedence). Re-enter the
conmand, specifying each option only once.

Must be first option.

(Fatal) The options -CHAlIGE,-CAOCEL, -ABORT, -RESTART, -STATl.B,
-DISPlAY, -HOLD and -RELEASEmust be the first option on the JOB
commandline (after a sometimes optional job identifier). Use the
JOB comnard several times to per form several operations.
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No active jobs [mined "cj obnaneo "] for user <usemane>.

(Response) There are no jobs bel 003 i03 to that user that are
wai tirg, held, or exec uti 03 •

'!he jobnane is output if a jobnane was specified for the -DISPLAY
or -STATUScomnand; otherwise it is anitted.

No job charges specified.

(Fatal) The -CHANGEoption was given to the JOB command, but no
actual changes were specified on the command line. specify cha03es
to be made after the -CHANGEoption.

No jobs [named "cjobnane> "l for user <usernane>•

(Response) This message is typed out by a JCB -DISPIAY ALL or
-STATUSALLcommand,and IndIcat.es that there are no jobs bel.onqirq
to that user.

No 1003er executirg.

(Fatal) A JOB -ABORTor JOB -RESTARTwas performed on a job that
had execution status, but by the time the execution file was reed
in to detennine the user nunber of the process, it had disappeared.
If the message II (Job restarted) II had been typed out, then the job
would be restarted.

No queue available for job.

(Fatal) A job was subnitted usi03 the JOBcommandthat did not use
the -QUEUEoption to specify the queue to which it was to be
sLbnitted, and no suitable queue could be fomd , SUitability for a
queue inclLrles CPU am elapsed time limits beil'l3 within the
confines of the queue, queue be irq t.nblocked, etc. Use the BA'ffiEN
-STATUSor -DISPIAYcomnard to yield a list of legal queues and
their status.

No queues have waitirg or held jobs.

(Responsel A BA'ICH-DISPLAYcommandwas issued, and there were no
queues that hed any waitin:j or held jobs in than. A queue may have
one execut irq job in it, but an executirg job is not considered a
waitin:j or held job.

No recent jobs [named <jobnane>"] for user <usernane> ,
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(Response) There are no jobs bel on; in; to that user (or in the
batch system if the user is SYSTEMthat were subnitted, initiated,
aborte1, complete1 or cancelled today.

No runnirv; jobs.

(Response) A BA'ICH -DISPIAYconunandwas issued, and there were no
jobs that were currently runnirg. It is possible for there to be
no runnirq jobs and to have jobs waitirg, however, even v.ben the
monitor is r unnlrq and there are free phantans; there is always a
snaIl anoint of turnaround time between the stiJrnittal of a job am
the execution of a job.

Not an absolute treenane.

(Fatal) The home ufd specified with the -HCl>1:E option dur irq
subnission uslrq the JOB corrmand(or chanqIrq of job paraneters)
was a relative (pathnanel , i.e., it beqan with "*>". Re-subnit the
job, givil'Y:Jan absolute pathnane after the -HCME option.

~t your job.

(Fatal) A reference was mede to a job usirg an internal nane in the
JOB comnarrl, and the referenced job did not bel orq to the user
makinq the reference. USe "JOB -5TATtEALL"to obtain a list of
all jobs bel.onqInq to the user makirq the request.

Null bomeufd ,

(Fatal) The bome ufd specified with the -HCJ't1E option dur Irq
subnission uslrq the JOB comnand(or charq irq of job paraneters)
was a null str Irq , Re-subnit the job with an absolute pathname
after the -HOME option.

Please starn by.

(Response) This messeqe ard others like it ("File in use, please
stand by") will be output if the progran bein:J run is tryirg to
gain access to a file that is in use for more than 5 seconds.
After 2" seconds, the" File is use ••• " messc.gewill be output, and
after 3" seconds, the message "Timeout of 3" seconds has occurred"
will be output and the proqrem will "give up". Usually this will
result in a fatal error, as it could indicate that systan security
is broken.

Please wait.
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(Response) This message asks that the user be patient because the
IX'ogran he is nmnin:J has been Lockirq up the Batch database too
10113am is not allowin:J other processes to have access to it. It
is not a fatal error. It generally only is output whena system is
heavily loaded, or whenthe current process has a very low priority
am does not run frequently.

Queueblocked.

(Fatal) The queue referred to by a -QUEUEoption dur in:J job
subnission is currently blocked to new subnissions. Try it again
later, or use another queue.

Queuedeleted.

(Fatal) The queue that the job was beirq sti:lmitterl to was present
when it was first checked out, but by the time the cornnarrlfile had
been copierl and some other activities had taken place, the queue
had been deleted. The job should be resubnitted to a different
queue.

Queuedoes not exist.

(Fatal) The -QUEUEoption on the JOBcommandline or the (optional)
$$ JOBline referred to a queue that either did not exist or was in
the process of beill3 deleted ("flagged for dal et.ton"t , '!he BArmEN
-STATUSor -DISPIAY comnarrl should provide a list of currently
available queues am their status, if the file that defines queues
is accessible by users.

QJeue full.

(Fatal) There are already 10,9"9 jobs (Yklether active or inactive)
in the queue to which the job is belrq subnit.t.ed, The queue must
be deleted and re-created before more jobs can be slixnitted to it.
The system adninistrator should be asked to do this. Mean\>bile, if
any other queues are available, they can be used instead by the
user.

Register setting.

(Fatal) Register settings are illegal in the Batch slbsystem
(except as part of a subnitted comnard file). Re-enter the comnand
line wi trout the reg ister sett irq ,

Searching for free comnard file, please starrl by.
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(Res{X>nse)This am other messages like "QuelE is in heavy
use ••• please stand by" mean that many users are subnittiI'l3 comnarrl
files at once. '!he situation should reso lve itself in a sbor t
(f(I()mt of time.

SpecifiErl val ue is out of rarqe,

(Fatal) The -CPI'IME or -ETIME option specified durirg job
subnission or a -Cw\NGEoperation is greater than the maximun
allo\<lo1edby the queue to Wlich the job \'tas stbmitted. '!his message
will be preceded by a message irrlicatiI'l3 the maximunlimit for that
queue ("epu limit is xx" or "Elapsed time limit is xx"). If the
limits cannot be lowered and the job successfully r in , then try a
queue with higher limits.

Syntax error. Register settin:Js are illegal

(warning) This message is output if errl-of-line is expected am a
register settirg is fourrl instecrl. Re-enter the conmandwithout
register settin:Js.

<text> seen when end-of-line expected.

(Fatal) <text> was seen Wlen there sbould have been no more text
(end of line). The conmandwill be ignored am the user will be
returned to PRIMOOlevel.

This job cannot be restarted.

(Response] Output by a JOB -DISPIAY command if the job beirg
displayed has had a JCB --cANCELdone to it while it was execut.Irq ,
or \'tas stixnitted with the -RESTARTNOoption. My -RESTARTsdone
to the job will abort the job (if they succeed) , but the job will
not be restarted.

(This job has alrecrly executed nn time( s) •

(Response) Output by a JOB -DISPIAY command if the job be.lrq
displayed is execut irq am has alrecrly been executed. This is the
resul t of a JOB -RESTARTbe irq done on that job, or a syst.en
cold-start after being broujht; downwhile the job was executirg.

Toomanyoptions.

(Fatal) At least two options were entered that confl icted with each
other, such as JCB -DISPIAY-Cw\NGEor JOB C TEST -ABORI'--cAN:EL.
Use separate JOBcoomarrls to per form separate operations.
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U1knownoption.

(Fatal) An option was entered to the BA'lt:Hor JOB commandthat was
not recogni zed.

warnin:J: jobs are not beirq processed at this time.

(Response) The Batch monitor is not nnnin:J. l>b subnitted jobs
will be execute:i Inti! it has been started up. '!he operation
request.ed will then be per formed, If the monitor is force-logged
out, or the systan is shut downwithout the monitor loggin;} itself
out, there may be a database problem as a result.
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